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You asked for them...

CARDCO has them!
LQ/1 & LQ/3 LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS

In response to your demand and need,

CARDCO now has available "Commodore-

ready "LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS". Just plug them

in and print.

Offering standard friction-feed and optional

tractor-feed, the CARDCO PRINTERS come

complete with built-in interfacing for all

Commodore Personal Computers, as well as

compatible input for PC, PC jr., TRS-80 and other

personal computers.

LQ/1 13" carriage. 15 CPS

LQ/3 11" carriage. 13 CPS

"CARDPRINT" C/?+G PRINTER INTERFACE

with Graphics

For printers that are not Commodore-ready, Cardco

offers the C/?+G PRINTER INTERFACE including all

cables and connectors for the following printers: all

new Epson MX, RX and FX series, Star Gemini 10X and

Delta 10, Prowriter, C.-Hoh 8510, NEC 8023, Oktdata

82,83,84,92,93 and 94, Mannesman Tally Spirit and

MM 60, Seikosha GX-100, BMC BX-80 and the Gorilla

Banana. Prints the full Commodore character set;

graphics, characters, reversed characters and

reversed graphics characters.

"WRITE NOW"

WORD PROCESSOR SOFTWARE

An excellent time saver, CARDCO OFFERS THE C02

"Write Now" program with built-in 80 column display.

You see exactly what will print. All special codes can

be transmitted to printers maintaining justification.

Easy full-screen editing; works with any printer.

"MAIL NOW1 MAILING LIST SOFTWARE

CARDCO D/01 quickly (in memory) sorts by zip,

category, name and state; fully compatible with

"WRITE NOW". Other fine features Include: User-

oriented; menu-driven operation; each disk supports

600 entries. Format can print single, double or triple

labels across.

All Cardco Products are available at your local dealers.

Write for illustrated literature.
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VIIEWH3CMTHIEI3RIDGIE
As of this writing. Ahoy! will no longer be

available every month. It will be available

every hour of every day of the month, via

our new bulletin board! If you have a C-64

or VIC 20 and a modem you can call 212-564-7727

to download files providing details on upcoming is

sues, product information from upcoming editions of

Scuttlebutt, and more. We'll be adding files in the

future as we strive to make our bulletin board one of

the most useful available to Commodore owners.

Continuing our efforts to improve your life, we've

implemented a new system of printing our program

listings. The changes, all of which are for the better,

are outlined in the revised introduction to our pro

gram listings section on page 67. Read it before you

start entering programs, or come crawling back in

bewilderment—the choice is yours!

As for the rest of the November issue of Ahoy!:

one area in which the Commodore 64 is surely sec

ond to none among microcomputers is in its music-

production capabilities. That's one of the two major

themes in this issue.

Cheryl Peterson is not only a talented computer

writer, but strong for a little girl. She managed to

wrestle popular keyboardist/producer George Bitzer

ATTENTION COMMODORE 64 OWNERS:

"Is THE CLONE MACHINE really dead?
Yes, there comes a time when a product grows old and isn't the

latest state of the art. Thank goodness we understand that here at

Micro-W. Our all new version (known as SUPER CLONE) will

surely prove that we are still number one in the back-up business.

You'll still get the old reliable

Clone Machine but we've

added the following;

1) A fast clone copy (approx.

] 4 minutes) that's simple to use

2) A Super Unguard utilility

that quickly handles errors

20 thru 29 (and you don't

even have to disassemble

your drive like some of our

competitors suggest)

3) A new unique way to

back-up formerty uncopyable

software.

Don't worry if you are a

registered owner of our earlier

version, we've got you on

file and this upgrade will only

cost you $10 plus shipping

and handling. Dealers, call

us for stock balancing on old

merchandise.
CTTl I jiKji y St£Q-95* Should"ve matlt back-ups with Super Clone

1342B Route 23
Butler. N.J. 07405

CALL: (201) 838-9027 To Order

Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Inviied.

r copy program lhai you have purchased lowartl rrn»

u must piovidt your original purchased product and

Available from:

MicnFi
DISTRIBUTING, INC.

• W« u-,11 all«- 115 trade crtdii for any on

purer™ of SUPER CLONE »! W9 95 '

tlATt *ny you wdrr oun infitdd This oil

Reader Service No. 2B4

away from his numerous commitments to artists like

Kenny Rogers and the Bee Gees to assist her in

writing Play It Again, Sid, an evaluation of a host of

music programs for the 64. (Turn to page 18.)

Also, Peggy Herrington gives you the score on

piano-style keyboards for the 64. (Turn to page 15.)

We said this issue had two major themes. If you

were here last month, you know what else to expect:

another graphics tour de force by Morton Kevelson.

This month. Morton the K concludes his compara

tive review of Graphics Programs on the C-64 with

five more packages (turn to page 13); provides you

with the means of generating an Alternate Character

Set for the C-64 (turn to page 58): and tells you

more than you thought there was to know about Pro

gram Image File Structures. (Turn to page 61.)

We'd hoped to present PTE: A Personal Text Editor

in our October issue, as the natural follow-up to our

two-part series on word processors. Boys being boys,

Pete cut his hand open playing lacrosse and couldn't

make his deadline. PTE appears in this issue,

though; and Pete will appear on the lacrosse field

again over our dead bodies! (Turn to page 42.)

For the high-tech and the high-tech at heart, David

Barron and Michael Klcincrt's Block Editor for the

C-64 will give you direct control over the informa

tion on your disks, allowing you to look at and mod

ify any block you choose. (Turn to page 57.)

The Tunnel of Tomachon has already been dug for

you —eons ago, by a race of beings that bored their

way to the center of their massive planet. Your mis

sion is to pilot your spacecraft into the tunnel and

stay alive as long as you can—which may not be

long at all. considering what those beings left behind

them! For the unexpanded VIC. (Turn to page 49.)

In addition to the reviews of graphics programs, pi

ano-style keyboards, and music software found in the

aforementioned features, our Reviews section covers a

number of products for the VIC and 64. (Turn to page 35.)

Orson Scott Card's Creating Your Own Games on

the VIC and 64 does not appear this issue, due to

deadline difficulties. (Could Orson Scott have taken

up lacrosse?) Charter columnist Dale Rupert is rep

resented, though, dealing with the subject of two-di

mensional arrays in the Rupert Report (turn to page

45) and setting Commodore users across the country

to head-scratching in Commodores (turn to page 63).

And we're especially excited about the debut of

S.O.S., wherein David Barron will answer questions

posed by Ahoy! readers. The column will run every

issue if it gets enough support. That means—write!

And—read and enjoy!—the November issue of Ahoy!

—David Allikas
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CAN YOU PEDAL FAST ENOUGH TO
WIN THEGREATMANCOPTER RACE?

Can you pedal fast

enough to keep your

human-powered copter

up in the air?

Can you dodge blade-

biting birds, strange

swamp creatures and

dastardly villains?

Can you keep your

copter from falling into

the mouths of hungry

sharks and giant squids?
Can you fly through

treacherous mangroves

and lightning storms?

Can you take all this

fun and frustration?

Then you're ready for

the great Mancopter race.

For Commodore 64,

Atari and IBM PC & PC/JR

systems.

£53*

WE
CHALLENGE

YOU.
Datasoft, Inc., 19808 Nordhoff Place,

Chatsworth, CA 91311 • Phone (818) 701-5161

Raider Service No. 265



FLOTSAM
I wish to compliment you on Richard Herring's

impartial review of our product. C*A*R*S, in the July

issue of Ahoy! While we agreed with most of the

comments made. I wish to respond publicly on some

points that were made:

• C*A*R*'S does not prevent you from entering data

that is earlier than the most recent entry, but docs

check to see that you do not enter duplicate data

with the same odometer entry. Mr. Herring said that

if you only enter month and year on refueling data

that it prevents further entry for thai month. I do not

know what he used lor an entry but the program re

quires month, day. and year and will not allow any

other entries.

• Mr. Herring slated that taxes, depreciation, and

insurance entries could not be deleted. While techni

cally he is correct, the user can enter a negative cost

which will effectively delete the data. In all fairness.

this fact was inadvertently left out of our manual and

will be corrected in the next printing.

• One point that Mr. Herring made about the

number of entries allowed was only partially correct.

C*A*R*S keeps track of 36 entries (months) for taxes,

depreciation, and insurance, but allows for 52 entries

for refueling and 20 maintenance entries. We fee!

that this is adequate for most users of this program.

• Tin not sure how Mr. Herring tried to delete

data after it was entered, but any data can be deleted

when it is being reviewed on the video output. Pos

sibly he had the "Control Page" set to the printer, in

which case data cannot be deleted.

Yes, the program does take time to keep records,

but considering that the family car is the second

largest investment that most people have, it is worth

watching just as you would a stock issue to deter

mine when it has outlived its usefulness to your

portfolio. Most of our customers gather dala and just

enter it once a month, which makes sense from a

time management standpoint.

In all fairness. I feel that Mr. Herring's review

was thorough and complete and it is obvious that he

took the time to look at the program objectively.

Thank you for your diligence.

Please print our address and the price of the pro

gram ($39.50 disk. S35.50 cassette) for those readers

that are interested in more information.

Thank you for your time and publishing an excel

lent magazine designed for novice computer users.

Mel Bamum, President

New Leaf, Inc., 120 Lxnnhaven, Belle

ville, IL 62223 (Phone: 618-397-3660)

I just picked up an issue of your magazine. Very
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interesting stuff here. Your programs and articles are

easy to read, but 1 do have one major complaint. I

think that all your programs should be designed to

run on both the VIC and 64.

I realize that there are differences between the ma

chines, but modifications could be made so that your

programs would run on both.

Curtis Zigler

Goldsboro, NC

We have from time to time run a VIC translation

of a 64 program (Post Time in June, Terrible Twins

in August, etc.), and would love to do so for every

64 program we publish. But we can't—not without

lessening the number of original 64 programs we

publish each month. With the 64 users among our

readership greatly outnumbering the VIC users, a

50-50 split ofprogram pages wouldn't be logical.

Also, VIC translations of 64 programs tend to be so

disappointing that we prefer to feature programs

written exclusively for the VIC (like the VIC 40-

Column Operating System last issue, and Tunnel of

Tomachon this month) that are designed to make

maximum use of that computer's capabilities.

Could you tell me if any furniture has been de

signed to house a C-64, 1541 disk drive. 1702 moni

tor, power supply. Cardco interface. Gemini 10X

printer, power outlet strip, and fan cooling system?

—L.W. Armstrong

Seattle, WA

We know of no furniture designed for a configura

tion of hardware that specific. Vie industry isn't

quite that specialized yet! But you'll find several

computer work stations written up in the July Scut

tlebutt.

Your July issue was the first I'd seen, and I enjoyed

reading it from cover to cover. However. I think it

was downright cruel of Orson Scott Card to mention

Tempest and not tell us where we could get it. Who

is distributing Tempest for the 64? —William Jungers

Stony Brook, NY

We wish we had better news for you, William, as

Tempest is a favorite of ours as well. But Tempest is

not being produced for the C-64 as yet.

I've come to praise and to bury you. Praise you

for producing one of the better magazines available

to C-64 users. Bury you because I seem to have

Continued on page 65



CAN FLYING FEETAND FISTS CONQUER
THE EVIL WIZARD'S FORTRESS?

What's it like to have

the lightning feet and

fatal fists of Bruce Lee?

You'll find out in this

death-defying game.

You have to kick, slash

and punch your way

through an array of

deadly chambers. Where

the brutal Green Yamo,

terrible Ninja, exploding

bushes and other dangers

lurk.
s.

Even if you survive all

that, the Evil Wizard is

waiting to do you in with

an arsenal of flaming

fireballs.

Destroy him and his

fortune is yours.

Now, have you got

what it takes to play

Bruce Lee?

For Commodore 64,

Apple II, Atari and IBM PC

& PC/JR systems.

Datasofr a a roistered trademark of Daissoft, Inc.1

Famous faces" is a ttademark ol Daiasoft. Inc." 1984,

Bruce Lee' is a trademark of Linda Lee. ©Bruce lee

1984, all rights reserved. ©1984 Datasoft. Inc.

WE
CHALLENGE

YOU.
Datasoft, Inc., 19808 Nordhoff Place,

Chatsworth, CA 91311 - Phone (818) 701-5161

Reader Service No. 266
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SCUTTMEIiUTT

SPEED READING PROGRAM • VIC GRAPHICS • TRIVIA GAMES • MAIL

MERGE • TELECOM UPDATE • FITNESS SOFTWARE • AMBER MONITOR •

NOMAD PERSONAL ROBOT • GAME-GENERATING SOFTWARE •

ON-LINE LIBRARY • KEYBOARD VACUUM • FIRST TRAMIEL SALVO

MAIL NOW.. .OR AT

LEAST EARLY

There's no excuse for being lute

with Christmas cards this year—

not with a number of good mail

ing list programs available to label

your envelopes. If you've looked

ahead to your other Christmas ex

penses, you may elect to go with

Bob Lloret's Ultra-Mail, appearing

in the Januarv Ahov! If you're a

little better off, and it you use

Cardco's Write Now word proces

sor, there's Mail Now, a database-

type mailing list that allows you to

merge sorted information with

Write Now text to create form

letters easily.

Features include sort by zip,

category, last name, and state, 10-

charaeter comment line and 2-

character category field (both op

tionally printable), and complete

Held search with use of wild

cards within the search parameter

allowed. Suggested list price for

the C-64 disk is $39.95.

Cardco, Inc., 300 South Tope-

ka. Wichita, KS 67202 (phone:

316-267-6525).

PLEASE, SIR—WE WANT

SOME GRAPHICS
PROGRAMS

As we laid out the pages for the

graphics reviews in this issue and

last, we pictured you VIC owners

eyeing the samples of 64-gener-

ated art like children with their

noses pressed against the bakery

window. But there's no need to go

to bed hungry—not with products

like PLOTVIC, a hi-res graphics

kit from Apcad for the unex-

Cardco's totally menu-driven Mail Now can support 600 entries per disk.

READER SERVICE NO. 289

panded VIC, VIC +3K

(PLOTVIC3), or VIC + 8K

(PLOTVIC8).

Creative packing and overlaying

techniques allow the program to

offer features like full screen win

dow, geometric llgure and text

generation and positioning,

eight-element color selection, 3D

perspective generation, and hi-res

printing capacity. Versions for the

+3K and +8K VIC allow for

light pen input. The program is

easily modified for use with per

sonal programming. All versions

$19.95 cassette (transferable to

disk).

Apcad, POB 83. Saline. MI

48176.

WRITE YOUR OWN TICKET
Action Writer is the latest addi

tion to the CodeWriter family of

"programs that write programs"

showcased in our June issue. This

latest release permits the user to

combine action, movement, color,

and sound selections into his own

arcade-style games, without pro

gramming knowledge. (CodeWriter

Corporation, by the way, encour

ages individuals who use their

software to sell their creations for

profit. That's an attitude we ap

plaud, as interesting as the copy

right duels that would have ensued

might have been.)

CodeWriter Corporation, 7847

N. Caldwell Ave., Niles, IL

60648 (phone: in IL 312-470-0700:

rest of USA 1-800-621-4109).

AMBER WAVES

The Sakata CRT Display Amber

Monitor features a composite vid

eo input signal, scanning frequen-

AHOY! 9



Sakata amber monitor has RCAjack,

READER SERVICE NO. 285

C7 of 15.75KHz (horizontal) and

60KHz (vertical), resolution of

900 dots center and 800 corner,

and a 2000-character display for

mat. The 12" monitor, compatible

with the 64 and VIC {and many

other home computers) retails for

$159.00.

Sakata U.S.A. Corporation. 651

Bonnie Lane, Elk Grove Village.

IL 60007.

FINISHED READING

THIS YET?
Ask any reading teacher and

he'll tell you—don't try to learn

speed reading from a book. You'll

make some progress, but only in

a classroom can you work with a

controlled reader, the machine

that projects lines on a screen and

teaches you to take in bigger and

bigger blocks of words with each

glance. Software developers who

couldn't read well enough to see

"home computer" written all over

that application, go back to Dick

and Jane. And congratulations.

Timeworks. for producing the

Evelyn Wood Dynamic Reader,

that rare computer program that

makes a human application not

merely faster, but possible.

Utilizing the same techniques as

the famous course, the program

promises to improve the dedicated

user's reading comprehension, re

tention, and speed. Concentration

10 AHOY!

techniques teach you to focus

more of your mental capacity on

your reading. The program in

cludes quizzes to test your im

provement, and colorful bar charts

to record it.

Price of the C-64 disk is $69.95

Want to learn to spell, too?

You'll have to find your way out

of the Cave of the Word Wizard,

also from Timeworks. The crusty

old necromancer will question

you, in a clear human voice, on

up to 500 words on 10 skill lev

els. Each time you spell a word

correctly, the batteries in your

flashlight will get a charge. On

disk for the 64; $34.95.

Increased speed and comprehension.

READER SERVICE NO. 286

Timeworks, 444 Lake Cook

Road. Deerfield. IL 60015 (phone:

312-948-9200).

PERSONAL WORD

PROCESSOR
Call it reverse technology, but

Mirage Word Processor—Personal

Version, a stripped-down spinoff

of their Professional Version, is

designed for users with simple

word-handling needs. Features in

clude true word wrap, printed

page/Iinc/charactcr counters, and

block operations. The program ac

commodates all printer functions

and can merge with Mirage's

Database Manager to produce

form letters. On disk for the 64;

price is $39.95.

Mirage Concepts. Inc.. 4055 W.

Shaw, Suite 108. Fresno. CA 93711

(phone: in CA 800-641-1442; rest

of USA 800-641-1441).

CRIBBING WITH LEROY

Sometimes, cheaters do prosper.

Ask Leroy, whose lines of Cheat

sheets for the C-64 and VIC 20

has swelled by 13 to 33. Each

plastic template serves as a reter-

ence card for a particular pro

gram, placing commands, instruc

tions, and other aids in easy view.

The new Cheatsheets are for

LOGO, sheets 1 and 2 (ad

vanced). PILOT, Easy Calc, 1526

Printer, Vie Manager, Multiplan,

Pmcticalc 64 (& plus). Epson

RX-80 Printer, and Superbase 64.

Non-product specific releases are

Sprites Only (commands, loca

tions, helps) and Blanks (three

non-plastic coated sheets for the

price of one). Each Cheatsheet

S3.95 plus $1.00 shipping per or

der; PA residents add 6% sales

tax.

Cheatsheet Products. P.O. Box

8299. Pittsburgh. PA 15218 (phone:

412-731-9806).

Psst! Look at Leroy's Cheatsheets.

READER SERVICE NO. 287

FIRMWARE

Sitting at a computer never did

a thing for anyone's pot belly. But

Total Health from PractiCorp may.

Improved physical fitness inside

and out is the goal of this pro

gram which monitors food intake

and plots the effects that different

combinations of food and exercise



NEWS

Helps you learn to eat correctly, slim down, or fulfill a medical plan.

READER SERVICE NO, 2H8

will have upon your weight.

Caloric information is included

for 200 foods, as well as data on

carbohydrates, sodium, lut. and

protein. For individuals on spe

cialized diets, customized dietary

data ma) be input.

The program makes it easy to

set realistic goals, and calculate

the number of days needed to

achieve them. Graphs can be gen

erated to illustrate results, for

those dieters for whom a swelling

or shrinking waistline is not

graphic enough.

On disk for the C-64; price is

$29.95.

PractiCorp International Inc..

The Silk Mill. 44 Oak Street.

Newton Upper Falls, MA 02IW

(phone: 617-965-9870).

PRO-QUALITY KEYBOARD

Beginning on page 15. Peggy

Hcrrington tells you all about the

musical keyboards available for

the C-64. Here's a late-breaking

addition from Wersi Electronics, a

leading organ and synthesizer

manufacturer. Their $295, profes

sional-quality Wersiboard is a full-

size 49-note keyboard housed in

an ABS plastic cabinet. Software

will include Mono 64 lor mono-

phonic synthesizer functions and

Poly 64 for polyphonic sounds.

The keyboard plugs in via the

cartridge port, so no special inter

face is needed. Software will be

supplied on disk or tape.

Wersi Electronics. 1720 Hemp-

stead Road. P.O. Box 5318. Lan

caster. PA 17061 (phone: 1-800-

233-3865).

BOUNCE PROTECTION

For the 64 from Comm Data:

Checkbook Manager helps you

balance your checkbook and keep

track of a variety of expenses.

Checks can be recalled by num

ber, date, or category; after re

called, the program will provide a

totalled account of that category.

Comm Data Computer House,

320 Summit. Milford. MI 48042

(phone: 313-685-0113).

FOR THE

64

COMMODORE OWNERS

WE'LL FIX YOUR FILES WITH

FANTASTIC FILER
The all purpose Data Base management

system that provides:

1.) Menu driven subsections

2.) Logical key functions

3.) Average of 1000 records per disk

4.) Fast record access time

5.) Search for records by record number or by specific

search criteria

6.) Easy to edit, delete or update records

7.) Interface with FANTISTIC FORMS' to print mail
ing labels or columnar reports

8.) Complete reference manual

9.) Technical support available to answer questions

10.) Up to 255 characters per record and up to 15 fields

All this for only

$29.95

Micro-W. D.L

P.O. Box 113

Butler, N.J. 07405

,^(201)838-9027-
I ar

Reader Service No. 270
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MULTIPLE CHOICE

It's been observed that if the

automobile industry had pro

gressed ai the same rate as the

computer industry, we'd be paying

$300 tor a new car today. We can

top that, though. If the computer

industry had grown at the same

rate as the trivia industry, we'd all

be carrying mainframes in our

thumbnails.

Trivia sales worldwide jumped

from $600,000 in 1981 to $70 mil

lion in 1983 to a projected $1 bil

lion in 1984. Of course, the com

puter industry is trying to catch

up, with a host of new trivia

game releases.

Trivia Fever from Professional

Software consists of 3500 ques

tions in seven categories: science

and technology, geography, his-

tory. spoils, films and entertain

ment, famous people, and nature

and animals. You pick each ques

tion from among three difficulty

levels, enabling trivia superstars to

handicap themselves. The com

plete game is supplied both on

C-64 diskette and in printed form,

so it may be played without a

computer. Add-on diskettes will

cover various academic subjects.

Price is $39.95.

Professional Software, Inc.. 51

Fremont Street. Needham. MA

02194 (phone: 617-444-^224).

PQ—Tlie Party Quiz. Game from

Suncom is played with four hand

held controllers on six-foot cables.

Up to four players or teams there

fore have access to the computer,

eliminating the need for a "game

master" to enter answers for all

players as in other trivia games.

Instead, when one of the over

2500 questions Hashes on the

screen, players race to answer

first. Categories are chosen ran

domly from among history, poli

tics, entertainment, sports, sci

ence, and more. C-64/Auui disk

with four controllers, controller

12 AHOY!

PQ—The Party Quiz Game comes complete with four hand-held controllers.
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interlace, and cables retails for

$69.95. More disks will be added

later this fall.

Suncom. 260 Holbrouk Drive.

Wheeling. IL 60090 (phone: 312-

459-8000).

The Trivia Arcade from Screen

play adds another genuine twist:

that of arcade-style play. You must

enter the game arena by capturing

a symbol representing the category

of sports, music. TV. science, or

general knowledge; each subse

quent correct answer moves you

toward the winner's circle. Retail

price is S34.95: supplementary

Question Pack I is $29.95.

Screenplay (Intelligent State

ments. Inc.). 2300 E. Devon.

Suite 151. Des Plaines. IL 60018

(phone: 312-699-8980).

Keep your keyboaixl spiffy clean.

READER SERVICE NO. 291

CLEAN MACHINE

While you cool off your disk

drive, you can dust off your key

board with Mini-Vac. The hand

held vacuum removes dust and

debris from hard-to-reach places

—like between your computer

keys. Included are two inter

changeable wands, two fine bristle

brushes, and a cloth vacuum bug.

The 6 oz. unit uses a 9-volt bat

tery.

$29.95 plus $2.00 postage and

handling from The Pine Cone.

Blake Bldg.. Dept. A-984, P.O.

Box 1378. Gilroy. CA 95021

(phone: 408-842-7597).

MODEM TIMES
With telecommunications so hot

that even your favorite Commo

dore magazine has entered the

bulletin board jungle, we continue

to fulfill our promise to keep you

apprised o\' the latest telecom hap

penings.

The Plume Call telecommunica

tions program equips your 64 for

such tasks as home banking, elec

tronic mail, data retrieval, and

travel planning. A special feature,

considering the program's $49.95

price, is the ability to upload and

download ML programs.

Continued on page 14



Flying Colors is unique in that it lets

the user choose between digital

(joystick) or analog (paddle) input.

READER SERVICE NO. 252

Our comparative review of graphics

programs for the C-64 began last

issue with Paint Magic, Koala

Painter, Picture Perfect, DOODLE!,

and Peripheral Vision. This month

we conclude with reviews of Fly

ing Colors, Computer Crayons,

Super Sketch, Flexidraw and Sor

cerer's Apprentice.

ByMorton Ke^elson

FLYING

COLORS

GRAPHICS

ROfiRAM
onthe Commodore 64

Program

Name:

Type:

Input

Device:

Flying Colors

Multicolor

160 by 200 pixel

Joystick, Paddle,

Touch Pad

Price: $39.95

The Computer Colorworks

Division of Jandel Corporation

3030 Bridgeway

Sausalito, CA 94965

415-331-3022

OVERVIEW

Flying Colors includes the basic

drawing features on our list. It

lacks most of the frills found on

many of the other packages. The

program is controlled by an on

screen menu on the left side of

the display. This menu can be

toggled off with the fl key to per

mit access to the underlying

screen. The fl key also aborts the

current function, making partial

fills possible.

Having an onscreen menu is a

mixed blessing. On one hand, the

up front display of the major pro

gram functions makes for a high

degree of user-friendliness. On the

other hand, the constant need to

move the cursor to a menu selec

tion tends to waste time as well as

inhibit the creative process. The

selection procedure was somewhat

mitigated by a high speed cursor

toggle with the f7 key. This al

lowed rapid onscreen cursor

movement when the brush was in

the up position.

Primary functions are displayed

on the main menu. A secondary

menu selects colors and brush size

and shape. There is no restriction

on the use of the sixteen colors

beyond that which is built into the

hardware of the Commodore 64.

The change function on the main

Continued on page 92
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SCUTTLEBUTT
Continued from page 12

Arrays, Inc./Continental Soft

ware, 11223 South Hindry Avenue,

Los Angeles, CA 90045 (phone:

213-410-3977).

Total Telecommunications is a

bundled package including a mo

dem, intelligent modem software,

and access to 52 databases. The

menu-driven software allows for

single-keystroke communications,

eliminating the need for sign-ons,

protocols, and codes. It features

300-baud auto dial/auto answer

and auto log-on capabilities and

reads and downloads text, pro

grams, and data. For the 64;

$124.95.

TeleLearning Systems Inc., 505

Beach Street. San Francisco, CA

94133 (phone: 415-928-2800).

Scarchmart Corporation's free-

access Software Library offers de

scriptions, prices, and other infor

mation on thousands of products.

Why free? Because the informa

tion is provided in the form of

paid advertisements by the soft

ware vendors. Call 305-845-6466.

Searchmart Corporation, 745

U.S. Highway One, North Palm

Beach, FL 33408 (phone: 305-

845-2996).

The BBS Log Book helps you keep

track of such details as password,

time on and off, access numbers, and

dates when accessing bulletin board

systems. There's aiso room for notes

and upload/ download information.

A directory area includes spaces to

record numbers of various boards.

$5.95 plus $2 postage from Atmos

pheres. 1207 Eiehth Avenue, Brook

lyn, NY 11215 (phone: 718-788-6799).

JACK ATTACK

As you read in the papers, for

mer Commodore CEO Jack Tram-

iel purchased Atari Corp. in July,

fueling industry speculation on the

inevitable hcad-to-head between

the reeling giant and the company

Tramiel had bulldozed into a bil

lion dollar business.

Tramiel, predictably, has struck

the first blow, filing a $100 mil

lion lawsuit in late August against

Amiga Corp. that will delay Com

modore's plans to bring out Ami-

gas eagerly anticipated computer.

It could be that the Great Micro

War, thought to have been won

conclusively by Commodore last

summer, is due for a flareup.

That's good for Commodore users.

Because without competition, no

one goes on giving 100% for long.

Continued on page 23

r Vic 20™ or Commodore 64™ Computer

This exciting, new weather package

allows you to learn, monitor, and predict

the weather using the same equipment as

the pros.

four Own Weatherman
The new HAWS (Home Auto

matic Weather Station) com

bines a quality weather sensor

with software to let you track

weather conditions inside or

outside your home. HAWS moni

tors weather data including dew

point, temperature, humidity,

and atmospheric pressure: plots

historical data and graphically

displays weather trends; deter

mines the comfort and chill fac

tors to help you dress; HAWS

even forecasts the weather and

compares your predictions to

the local weatherman's.

HAWS uses the same sensor

employed by weather services in

60 countries worldwide. The

HAWS package costs only
$199.95 and includes the sensor,

cassette or floppy disc program,

15-foot cable with connector for

the computer, and a complete

user's manual.

Send today or call toll free to

order your HAWS package.

Ordering Information

Send S199.95 in check or money order payable to

Vaisala. Inc. Include name, address, telephone num

ber, your computer model (VIC 20 or Commodore 64).

and program preference (tape cassette or floppy disc)

#Or call toll free to place your order.

Major credit cards accepted.

Dealer inquiries invited.

1-800-227-3800 ext. haws
VIC 20 and Commodore 64 are trademarks o! Commodore Electronics Ltd

Learn/Teach Meteorology
More than a toy or game,

HAWS provides the first oppor

tunity to use your computer as a

data sampler and data analysis

system for meteorology, allow

ing the user to interact with

incoming data to monitor and

forecast weather conditions.

HAWS includes an instructive

software program and a com

plete user's manual that teaches

meteorological terms and equa

tions to allow anyone to quickly

grasp weather concepts either at

home or in the classroom. Sim

ple plug-in components and

easy hookup also means you

can free up your computer at

any time for other duties. HAWS

is a great educational tool for

anyone. Order today.

•:♦>
VAISALA INC

2 TOWER OFFICE PARK

WOBURN. MA 01801

14 AHOY!
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ADSR screen

of Concert-

Master fe/s

jww use func

tion keys to

control attack,

decay, sustain,

and release.
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tions with the fl and f3 keys (it's sort of like using

the cursor keys, the option you're "on" is in reverse

video) and you select the feature you want by hittina

f5.

There are several very nice prerecorded songs and

sixteen different "pre-sets" for various musical voic-

ings on the ConcertMaster disk. You can alter these

pre-sets or design your own by going to the second,

or ADSR screen. There you use the function keys

again to control sliders for attack, decay, sustain, and

release as well as selection of waveform, filtering,

and ring modulation or sync. One of ConcertMaster*s

best features is that you can change any and all of

the sound parameters on any of the three voices

while the music plays and hear the effect instantly.

A music synthesizer such as this may sound inter

esting to you, but it's easy to underestimate its power

and versatility, particularly if you've never played

around with one. You may even be wondering why

the ubiquitous piano wouldn't serve as well. The dif

ferences between a piano and a synthesizer are vast.

Actually, the only reason the two are associated

(other than the fact that they're both musical instru

ments) is because of the black and white keys on the

musical keyboard. This particular type of human in

terface—the keyboard—is attached to a synth because

it's popular, convenient, and a relatively easy-to-learn

method of activating sounds. You don't have to use a

keyboard. There are professional digital guitars avail

able now (but not for the C-64) which allow strum

ming or plucking of strings to activate the synthesiz

er. Playing a synth isn't at all like playing a piano,

even with a keyboard.

The Melodian system has a built-in metronome.

You can set it to tick much slower than the tempo of

your finished music, select record for track 1. and

play the notes for voice one on the musical keyboard

in time with the metronome. The notes show on the

screen and arc recorded automatically as you play.

Then you play back track 1 (with or without the

metronome) and record voice two on track 2. You

can hear tracks 1 and 2 as you record track 3. Ad

just the playback speed to tempo (it won't affect the

pitch) and try out various instrumental combinations

as you listen to all three voices together. Once

you've found the right combination, sit back and lis

ten as the notes scroll by. You can record two or

three voices at once if you don't want to differentiate

between instruments. You can save your music to

disk.

The only method of note entry with ConcertMas

ter is via the musical keyboard. In other words, you

can't type in program lines. The ConcertMaster disk

is available without the keyboard: you can use the

C-64 keyboard to play the notes. The only acciden

tals arc sharps because pressing the black key be

tween C and D. for instance, could mean either C

sharp or D fiat and there's no way (nor need, except

for aesthetics) to differentiate. The program is unus

ually flexible. You're not locked into bar lines or key

or time signatures, and since the music is recorded

in real time, there's no need for them either. The

music notation is attractive and is standard with one

exception. Only two note durations are shown, quar

ter or eighth notes. While the keyboard was respon

sive to exceedingly brief durations and the C-64 was

able lo play back even grace notes accurately, the

notes tin the screen were only suggestive of their

durational values.

Melodian promises a full line of musical software

and has two music education packages which work

with this keyboard. RhythmMaster does show accur

ate note durations and teaches timing by way of a

game with various skill levels. MelodyMaster is

based on a similar concept but teaches pitch with

computer generated noles shown on a staff which the

Student must play on the musical keyboard. I'm a pi

anist and I had some trouble with the upper levels

on both of these programs. If you're a dedicated mu

sician (or want to learn to be one) this is the key

board music system you want.

It's fun, challenging, and educational, and for

payability and ease of use it is nothing short of

Standard music

al notation

from Music

Processor.

Lyrics can be

programmed in

two lines at a

time underneath.
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spectacular.

INCREDIBLE MUSIC KEYBOARD

If you're interested in coordinating sound with

graphics. Sight & Sound Music Software. Inc. has

just what you need. Their Incredible Music Keyboard

fits over the case of the C-64, turning the top two

rows of the computer into a miniature 24-key, piano-

type keyboard. The disk which comes with it allows

you to play (but nol save) three SID voices at the

same time (polyphonic) with piano, synthesizer, or

bass sounds in eight octaves. It also comes with two

books: one for the beginning musician and the other

for the advanced, all for $49.95. But that's only the

beginning. Sight & Sound has two separate series of

music and graphics programs which interact with

each other and this little keyboard, and although

each program will operate alone, they make for

some mighty powerful combinations.

The Music Processor ($34.95) and Music Video

Kit (S39.95) along with several Computer Sang Al

bums (S24.95 each) constitute one series which

works with the Incredible Music Keyboard. Music

composition is done with the Music Processor which,

incidentally, has the best display of standard music

notation I've seen yet for the C-64. The program

will automatically record music played on the key

board one voice at a time. You can change octaves

and preset voices with the function keys without

missing a beat. Then you press M to get back to the

menu followed by f5 to get to the built-in music edi

tor and you can list what you just played. Voila!

There are the program lines all neatly entered,

which you can alter or print out (just type plist). Or

you can forget the music keyboard entry and write a

program with music editor commands, using note

names A through G, octave numbers, and note dura

tions. For example, a middle C quarter note is C4Q.

It will even automatically number your program lines.

Commands like merge and append combine three

voices entered separately into one polyphonic piece

in seconds. Don't like the key you entered the music

in? Transpose it to any other key and the notation on

the screen will accurately reflect the new key with

both key signature and accidentals—including sharps

and flats. For fixing troublesome areas within your

program you can use commands like find or fast for

ward, or step through your program one line at a

time. You can program song lyrics to be displayed

two lines at a time under the music notation as the

song plays, and syllables can be highlighted in time

with the music. And it's all done in a simple.

straightforward manner.

Incredible Music Keyboard does a number on your 64.

READER SERVICE NO. 261

i found the preprogrammed music on the Music

Processor disk delightful, but you can list and

change it if you want. An optional feature uses a

joystick to change the voicings (there are 99 "pre

sets") as well as the popular music on the Computer

Song Albums. The cursor controls will operate in the

same manner as a joystick.

Of course, nothing's perfect for any one of us. and

I have two problems with this Sight & Sound series.

The first deals with the keyboard itself. It's cute and

the miniature keys are adequate. They function quite

accurately and the overlay is stable and durable

enough. And maybe it's only because I'm used to a

piano, but I would definitely have preferred a key

board with full-sized keys. The other problem is

with the notation display. It is colorful, accurate and.

yes. even dazzling, but only the notes being sounded

are displayed. The instant a chord quits sounding the

notes are replaced by the next vertical set (in fast

music they take on an animated quality) and this en

tirely negates any sense of horizontal voice-leading.

an important aspect of harmony. This isn't a major

problem and I doubt that it will bother any but the

formally trained musician. It's just that the Sight &

Sound notation is so close to perfect!

I haven't seen the completed Music Video Kit

which will provide the utilities to coordinate graphics

with music done with the Music Processor. There

are samples of what it will do on several of the Mu

sic Processor preprogrammed songs, and Kites is es

pecially nice. Music Video Kit allows enhanced ac

cess to all C-64 graphics features—keyboard, hi-rcs,

Continued on page 55
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By Cheryl Peterson and FOR THE C-64 J

Georqe Bitze

he growing number of music programs

available for the C-64 makes it difficult to

decide which to spend your money on.

Our aim in this article is to make it easier.

To cover all the applicable software would require

most of the pages in this magazine—and most read

ers wouldn't want to spend the many hours required

to read such a lengthy analysis. So we've gathered a

representative sampling and will compare the key

features.

One aspect of music programs that few reviewers

are qualified to evaluate is their professional capabili

ties. Since one of us is a studio musician, we won't

hesitate to point out strengths and limitations of in

terest to working professionals.

Cheryl Peterson contributes regularly to a number of

home computing magazines. George Bitter is a pro

fessional keyboard player who has appeared on al

bums by the Bee Gees, Andy Gibb, Dionne Warwick,

and Kenny Rogers. On his latest project, a solo al

bum by Barry Gibb, he helped write and produce, as

well as play synthesizers and piano.

18 AHOY!

Several programs are capable of turning the C-64

into a functional music synthesizer. By reprogram-

ming the typing keyboard to function as a musical

keyboard, these programs make it easy to enter

songs. In one mode the music is "recorded" into

memory. In another, the previously entered song is

played back. MusiCalc, Ultisynth 64, Studio 64, and

the Voice Box program work in this manner. They

also allow the songs to be saved in a disk file for la

ter access.

MusiCalc, Studio 64, Music Construction Set, and

Master Composer have the user enter music into a

musical staff. (Yes. MusiCalc and Studio 64 have

two modes of input.) The input can then be edited

in much the same way that words arc with a word

processor. Measures can be duplicated, erased,

moved, or written out to a new file. By combining

parts of old songs, it's possible to create new ones.

We aren't going to try to educate you about wave

forms, ADSR. filters, and all the other things you

can do with sound using the 6581 (SID) chip in the

Commodore. Instead we'll recommend David Barron's

Unraveling the Mysteries of Sound in the August and

September issues of AJioy!



ARealMusicKeyboardfor Just$99.00!
(Price Includes a Complete Music Software Package Featuring Four-Color Graphics, Recording and Playback!)

Tap the full power ofyour Commodore 64's®

built-in musical instrument with the new Music-

Mate™ keyboard from Sequential.

The MusicMate keyboard is a fully func

tional, quality music toolwith full-size keys that

lets you play your music Eve and record it.

Audit's polyphonic so you can play 3 notes at

a time. Best of all, the MusicMate gives you

this creative flexibility at a very affordable

price!

Playing music on a typewriter keyboard or

ican manufacturer ofprofessional synthesizers.

Our Prophet keyboards are used by your favor

ite artists on stage and in the studio. We've

put our extensive experience in making quality

musical instruments into every MusicMate

keyboard.

The MusicMate comes with the Model 970

software diskette package that lets you select

many different instrument sounds and record

and playback up to 10 continuous minutes of

your music.

Unlike other remote keyboards, ours

doesn't tie up any ofyour expansion slots. Just

plug your MusicMate into your Commodore's

joystick port.

Add any one ofour exciting software pack

ages to extend the MusicMate's capabilities.

They're just $39.95 each.

SONG BUILDER (Model 971)

Build your own songs by overdubbing up

to 3 layers ofnotes (each with its own instru

ment sound!). Or record l-21ayers ofnotes

and play the third layer live. Also, change the

key and speed of your music.

Commodore 64 is a registered trademark of Commodore, Inc.

*MusicMate is a trademark of Sequential

0 1984, Sequential

SONG EDITOR (Model 972)

See the songs you write with the SONG

BUILDER displayed on a four-color Grand

Staff on your monitor. And conveniently edit

your songs.

SONG PRINTER (Model 973)

The SONG PRINTER prints out your

songs in standard music notation.

SOUND MAKER (Model 974)

View a full color graphic display that looks

like the front panel ofa professional synthesizer

Express the music in yourself and your

family. Order your MusicMate direct from

Sequential now!

If you're not completely satisfied with the

MusicMate keyboard, just return it within 10

days of receipt to Sequential for a full refund.

We Listen to Musicians.

For a complete Sequential catalog including decals,

send $2.00 to: Sequential. Inc., 3051 North First

Street, San Jose, CA 95134.

Yes, I want to play my own songs on the MusicMate!

Name (I'iease Print)

Street

Quantity

City. State Zip

_ Check or American
I ] Money Order C Visa C MasterCard □ Express Please do nol send cash.

MusicMate(s) $ $99.00

SONG BUILDER (w $39.95

SONG EDITOR (ii $39.95

SONGPRLNTER (a $39.95

SOUND MAKER

Card*

Valid from:

Signature _

to:

(a $39.95

Shipping and Handling

CA residents add 6.5^ Sales Tax

TOTAL PRICE

Price

$4.00

Ifnot completely satisfied, return MusicMate to Sequential within 10 days for full refund.

(Sorry, no returns on computer software, once opened)

MaS order form to: Sequential, 3051 ;VurtA Firs! Street. Dept. XB. San Jose. CA 95134 Or. use our order line (4081 946-0226.
Reader Service No. 294



For our purposes, let's take a look at the pro

grams one by one, starting with those that are es

pecially suited to children.

DANCING FEATS

This is the program with the most original form of

input. After making choices from a few menus, the

joystick becomes the musical instrument. It will play

a different note depending on which of eight direc

tions it's moved in. Because the early menus set the

beat and the key of the song to be played, the joy

stick will play only notes that are in harmony with

the preset key and in time with the preset rhythm.

This means that the music played is in tune.

This program is easy to use. and great to get chil

dren started experimenting with the computer. The

main menu has five options: choose bass, choose

beat, choose style, choose tempo, and choose end

ing. Even the menu choices are made using the joy

stick. A note appears to the left of the options. By

placing the note in front of your choice and pressing

the fire button, that option is selected. Each option

has a submenu where the same procedure is followed.

When you finally start playing, you can record the

song to memory. When done, the song can be saved

to disk or cassette. Since the program is so easy to

use, the documentation is correspondingly slight. In

this case, it is adequate, not overdone.

SONGWRITER

A close second for originality of input. Songwriter

most resembles a player piano, the kind that plays

songs punched on a roll of paper. As the notes on

the paper scroll by the play area, the appropriate

keys are struck.

The main screen looks like a piano keyboard. A

cursor is positioned on one of the keys; by using the

left and right bracket keys the cursor is moved back

and forth on the keyboard. To play any of the notes,

you put the cursor on the key and hit RETURN.

The note will sound. Pressing the space bar "punch

es" the note onto the paper roll on the screen. A

blacked-out square appears above the note you chose

on the keyboard and the scroll moves up a notch.

If a joystick is plugged in, it can be used to move

the cursor back and forth. Moving the joystick up

and down plays the preceding or succeeding notes.

and pressing the fire button records the note on the

roll. That's it. You keep entering notes until the song

is finished.

Of course, there is more to it than that. There are

commands to change the duration of the notes, the

tonal quality of the sound, the song's speed, and
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other factors. Songs can be saved to or loaded from

disk.

The most outstanding feature, though, is the docu

mentation. Songwriter will actually help to teach

children musical theory. The instructions arc some of

the best I've read. The tutorial approach used is per

fect, with suggested activities to really get the

youngsters interested in what can be done with mu

sic.

Also, the disk is write protected, so little fingers

can't accidentally destroy the program.

EARLY GAMES MUSIC FOR CHILDREN

This program's name about says it all: a group of

games that encourage children to explore new sounds

through the Commodore keyboard.

This menu-driven software is very easy to use.

The program has a "perform/record/playback" mode

that turns the top row of keys into piano-type keys.

A musical staff appears on the screen and each note

is entered into the staff as it is played. Pressing the

space bar starts and stops the "recording." The re

corded song can be saved on disk. Of course, this

would be useless if the songs couldn't be loaded in.

Before using the load function, it's a good idea to

check the catalog that lets you look at the directory

to find out what songs are available.

One game. Guido's Quiz, teaches note recognition

by showing a question mark on a staff and expecting

the child to key in the correct letter. Another game.

Melody Tutor, plays a melody and then plays the

first note. When the corresponding note is played on

the keyboard, the program goes to the next note.

This time it plays the first two notes. When the first

two notes have been played correctly, it will play

three and so on until the whole song has been

learned. If a wrong note is played the tutor displays

the error and waits for the song to be replayed.

The last game. Kaleidoscope, works similarly to

"perform/record/playback." As the music is played,

though, graphics appear on the screen as each note

is struck. Sometimes a visual cue is a nice accom

paniment, especially for the very young.

One warning about this program. We successfully

loaded it once, tested the modules, and set it away

for a while in a safe place. When we came back to

it to refresh our memory, it loaded, but we got a

disk drive error light. We tried using the program

anyway, but only the first two modules worked. An

other writer has experienced the same problem, so

we recommend caution with this program. The prob

lem could have been caused by the program trying

to write a song to the original disk. Since the disk is



not write protected, it is possible to write a file on

the master disk. This is u serious flaw if it is indeed

what happened. Although the documentation clearly

warns not to save files on the program disk, young

sters can accidentally access the save module. With

out a parent looking over their shoulder every min

ute, it is bound to happen sooner or later.

That's it for the youngsters. Let's take a look at

the packages that wouldn't interest a professional

musician but might he useful to a programmer

who wanted to put sound effects or music into his

latest creation.

SYNTHY 64

This one doesn't really help to put music into an

other program, but it takes a programmer to be able

to use it. You enter music by using BASIC-type

Statements complete with line numbers. You type the

letter of the note you want, the octave of the note.

and the duration. If you want to add a modifier, you

designate sharp. Oat. or natural. You can go as short

as a 64th note or as long as a whole note. Notes can

be tied or modified to make triplets.

You can also program special instruments to be as

signed to any of the three voices. By having a spe

cial section assign the values for the waveform,

ADSR, and filters, you can get different instrument

sounds.

Suited to someone who enjoys programming and

thinks of music as just an extension of BASIC.

NOTEPRO II

NotePro II has all the options necessary to create

usable music. It uses a modified musical notation to

represent notes being entered on a scale. You can

choose treble or bass clef. Using 8 measure sections,

you enter the notes to be played by each voice. The

three voices are color coded, making it easy to tell

which note represents which voice.

In order to change the quality of the sound, you

Continued on page 52
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Key changes possible in song
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YOUR PROGRAMMING MAYDAYS ANSWERED

Since Ahoyl's inception, we've enjoyed responding personally to as many of your techni

cal questions as our schedule has permitted. Recently it occurred to us that those ques

tions with the most universal appeal could best be answered in the magazine, where all of

our readers could benefit from the information provided. And that's how our latest col

umn, S.O.S., came to be.

If you'd like to see S.O.S. in every issue of Ahoy!, write to tell us so. And even more im

portant—send your questions to S.O.S., c/o Ahoy!, Ion International Inc.. 45 West 34th

Street-Suite 407, New York, NY 10001.

1 would like to produce some simple business

forms having squares, rectangles, underlines, over-

lines, and perhaps other shapes or figures. 1 have

yet lo find a guide that will help in matching the

vertical and horizontal, skinny, slim, and fat lines

on the key faces into something useful. I know they

weren't put there without a definite purpose. Far

from giving directions on how to use the symbols,

the 64 User Guide and 64 Programmers Reference

Guide seem to gloss over their very existence.

Keith LiiulseV

Foil Worth. TX

The graphics characters are designed for just the

purpose you want to use them for—the construction

of simple business forms and the creation of designs

for games. Tlwse may be implemented by means of

a print statement, or placed directly onto the screen

by means of a POKE command.

Most of the programs in Ahoy! use the graphics

characters to form designs. By looking over these

programs you may gain insight into the use of these

characters.

Could you or any of your readers tell me whal I

would need to set up a bulletin board usinn a VIC

20?

I recently started using a C-64 computer and have

"retired" my VIC for the time being. I would like

to take it out of mothballs and set it up as a bulle

tin board, as there arc none in the immediate dial

ing area. Unfortunately. I know little about bulletin

boards at present. 1 do understand that a fully ex

panded VIC can function as a bulletin board, and

that is what I have. I also have a spare disk drive to

use with it. All I need is the modem and the soft

ware to make il run.

Fred S. Dart

Salcm. UT
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Recently a multitude of BBS's (Bulletin Board Sys

tems) have been popping up around the country. Al

most any computer with enough memory and disk

space can serve as a host for a BBS. As far as mo

dems are concerned, I would recommend one that

sends a very strong carrier and is sensitive to weak

carriers. This is necessary, since you may assume

that people will be calling your system from fat-

away and will obtain weak connections otherwise.

The modem must also be of the auto-answer type.

I'm not aware of any commercially available soft

ware to run a BBS on the VIC 20. If any reader

knows of an available package please let us know.

I am 44 years young and have first discovered the

world of home computers. I bought a Commodore

64 at Christmas only to find that I could do nothing

with it.

Boy. was I ever under the wrong impression

about computers! I find that I not only have to learn

a new language, but I also have to learn how to

type!

I have an idea that might help people decide to

buy a color monitor instead of a TV. It is my belief

that a color monitor can be hooked up to a cable

TV. as they provide a tuner anyway. Like many

olhers. I can't afford to find out by means of trial

and error. Maybe you could help me out a little.

Jerry R. Onerluf

St. Am. MO

// is true that most cable TV systems supply you

with an external tuner, but these tuners provide an

RF (radio frequency—the type picked up by an an

tenna) signal. A color monitor requires a video sig

nal (the type sent out by most computers) to operate.

The only way around this problem is to use a

VCR in between the monitor and tuner. Most VCRs

provide separate video and audio outputs of the in-



coming signals. This may be routed to the monitor

which will then display the TV image,

I presently own an MX-80 Epson printer with an

8145 RS232 interlace card installed in it for inter

facing to an existing HP computer via RS232. I

would now like to interlace the same printer (with

out removing the RS232 card, since 1 will inter

change the computers with ihc same printer) with a

Commodore 64 computer. Can you suggest a hard

ware product to do ihis. preferably one with few or

no software commands'.'

Todd Walton

Vicksburg. MS

What you need is an RS232 printer interface for

your Commodore 64. I suggest that you purchase

the one made by Commodore.

As far as ease of use is concerned, you will have

to POKE into a few memory locations to set up the

proper parameters for communications, but after you

have done that, operation will be as simple as with

a regular printer.

A friend and I both bought VIC 20 computers and

datasette recorders. The problem is that when I type

in a program, save il. and give it to my friend, he

can't load it. He gels all kinds of error messsages.

The same thing happens to me when he gives me a

program thai he saved.

What's causing the problem, and how can I cor

rect it?

Victor Passimenti

New York. NY

// sounds as though your datacassette recorders

are so different in their alignment that they are re

cording data on different places on the cassette tape.

One is probably severely misaligned and should be

adjusted by a professional.

To find out which one is worse, find someone

else with a datasette and a VIC and test tapes from

each of your datasettes on it. It's been my experi

ence that no two daiasettes are exactly alike (many

counters are significantly off), but none should be

so poorly assembled that it is totally incompatible

with others. □

SCUTTLEBUTT
Continued from page 14

IT DOES COMPUTE

The C-64 has made it possible

for millions of users to have a

word processor, a music synthe

sizer, and many other modern

marvels once available only as

dedicated units costing thousands

of dollars. Add personal robot to

the list.

And while NOMAD from

Genesis Computer is not equipped

to vacuum or fetch a martini, it

can teach the student who maneu

vers him the same kind of logic

that's needed for writing pro

grams. The aluminum-chassised

plastic robot plugs into the 64's

RS232 port with a 25-foot cord. It

can move forward, back, left, or

right, and detect objects in its

path or do ranging via ultrasonic

"eyesight."

Price is $179.95; an optional

cartridge that adds NOMAD con

trol commands directly to the 64's

BASIC is S39.95.

NOMAD moves in four directions via stepper motors.

READER SERVICE NO. 295

Genesis Computer Corporation,

1444 Linden Street. P.O. Box 1143.

Bethlehem, PA 18018 (phone: 215-

861-0850).

PLANT YOURSELF

Think software prices are

high? Have you looked at toma

toes lately? But now C-64 users

with the faintest tint of green to

their thumbs can grow their own

with K-tel Software's Plantin Pal.

The program will help you

design a garden layout around

irregular shapes, trees, perenni

als, and the like, provide water

ing, fertilizing, and insect-beating

tips on 40 different vegetables,

and customize your garden for

the part of the country you live

in.

K-tel Software, Inc.. 11311 K-tel

Drive, Minnetonka, MN 55343

(phone: 612-932-4112).
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OMMODORE 64
COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE

(more power than Apple II at 1/3 the price)

$188oo*
• 170K Disk Drive $249.00*
• Tractor Friction Printer $169.00*
• 14" Hi-Res Color Monitor $219.00*

*less coupon discount

* COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER S188.00

You pdy only S188 00 when yuu order the powerful 84K

COMMODORE bi COMPUTER' LESS me value al Ihe

SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON we pack with your

computer that allows you tc SAVE OVER $500 oil
software saie prices" With only JlOOoIsavmgsapplied.

your net cunputer cost is $88 00"

*170 DISK DRIVE $249.00

You pay only $249 00 I-.1-■ i ■ rder the 170K Disk

Dfive1 LESS the value ol the SPECIAL SOI I VAI I
COUPON we pack witn your Oisfc dfive that allows you to

SAVE OVER $100 oft software idle prices1! With only

SfiOO o* savings applied, your net disk drive cost is

$149 00

* 80 COLUMN 80CPS

TRACTION FRICTION PRINTER 5169.00

You pay only $169 00 when you order the Comstar T F

deluxe line printer th«it prints 8 >11 full we single

sheerroll or lantoldpape' label* etc Impact dut main*

: hreci ,nai. LESS the value ot the SPECIAL SOFTWARE

COUPON we pack with your printer that allows you to

SAVE OVER $500 oil software sale prices!1 Wilh only

$100 Ol saving applied your net printer coit >S unly

$69 00

♦ 14" HIRES COLOR MONITOR $219.00

You pay only J219 CO when you order this 14" COLOR

MONITOR with sharper and clearer resolution than any

other color monitors we fwve tested' LESS value ol the

SPECIAL DISCOUNT COUPON we pack with your monitor

that ai/ows you to save over $500ott software sale pn;es"

With only $100 ill saving applied your net color monitor

cnst 15 unly iH900(16Colors)

80 COLUMN BOARD S99.00

Now you program 80 COLUMNb on the screen at one

time1 Converts your Commodore 64 to 80 COLUMNS

wnen you plug in the 80 COLUMN EXPANSION BOARD"

PLUS 4 slot eipander1 Can use with most existing

sotlware

80 COLUMNS IN COLOR

EXECUTIVE WORD PROCESSOR $49.00

Tin-. EXH.UTIVE WORD PROCESSOR is (he hnesi

available tor the COMMODORE 6J computer1 The

ULTIMATE FOR PROFESSIONAL Word Processing

DISPLAYS 40 or 80 COLUMNS IN COLOR or Black ana

White! Simple to operate, powerful tent editing with 250

WORD DICTIONARY, complete cursor and insed/delele

key controls line and paragraph insertion, automatic

deletion, centering, mjigm settings and output to all

printers' Iik Itules ,i [im-j.'rfui mail merge

SALE

SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON

We pack a SPECIAL SOFTWARE DISCOUNT

COUPON with every COMMODORE 64

COMPUTER DISK DRIVE PRINTER-

MONITOR we sell! This coupon allows you to

SAVE OVER S500 OFF SALE PRICES!!

—

Name

&MUIIM

Executive

20 000 W

Electronic

■'■
PruCHCiHC

Program.,

Guifle

Prugramn

|D.sk|

80 Colum

FUJI 5 ■
IBo> ol

Deluxe T.i

(Examples)

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE

COMMODORE

List

Word Prc.cessoi S99 OC

O.iM B.iso • '

i.nl On.tion.if> 524 9b

Sun>.in Shtei Sb9 9!>

g Patk S49 00

S59 9b

ers Rclurenco

S2O95

ers HaTpei

S59 9b

i Screen iDtski S59 3b

Fluuuy Disc
10) S39 9b

oe CasMiio S89 00

Pro Joy Sue*

1 Lib1" Pun
DU51 COV*

1 Pogo Joe
| Pnsiop II

fSeei

S39 <Jb

■ SB 95

S29 9b

Eov" *39 9b

jver 100 coupon item'.

Site

S49OO

S35OO

SI4 95

S49 00

1391 i

l.Jti 9'j

$16 96

S39 95

S39 9&

S29 9b

S69CO

Sib 95

sit, 9b

S6 9b

S19 9&

S29 95

■Plus

in ou! c

Write or call for

Coupon 1
S39 00 1
S24OO 1
S1000 1
S39OO 1
S29 00 1
S39 95 1

SI 2 50 1

S29 9b 1
S29 95 1

519 9b 1
S4SO0 1
S1200 1
Sid 95 1
S4 60 1

516 95 1
S26O0- 1

One FREE 1

atalog)

Sample SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON!

EXECUTIVE QUALITY

PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS SOFTWARE

The Cadillac of Business Programs

for Commodore 64 Computers

Item

invemori MBnagamem

Accounib Payable

L>si

S99OO

S99OO

S99 0O

S99OO

S99 0O

"SALE Coupon

S49O0 535 00

SJ9 00

S49O0

S49OO

5.19 00

S35 00

S3bOO

535 00

S35 0O

128KSYSTEM

(lowest price in the USA)

WE

HAVE

THE

BEST

SERVICE

WE ;

HAVE

THE

LOWEST

PRICES

■BMBUHHIilllM

$89500*
Includes

128K Commodore Computer

One Megabyte Dual Disk Drive

100CPS Tractor Friction Printer

12" Hi-Res Amber Monitor

* 128K COMPUTER SYSTEM $895.00
Includes 128K COMMODORE B 128 COMPUTER One

■ , il ,■■■ Dual Disk Drive. 100CPS Bidire ti inai

Tractor/FrictiOd printer. 12 Hi Hes AtTiUer monitor all'

In- oniy j89a List 5371800

COM-64 POWER FOR VIC-20 S69.00

Ji.sl pin,; in dui 32K HAM MEMORY EXPANDf tt.irul yi.u

^t1! ai nucii usdrjif programming powt>' ai the

- ■■ | ■■• - .; . ute'" Mash1' ctinlroi s*iTche^ tin

lover Gold EciRe connectors hi/e year wartiinty (FREE

i29 95 CARTRIDGE GAMI

NEW VOICE SYNTHESIZER S59.00

For Com 64 or VIC Z0( omputers Just plug it in and yom

can program words and sentences dtliusl volume and

pitch make Idikiufi adventure ^d'"es sound » lion

games and Ion ■ : uii-nV FOR ONLY $19 9b yo.i

can add TEXT TOSPEECh jubitypea Aorddndtiear your

compute* lalk-ADD SOUND 10 ZORK SCOT 1 ADAMS

AND AARDVARK ADVENTURE GAMES" fDi^ i tai i

16K RAM CARTRIDGE $49.00

Increases VIC 20 prouramming power 4 times Eupmids

total memory to 41K (41.000 bytes) Memory bloct

switches are 0" uulsidi* couer1 CARDCO Includes FREE

$29 95 aame"

8K RAM CARTRIDGE $34.95

In reased VIC 20 programming po-ve- 2 times

Eiipa : ■ ■■ - ■■- ■. iu 33k [33000 byteM Includes

3 SLOT SWITCHABLE EXPANDER $24.95

■■> .■. , .,; addScartridgesatonetime—switch select
tu [urn slots on or otl-PLUS rese! button A must lor /our

VIC 20 computer"

9" GREEN SCREEN MONITOR $69.00

Excellent quality SANYO e.isy Id rearJ 80 columns « 24

, Green Phosphorous screen with anti-glare mel H

cabinet1 Sdveb vour IV PLUS i9 95 'or connecting

cable i om 54 ot VIC 20

12" GREEN OR AMBER MONITOR S99.00

quality. SANYO 80 columns ■ 2J lines, eas/ to re > : ail

glare, taster scanning1 PLUS $9 95 toi connecting cable

■ Mor VI .

PHONE ORDERS

SAM - 8PM Weekdays

9AM - 12N Saturdays

• LOWEST PRICES- 15 DAY FREE TRIAL • 90 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY

• BEST SERVICE IN U.S.A. • ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL • OVER 500 PROGRAMS • FREE CATALOGS

Add S'O 00 lor shipping hondling ond insurance tllinoii residenls

please add 6*. tox Add 120.00 for CANADA. PUERTO RICO HAWAII

ALASKA APO-FPO order* Canadian orders muil be .n U S. dollon

Wt DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES

Enclose Cashiers Check Money Order or Personal Check. Allow 14

doys lor delivery 2 to 7 dayi lor phono orders I day express moil'

VISA - MASTER CARD - C O.D.

Reader Service No. 273

IE
ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phon« 312/382-5244 to ordar

(WE LCKEOuf CUSTOMERS.



NEW 128K —MEGA BYTE DUAL DISK DRIVE-80 COLUMN

COMPUTER SYSTEM SALE!
HOME • BUSINESS • WORD PROCESSING

LOOK AT ALL YOU GET FOR ONLY

(1) B128 COMMODORE 128K 80 COLUMN COMPUTER

(2) 4023 - 100 CPS - 80 COLUMN BIDIRECTIONAL PRINTER

(D 8050 DUAL DISK DRIVE (over 1 million bytes)

(?) 12" HI RESOLUTION 80 COLUMN MONITOR

• BOX OF 10 LORAN LIFETIME GUARANTEED DISKS

• 1 100 SHEETS FANFOLD PAPER

• ALL CABLES NEEDED FOR INTERFACING

TOTAL LIST PRICE $3717.95

LIST PRICE

S 995.00

499.00

1795.00

249.00

49.95

19.95

102.05

PLUS YOU CAN ORDER THESE BUSINESS PROGRAMS AT SALE PRICES

LIST SALE

Professional 80 Column

Word Processor

Professional Data Base

Accounts Receivable

Accounfs Payable

5149.95

S149.95

SU9.95

S149.95

$99.00

$99.00

599.00

S99.00

Payroll

Inventory

General Ledger

Financial Spread Sheet

LIST

SI 49.95

SH9.95

S149.95

5149.95

SALE

599.00

$99.00

S99.00

S99.00

PRINTER REPLACEMENT OPTIONS
(replace the 4023 with the following at these sale prices)

Olympia Executive Letter Quality Serial Prinler

Com star Hi-Speed 160 CPS 15' i" Serial Business Prinler

Telecommunications Deluxe Modem Package

LIST SALE

S699.00 $319.00

S779.00 $499.00

S199.00 S139.00

15 DAY FREE TRIAL. We give you 15 days to try out this SUPER SYSTEM PACKAGE II If it doesn't meet your expectations, just send it back

to us prepaid and we will refund your purchase price! !
90 DAY IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY. If any of the SUPER SYSTEM PACKAGE equipment or programs fail due to foully

workmanship or material we will replace it IMMEDIATELY at no charge! !

Add $50.00 for shipping and handling!!

$100.00 for Alaska and Hawaii orders.

WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES

Enclose Cashiers Check Money Order or Personal Check. Allow 14 days lor

delivery, 2 to 7 days tor phone orders. 1 day express mail1 We occept Visa

and MasterCard. We ship C.O.D. lo continental U.S. addresses only.

ENTERPRIZES *—
BOX 550, BARRINQTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phont 3127M25244 to ord«r

Reader Service No. 274



Commodore - 64
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SCRIPT-64 EXECUTIVE WORD PROCESSOR
(80 Columns in Color)

40 or 80 columns in color or black and white; turns your computer into a Business

Machine!

This is the finest word processor available. Features include line and paragraph

insertion/deletion, indentation, right and left justification, titles, page numbering,

characters per inch, etc. All features are easy to use and understand. With tabs, etc.

SCRIPT-64 even includes a 250 word dictionary/spelling checker to make sure your

spelling is correct. The dictionary is user customizabletoany technical wordsyou may

use. Furthermore, all paragraphs can be printed in writing and everyday letters are a

snap. To top things off, there is a 100 page manual and help screens to make learning

how to use SCRIPT-64 a snap. This word processor is so complete we can't think of

anything it doesn't have. When combined with the complete database you have a

powerful mailmerge and label program that lets you customize any mailing list with

personalized letters. List $99.95. Sale $49.95. *Coupon Price $39.00. (Disk only.)

SCRIPT-64 20,000 WORD DICTIONARY
Allows you to check spelling on 20,000 most often mispelled words! List $29.95 Sale

$19.95. 'Coupon Price $10.00. (Disk only.)

SCRIPT-64 COMPLETE DATABASE
(PLUS MAIL MERGE AND LABELS)

This powerful DATABASE is user friendly and makes any information easy to store and

retrieve. The user defines the fields and then can add, change, delete, and search for

any category wanted! When combined with the Executive Word Processor you can

search out any category (zip codes, even hair color, etc.) and print super personalized

letters! 600 names can be sorted and formulated on each disk in any order or category!

Will handle any size mailing list by changing or adding disks! List $69.00. Sale

$34.00. 'Coupon Price $24.00.

• LOWEST PRICES - 15 DAY FREE TRIAL . M DAY FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY

. BEST SERVICE IN U.S.A. • ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL ■ OVER 500 PROGRAMS - FREE CATALOGS

WE SHIP C.O.D. HONOR VISA AND MASTER CHARGE

ADD $3.00 SHIPPING FOR C.O.D. ADD $2.00 MORE

SPECIAL SERVICES:

One Day — Express Mail add $10.00

Reader Service No. 275

I WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS)ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010

Phone 312/382-5244 to order



FANTASTIC COMPUTER PRINTER SALE

COM-STAR T/F

Tractor

Friction

Printer

* *

COM-STAR

• Lowest Priced, Best Quality, Tractor-Friction Printers in the U.S.A.

Fast 80-120-160 Characters Per Second • 40,46,66,80,96,132 Characters Per Line Spacing

• Word Processing • Print Labels, Letters, Graphs and Tables • List Your Programs

** DELUXE C0MSTAR T/F

80 CPS Printer — $169.00

This COMSTAR T/F (Tractor Friction)

PRINTER is exceptionally versatile It

prints 8'." x 11 "standard size single sheet

stationary or continuous feed computer

paper Bi-directional, impact clot matrix,

80 CPS. 224 characters (Centronics

Parallel Interfact)

Premium Quality 120-140 CPS

10" COM-STAR PLUS+

Printer $249.00
The COM-STAR PLUS+gives you all the

features of the COMSTAR T/F PRINTER

plusa 10" carnage. 120 140CPS.9x9dot

matrix with double strike capability for 18 x

18 dot matrix (near letter quality), high

resolution bit image (120 x 144 dot

matrix), underlining, back spacing, left

and right margin settings, true lower

decenders with super and subscripts,

prints standard, italic, block graphics and

special characters It gives you print

quality.and features found on printers

costing twice as much1! (Centronics

Parallel Interface) (Better than Epson

FX80) List $499 00 SALE $249.00

Premium Quality 120-140 CPS

15 V2"COM-STAR PLUS+
Business Printer $349.00

Has all the teatures of the 10" COM STAR

PLUS+ PRINTER plus 15' " carriage and

more powerful electronics components to

handle large ledger business forms!

(Better than Epson FX 100) List $599

SALE $349.00

Superior Quality 140-160 CPS

10" COM-STAR PLUS+ IBM
IBM Pers/Bus, Printer $369.00

Has all the features of the 1011 COM-STAR

PLUS+ PRINTER! It is especially designed

for all IBM personal computers! 140 160

CPS HIGH SPEED PRINTING 100 ■■ duty

cycle. 2K buffer, diverse character fonts,

special symbols and true decenders,

vertical and horizontal tabs

A RED HOT IBM personal business printer

at an unbelieveable low price of $369.00

(Centronics parallel interface)

List $699 SALE $369.00

Superior Quality 160-180 CPS

10" COM-STAR PLUS+HS

Business Printer $369.00
The Super Corn-Star+ High Speed

Business Printer 160 180 CPS has a 10"

carriage with all the Com Star* features

built in! J'ne 15W High Speed Business

Printer is especially designed with more

powerful electronics to handle larger

ledger business forms! Exclusive bottom

feed! (Centronics parallel interface)

15'." printer is also compatable with IBM

Personal/Business Computers! 15'.'

Printer List $799.00 SALE $469.00

tlOlympia
Executive Letter Quality

DAISY WHEEL PRINTER $379.00

This is the worlds finest daisy wheel printer

Fantastic Letter Quality, up to 20 CPS

bidirectional, will handle 14 4" forms

width1 Has a 256 character print buffer,

special print enhancements, built in

tractor-feed (Centronics Parallel and

RS232C Interface) List $699 SALE $379.

• 15 Day Free Trial - 1 Year Immediate Replacement Warranty

PARALLEL INTERFACES

For VIC-20 and COM 64 - 549 00 For Apple computers - $79 00 Atari 850 Interface - $79 00 For ALL IBM Computers - $89 00

Add S 14 50(0' ihipping hondlmp. and miuronce lllirton r«tid«nti

pl«4M«dd6% tax Add S29 00 (or CANADA PUERTO RICO HAWAII

ALASKA APO-FPO ord»fi Canadian ord«ff muit b« in U S dollori.

WE DO NOT EXP9RT TO OTHER COUNTRIES

Eneloi« Coihi«fi Ch«tt. Mon«y Ord«< or Ptnonal Ch»tti Allow H

doyt lor d«liv«ry 7 to 7 dayi (or phone Ofd«n. I doy • .pr.n mail1

VISA -MASTER CARD We Stiip COD loUS Addresses Only

(WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS)ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS 60010
Phon« 312/382-5244 to order

COM-STAR PLUS+ ABCDEFGH I JKLMNOPQRBTUVWXY

Print Example ABCDEFGHIJKU1NDPQRBTUVWXYZ 1 234B6789O
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Commodore 64

(Modem)

telecommunications

// n

FOR CHILDREN-ADULTS- BUSINESS

Complete Auto Dial

Telecommunications Package

The only telecommunications package you will ever need.

Total

Telecommunications

• 300 Baud Modem • Auto Dial * Auto Answer • Upload & Download

* Membership in 52 Database Services (UPI News, Dow Jones, etc.)

Reach Out and Access Someone
• Educational courses • News Updates and Information

• Financial Information • Popular Games • Electronic Shopping

• Banking at Home • Research and Reference Materials

The Total Telecommonications Package offers you all this plus ...

• Auto Log-on • Stores on Disk Downloaded Files

• Dialing from Keyboard • Reads Files from Disk and Uploads Text or Program Files

• On-line Clock • Select Any Protocol (access almost any computer or modem)
• Capture and Display High Resolution Characters • Plus Much, Much More
• Download Text, Program or Data Files

List $129 95 Special Low Christmas Price

We are so sure this is the only telecommunications package you will need we will give you 15 days Free Trial.

Add S3 00 for shipping handling and insurance Illinois residents

pleose odd 6°. (ox Add S6 00 for CANADA PUERTO RICO HAWAII

ALASKA APO FPO orders Canadian orders musi be <n U S dollars

WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES

Enclose Coshiers Check Money Order or Personal Check Allow U

days lot delivery 2 to 7 doys lor phone orders 1 day express moil ■

VISA MASTERCARD C.O.D.

NoC.O D. toConado APO FPO

I E

ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phont 312/3625244 to ord«r

IU
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COMMODORE-64 or VIC-20

VOICE SYNTHESIZER

MAKE YOUR

COMPUTER TALK

VOTRAX BASED

HARDWARE SALE

$
ONLY 5900

You can program any words or sentences • Adjust volume and pitch • Make adven

ture games that talk • Real sound action games • Make customized talkies • (Demo

disk Of tape included) • Requires Speaker

■OQDDQQBBQOGGDPQOQQQOOOBDGBBDQQQOOqPOOOOODOOBO

You can add TEXT TO SPEECH SOFTWARE that allows you to simply type what you

want to hear!! Also allows you to add sound and voice to SCOTT ADAMS AARD-

VARK and "ZORK" ADVENTURE GAMES List $29.95 Sale $19.95 (Disk or Tape).

• LOWEST PRICES • 15 DAY FREE TRIAL • « DAY FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY

• BEST SERVICE IN U.S.A. • ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL -OVER S00 PROGRAMS* FREE CATALOGS

COMMODORE 64

80 COLUMN BOARD

SQQOO
FORONLY W\/

SALE

Now you uan program 80 columns on the screen

at one time! Converts your Commodore 64 to 80

columns when you plug in the PROTECTO 80

Expansion Board. List $199.00. Sale $99.00.

Includes 4 Slot Expander and can be used with most existing software!!!

Add S3 00 for shipping, handling and insurance. Illinois residents

please odd 6*. la*. Add S6.00 for CANADA. PUERTO RICO HAWAII.
ALASKA APO-FPO orders. Canadion orders must be in U.S. dollars.

WE DONOI EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES.

Enclose Coshiers Check Money Order or Personal Check Allow 14
days ior delivery 2 to 7 days for phone order* I doy express moil'

VISA —MASTERCARD - COD

NoC O.D. to Canada. APO-FPO

WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS

rwt lOv

I E
ENTERPRIZES
BOX 5S0. BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phont 312/302 5244 to ord«r

Reader Service No. 27B



COMMODORE 64

Computer Learning Pad

Sale! 3995

• Makes other graphic tablets

Obsolete

• Includes Special Printer

Feature.

Now you get this Fantastic Tech Sketch Computer

Learning Pad Program with a Professional Light

Pen Free! (39.95 value) plus the Micro Illustrated

[Graphics Pad Program that allows you to draw on

your T.V. or monitor screen (better than Gibsons

$99 light pen). Whatever you can draw on the

screen you can print on your printer (a Tech

Sketch Exclusive.)

List $79.95

Hi-Resolution!

NEW FROM TECH SKETCH

JOIN THE'NEWBHCED'OF VIDEO ARTISTS'

Commodore 64 & VIC-20

$24.95 Professional Model $24.95

Light Pens
Professional Light Pen. This is the TECH SKETCH Hi-Resolution mode! that allows you to draw fantastic
pictures and professional diagrams — single-pixel accuracy! (Includes famous paint and sketch proqram )
List $39.95. Sale $24.95. Coupon $22.95

=$24.95=
Economy Model with 3 programs $16.95

Add 13 00 for shipping hondling ond insurance Illinois residents

please odd 6*. rax Add S6 00 for CANADA PUERTO RICO HAWAII

ALASKA APO-FPO orders Canadian orders musr be in U S dollars

WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES

Enclose Cashiers Check Money Order or Personal Cheek Allow 14

days (or delivery 2 la 7 doys lor phone orders 1 doy express moil1

VISA - MASTER CARD -COD

No C O D. ro Canada. APO-FPO

(WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS!ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phone 312/382-5244 to order

Reader Service No. 279



Avalon Hill ESS
World Renowned

Strategy Games of the Masters

it it it Super Strategy Sale it it it

B-l
NUCLEAR

BOMBER

Telengard-Real Time. This

is the game all the dungeon

fans have been waiting for.

Use wits, magic, and fast

thinking to overcome the 50

levels of the TELENGARD.

Fantastic graphics and

action. (Disk.) List $29.95.

Sale $19.95. (Tape.)

List $24.95. Sale 516.95.

T.A.C. (Tactical Armor

Command.) Fantastic

computer adaptation of the

famous board game. The

player or players control up

to 8 units simultaneously

including tanks, infantry and

anti-tank guns. (Fantastic

graphics.) (Disk.) List $44.95.

Sale $34.95.

Commodore 64

Panzer Jagd. Fantastic tank

simulation puts you in the

German seat forced to

secure the area of the

Russian front. If you succeed

your remaining units are

saved for the big battle. See

if you can rewrite history or

make the same mistakes.

(Great playability.) (Disk.)

List $29.95. Sale $21.95.

Legionnaire. You as Caesar

Augustus command up to 10

legions against an army of

barbarian infantry, all

aspects including cavalry,

shock effects, fatigue,

morale and slope effects as

the battlefield scrolls before

you in full color and

animation. (Tape.) List

S39.95. Sale $24.95. (Disk.)

List $44.95. Sale $27.95.

Commodore 64
B-l Nuclear Bomber. Pilot a

B-l bomber through stiff

Russian defenses on the way

to the target city. The

computer controls Soviet AAIG

fighters and surface to air

missiles. You must rely on

your electronic counter

measures and self defense

missiles to succeed. Fantastic

strategy game. (Tape.) List

$19.95. Sale $13.95. (Disk.)

List $24.95. Sale $18.95.

Computer Football. Match

wits against the computer or

another live opponent. This

fantastic game based on the

award winning Sports

Illustrated game of

professional football will

keep you going for hours. A

must for all the Armchair

Quarterbacks of the world.

(Tape). List $19.95.

Sale $13.95. (Disk.)

List $24.95. Sale $18.95.

Add $3.00 for shipping, handling and insurance. Illinois residents

please add 6% ton. Add $6.00 for CANADA. PUERTO RICO. HAWAII.

ALASKA APO-FPO orders. Conadion orders musl be in U.S. dollars.

WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES.

Enclose Cashiers Check. Money Order or Personal Check. Allow 14

days (or delivery, 2 to 7 days for phone orders, I day express mail!

VISA — MASTER CARD — C.O.D.

No C.O.D. to Canada. APO-FPO

It
ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010

Phone 312/382-5244 to order

IWE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS!
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Commodore 64

ARCADE ACTION
VIDEO GAMES

Cassette $12"

Diskette $16"

GAMES WORTH PLAYING COSfTII
WHO.

TEXT PRO

:.ATA 111

c smi Text Pro/Data Pro
Two hot selling home/office

management systems in one package.

Includes both a powerful word processor

and a database storage program.

Available in both cassette and disk.

List S34.95. Sole 524.95

Monster Trivia
A hot new concept for home and

computer buffs. Over 2000 trivia

questions in six categories for one to

four piayers. With exciting high

resolution graphics, colors and sounds.

Available in both cassette and disk.

List $24.95. SaleS16.95.

Forbidden Forrest.
Only your skill as an archer can protect

you! Giant spiders, enormous

bumblebees, huge leaping frogs, a

phantom protected by killer skeletons,

and even a fire breathing dragon try to

stop you. All in stunning 3-D graphics.

You'll feel like you're part of this one.

Fantastic all the way around. (Tape.) List

S16.95. Sale $12.95. (Disk.) List $21.95.

Sale $16.95.

COSmi cosmi cosmi

Add S3.00 for shipping, handling and insurance. Illinois residents

pleose add 6°= to*. Add S6.00 for CANADA. PUERTO RICO. HAWAII.

ALASKA. APO-FPO orders. Canadian orders musl be in US dollars

WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES.

Enclose Cashiers Check. Money Order or Personal Check. Allow 14

doys for delivery 2 to 7 days lor phone orders. 1 day express moil!

VISA — MASTER CARD - C.O.D.

No C.O.D. to Conado. APO-FPO

Professor I.Q.
This educational gome is designed in an

exciting, fun filled format, automatic

handicapping challenge includes Word

Scrambles, Math Fun, Puzzle Time,

Reverse It and Strategy. Available on

cassette and disk for one or two players.

(Tape.) List $16.95. Sale $12.95. (Disk.)

List$21.95. SaleS16.95.

Aztec Challenge.
You are a member of the powerful Aztec

tribe. To avoid sacrificing yourself to the

gods, you must compete in and complete

the deadly AZTEC-OBSTACLE-COURSE.

Seven phases with increasing levels of

difficulty make this course challenging

and keep you going for hours.

List $16.95. Sale $12.95. (Tape or Disk).

Caverns of Khafka.
Unbelievable adventure game. Here's

just a few of the many obstacles: Boulder

of Isis, Mazes of Khafka, Keys of the

Chambers, acid pools, falling boulders,

ladders, jumping ropes, moving walls

and platforms and a whole lot more.

Fantastic graphics and sound make this a

must for everyone. (Tape.) List S16.95.

Sale $12.95. (Disk.) List 521.95. Sale
$16.95

cosmi

■M tOVE Oi.w CENTERPRIZES
BOX 550. BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phons 312/382 5244 to ordtf
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fuji s
Premium Quality Floppy Disks

Box of 10 with hub rings, sleeves and labels

Famous Brand FUJI Floppy Disks for those who care about keeping their data.

List $39.95

Single Sided — Double Density Cfllp $1A Q5
for Commodore 64, Atari, Apple «#WI%r ▼ I V • 7 </

Coupon $14.95

List S59.95

Double Sided — Double Density Cnlo &^Q
for IBM JUIt? TWTt

Floppy Disk Filer
Everyone Needs a Floppy Disk Secretary

Facts: (Holds 50 to 75 Disks) $ || 2
• Dust and Dirt particles can hurt your disks

• Most disks go bad due to mishandling in storage

• Proper filing of your disk collection will reduce unnecessary

handling of your disks

The Floppy Disk Filer is an inexpensive hard plastic Fliptop case that will allow for easy

filing, and protect your disks from dust, smoke, and dirt. Plus, the Floppy Disk Filer will

keep all your disks out of unwanted hands and in one place where you can easily find

them.

L.S2995 Introductory Sale Price $14.95
Coupon $12.95

Add S3 00 tor shipping handling ond insurance Illinois residents

please add 6% ia« Add S6 00 (or CANADA PUERTO RICO HAWAII

ALASKA APO FPO Orders Conodion orders musi be >n U S dollars

Wt DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES

Enclose Cashiers Check Money Order or Personal Check Allow 1j

days lor delivery 2 to 7 doys for phone orders I day express moil'

VISA MASTERCARD COD

NoCOD 'o Canada APO FPO

IE

ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010

Phont 312/382-5244 to ordtr

fWE LOVE OUH CUSTOMERS!

Reader Service No. 2B2



"Introducing
the Word Processor

with Less."

Y,
WORD COMMANDER (A: Your Commodore never again at a lost for words.

ou have to look very closely to find what we left out of our new word processor. But

once you try the WORD COMMANDER 64 you'll discover what's missing. We've taken the

process out of word processing and put it where it belongs—in our software. With the

WORD COMMANDER 64 there's less for you to do and more that it does. And that makes
you look good.

Only Two Hands.

The WORD COMMANDER 64 is a

complete word processor. We've

included every function you'll need and

some comforts you'll enjoy. And we

didn't hide them in complicated codes

or commands that require three hands.

Everything about the WORD

COMMANDER 64 makes plain sense.

Less Hassle.

When you write you probably change

your mind a lot. Now changing your

text is almost as easy as changing your

mind. Like when you want to

underline a word or group of words all

you do is press "COMMODORE-U"

—regardless of the printer control code

your printer uses.

Simple.

Less is More.

While simple to use, you won't find the

WORD COMMANDER 64 lacking in

power or sophistication. We've

integrated all of the best features into

the WORD COMMANDER 64:

COMMODORE «

COMMODORE flu

Mtred rradrrrur

, Muslims, liw

•extremely user friendly

•menu driven

•full word wrap

•block text right

•center text

•right justify text

•delete a block of text

•insert a block of text

•move a block of text

•copy a block of text

•three different fonts supported

•print in bold type

•print in elongated type

•allows sending of any control codes to

your printer

•select any background color of your

preference

•select any character color as well

•select cursor color

•set top, right, bottom and left margin

•set line spacing

•print headers and footers on every page

•automatically number pages

•print subscripts and superscripts

•underline text

•search for specific text

•search and replace

•change margins, font, or justification

from within your document

•full 80 column view of the page before

printing

•use MMG's MAIL LIST for mail merge

Reader Service No. 293

Follow Your Ideas.

The words you need to write represent

your ideas; and they flow—one after

another. So we designed the WORD

COMMANDER 64 to work along wit}

your thought processes. And not slow

you down. We did that by making it

less complicated and easier to use. So

easy you probably already know how

to use it.

Oh, there's one more thing missing

from the WORD COMMANDER 64,

the high price: Only $49.95

Includes full manual and tutorial.

How to Get Yours.

Available at your local dealer or direcl

from MMG Micro Software. Just send

check or money order to:

P.O. Box 131 Marlboro, NJ 0774

Or for MasterCard, Visa, and C.O.D.

deliveries call: (201) 431-3472

Please add S3.00 for postage and

handling for all direct orders. New

Jersey residents add 6% sales tax.

micro software



VOCABULARY BUILDER II

PDI

C-64

Disk, cassette

Back in the dark ages of BPC

(Before Personal Computers) it of

ten took 30 days before you had a

more powerful vocabulary. All

you had to do was read the book!

Today you can achieve that goal

in 10 dail. lessons with PDI's Vo

cabulary Btdlder II (a follow-up

program to PDI's Vocabulary

Builder 1 >

h'mggc* it's not! More like

Nautilus o! ihe mind, and just

alioul is inaiiy laughs as pumping

if m !'■.'■ --a no-nonsense educa-

tiona! program with one aim in

nind increasing a person's under

standing d! wwd meanings. Sug

gested grade levels include 6th

through Ijth.

l'\-: firsi iivc lessons concen-

i. ik tm iynniiynis. There are 40

problems . i! i.-.-i--ri level. Example:

Which word > most similar to il-

lusffioui

a: momenti»u>

'■'• pained

c) nienial

d) gmtesquc

e) celebrated

riie k'tMiiu jjei progressively

more difficult and by Level 5 you

nughl be ■iciaicliina vour head try

ing lo figure .nit ij abjure is syn-

finyrrums with conjoin, uphold.

sanrtitv. i rnnuncc. or strike.

I'Whj ■■•i course renounce!)

Plien, jusi when you've got syn-

■■•iv :*i;. licked, ! essotis 6-10 intro-

uey're fairly

t;as\ tl 'ho Marl, F.xumple; The

mi >n\ ni of treason is:

ai allegianci'

I : safeguard

,-; ransi'in

klj witticism

ej avurk.i?

i hf\ pel hartiiT a> you move

uioiig, and !i> I '.-■ I Id you're try-

mi: i'1 figure oti! if iibject is the

Movies often have sequels—why shouldn't vocabulary and databaseprograms?

READER SERVICE NO. 250 READER SERVICE NO. 251

opposite of inspired, receptive,

baffled, premature, or exalted.

(Can you guess?)

Ten days later when you've

completed the whole program you

should be starting to dazzle your

English teacher. Your Mom and

Dad are so impressed with your

new vocabulary they've even in

creased your allowance! And most

important, it's time for the Big

Test which follows lesson 10 and

incorporates all you've learned.

And let me hasten to add, this

is no lightweight test! There are

20 questions, in each of which

you're asked to identify the word

that is the synonym, or lacking

that, the antonym. Example: dila

tory

a) disparate

b) narrow

c) prompt

d) constricted

e) inept

And inept was just about how I

felt upon completing the test! Be

cause* the answer sheet only indi

cates correct and incorrect an

swers. On those you've missed it

does not indicate the correct an

swer. And if you want to find out

the proper choice, the incentive is

obviously to return to Level I and

start again.

It conceivably will take you a

lot longer than 10 days to increase

your vocabulary. But it's worth the

effort for the SAT's, and with PDI

Vocabulary Builder H you have a

handy tool to do it.

Program Design, Inc., 95 East

Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, CT

06830 (phone: 203-661-8799).

—Valerie B. Tamis

DATA MANAGER 2

Timeworks, Inc.

Commodore 64

Disk; $24.95

Timeworks' Data Manager 2 is

a useful database program for

home and small business. It is

slow, arid somewhat limited for

larger businesses, but for the price

it's a dandy. The program is easy

to use, well-documented and has a

number of powerful features.

The bottom line on a database

program is the size of records and

fields. Data Manager 2 does pret

ty well. Individual records may be

230 characters. Each record may

have up to 20 fields, and fields

may be up to 32 characters. Nu

merical fields may not exceed 9,
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... Sonar reports the "whine" of torpedoes

running toward you. You kick the destroyer's

rudder full-right and order flank speed.

As you watch, two torpedoes cross your bow.

Sonar returns quicken and you close on the sub

marine below. Suddenly, bearing to target shifts

180 degrees and the sonar return is instan

taneous. THE SUB IS DIRECTLY BELOW! You

stab the fire button and watch as 6 depth charges

arch into your wake. Several long seconds pass

before they explode, sending six domes of white

water to the surface. The message "SUBMARINE

SUNK" flashes on the screen. But congratulations

are brief. Four more subs are lurking out there

somewhere, trying to escape into the open ocean...

SONAR SEARCH is a "fast-action" strategy game

based on ann-submarine warfare. You are the

commander of a group of three destroyers sent to

intercept a pack of 5 enemy submarines. Equipped

with sonar gear and depth charges, and aided by

submarine sightings from other ships and aircraft,

you musl get direclly over a sub to score a hit with

your depth charges.

SONAR SEARCH makes full use of the high-

resolution graphics, multicolor and audio cap

abilities of the Commodore 64. Programmed in

machine language to provide immediate response

to your commands. SONAR SEARCH is realistic,

educational and entertaining. Comes complete

with Instruction Manual and keyboard template.

»6N COMMODORE 64"

CHECK ONE:

Commodore' 64 Tape D or Disk D ($29.95)

Manual Only D ($5.00 if purchased separately}

Name

Address

Cily State Zip

USA & CANADA add $2.50 postage & handling

($4.00 foreign) for each game ordered. All payments

musl be in USA funds, all foreign payments must be

against USA banks PA residents add 6% state sales

tan. Or charge lo:

D MasterCard □ VISA D Exp. Date

Card No.

Signature

SEND TO:
SIGNAL COMPUTER CONSULTANTS, LTD.

P.O. Box 18222 • Pittsburgh. PA 15236

(412) 655-7727

Reader Service No. 2S3
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and dale fields are automatically

8. Since total field size for charac

ters includes the field name, field

names of up to 15 characters is

not as much of a bargain as it

sounds.

The number of records for a

database depends on how many

records of a particular size fit on

a single disk. One limitation that I

dislike is that each data disk is

initialized by writing blank rec

ords on an entire disk. This pro

cess takes 8-10 minutes. I created

a database which has 1744 records.

If I only used 200 of those blanks,

the rest of the disk goes to waste

unless I happen to need another

database with exactly the same

record configuration.

Another important feature of a

database is its search capabilities.

In Data Manager 2, you can

search for a string in any field.

When I looked for "game" in my

database, it gave me records with

subjects like "adventure games,"

"writing games," and "video

games." If the search only

matched the initial words in the

field, I would have missed all

these. The value of transferring

my card index of magazine arti

cles to this database suddenly be

came apparent.

Besides a string search, you

also search for a number or date

range. X-SEARCH is a useful fea

ture which lets you narrow your

search when you have a large

database. If you searched for ev

eryone named "Smith" on your

first pass, you could then search

all the Smiths for those who live

in Chicago, and are under 30.

You can sort records on any

field in ascending or descending

order. Data Manager 2 has spe

cial sort programs for dates and

numbers. Sorts are moderately fast,

but take much longer for large

databases. Sorts are performed on

a special pointer record called

X-SORT which is part of each

data disk.

Statistical analysis is an interest

ing option. You can do an analy

sis of a database section using a

single numerical field. The statis

tical option reports the number of

records used, high and low rec

ords, sum, average, standard de

viation, and increment. Once you

run the statistics, Data Manager 2

can also display a bar chart show

ing distribution of the data.

You can also do simple field

calculations. You specify two op

erand fields and a result field and

add, subtract, multiply, or divide.

You cannot specify a formula, and

probably need to be careful using

this feature with subtract and di

vide.

As a stand alone product. Data

Manager 2 doesn't produce re

ports. It has a "print screen" fea

ture which is handy, and can print

out a range of fields in particular

records. However, if you interface

this program with another Time-

works product. Word Writer, data

from Data Manager 2's databases

can be used for a mailing list,

form letters and special reports.

Data Manager 2 is easy to use.

The user's manual has an excel

lent tutorial, and the package in

cludes a sample database saved on

the reverse side of the program

disk. By the time you practice on

this sample, you are familiar with

what the program can do. The

manual does not have an index,

but I found everything I needed to

know by using the detailed table

of contents.

My only complaints are minor.

You cannot enter a blank field.

Even if one field in a record is

not needed for every record, you

must enter something. If you enter

characters in a number field, the

program won't continue until you

do it right. Error trapping is good.

After each record, you get an op-



portunity to change anything you

got wrong.

Almost everything you do is up

dated, at 10-15 seconds a whack.

Entry and movement in the data

base is fairly slow. When you

complete work in a database, you

must reload the main program to

use another database disk.

Larger database programs have

many more powerful features than

Data Manager 2. However, they

are also much more expensive

and, usually, more difficult to use.

If you wonder whether you have

any use for a database program,

this package is a good way to find

out. It's cheap enough to be ex

pensed for its education value. It's

easy enough to use without getting

discouraged. It's powerful enough

to make life easier for many home

and small business uses.

Timeworks, Inc.. 444 Lake

Cook Road, Deerfield. IL 60015

(phone: 312-291-9200).

—Annette Hinshaw

SURVIVAL MATH

Sunburst Communications

Commodore 64

Disk; keyboard

Video arcade games v. educa

tional software, that is the ques

tion. Ask parents who've forked

over hard-earned money to ensure

computer literacy for their chil

dren and you'll find a nearly

unanimous vote for serious pro

grams.

Survival Math: short on eye appeal.
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Then ask the kids. The flip side

of this coin is that frankly, they'd

rather play PacMan or Moon

Shuttle. And I'm not being flip

when I say that I'm beginning to

understand why. Many video

games are graphic delights, with

fast-paced action backed by unus

ual sound effects. They're fun.

darnit!

True, sonic games are also

downright idiotic. But in many the

programmers have used imagina

tion, art. energy, and strategy to

ensure that their fantasy program

becomes a hot-selling sought-out

game. Oh, how I wish they would

share the secrets of their success

with the educational programmers

of the world!

Take Survival Math by Sunburst

Communications. Here's a pro

gram designed to motivate stu

dents in grades 7-12 to become ac

tively involved in developing their

skills in mathematical computa

tion. It comes with a bright

Orange handbook that's articulately

written. The program has four

games: Travel Agent Contest.

Smaii Shopper Marathon, Hot

Dog Stand and Foreman's Assis

tant. At first glance I was im

pressed, and having worked the

entire program I'm still impressed.

But. . .

Basically, Survival Math is math

workbook transposed to a moni

tor Instead of Hipping the pages,

you press C to continue. Instead

of using a #2 lead pencil to re

cord your answers, you use the

keyboard. C'mon. guys! With all

the inner resources of a computer.

couldn't you have used some

graphics, music, fantasy, some

thing. ANYTHING to make this a

bit more enticing to teenagers?

Young kids light up when they see

almost any program on a monitor,

but for junior high and senior

high school students who've

worked their way through math

GAME DAY tt 1

WEATHER IS COOL AND CLOUDV

$36.61 IS YOUR BftNK BALAHCE.

VOUR STAND HOH CONTAINS:

wm v9

Hot l)og Stand, another of thejour

games that make up Survival Math.

workbook after math workbook.

Survival Math is just more of the

same old thing.

In Travel Agent Contest you

start with a budget from which

you must plan a trip to Lake Gen

eva. You have to estimate costs for

transportation (by bus. train, and

airplane), meals while traveling to

and while at Lake Geneva, lodg

ing and special vacation events.

When students enter a cost the

entry is identified on the screen

as too high, too low. or correct.

The "game aspect" of Travel

Agent Contest is that a student

competes against another for high

scores. It's not an easy game, and

yet its value as an educational tool

is undeniable.

In Smart Shopper Marathon stu

dents are timed as they use differ

ent estimation skills to select the

best purchases in a supermarket.

With the clock ticking away, they

must complete each of the 5 aisles.

scoring points for each correct an

swer and receiving penalties for

each incorrect answer. In aisle

one the problems involve price

units. Here's an example:

1. pay .60 for 2 bars of soap

2. pay SI. 10 for 3 bars of soap

Which line has a lower unit

price'.'

Aisle two focuses on greater to

tal weight (i.e.. five 6 oz. jars of

jelly or three 7 oz. cans of tuna);

aisle three requires the student to

determine dollar savings on sale
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items vis-a-vis the regular price;

aisle four specializes in percent

savings; and in aisle five the stu

dent must correctly estimate lower

total price for several different

items. Having completed this pro

gram I became a smart-shopping

demon at my local supermarket,

but my 14 year old daughter

found it to be just "'more math.

Mom."

Hot Dog Stand is fun! Here the

student learns to plan expenses in

volved in running a refreshment

stand during the football season.

He starts with a budget of $200

and his objective is to have made

$2500 by the end of eight football

games. There arc several givens

that make this game a real chal

lenge. The football stands only

hold 1000 fans. The hot dogs can

not be sold without buns, and

those not sold each week are lost.

One has to take into account

weather conditions and time of

day (evening and afternoon

games). These variables make Hot

Dog Stand a real test, but a fun

one for the kids. And understand

ably, they seem to grasp the con

cept of hot dogs, chips, and soda

more readily than trips to Lake

Geneva or 7 o/. of tuna v. 5 oz.

of sugar!

Foreman's Assistant is the most

difficult game in Survival Math.

Students must be able to convert

units of measure, work with area

and perimeter, and construct a

room from the information pro

vided. Playing the role of a con

struction foreman's assistant, they

estimate the amount of material

needed to finish six different

tasks. The jobs must be completed

within 30 working days, without

spending more than S50 for mate

rials not used. They have to as

sess their needs for wall supports.

panelling, bricks, paint, book

shelves, and floor tiles. This pro

gram requires excellent computa-
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Foreman's Assistant, the most diffi

cult ofSurvival Math sfour games.

tion skills and a lot of patience.

(Frankly. I'd rather hire a contrac

tor!)

In Survival Math, what you see

is what you get: nuts and bolts

math. I cannot argue with the val

ue of straight math programs. I do

question, however, whether a typi

cal teenager, if there is such a

creature, will leap to the computer

to use this program unless di

rected to by his teacher for

remedial math work, or if his

Mom threatens to cut off his al

lowance.

Sunburst Communications. Inc.,

39 Washington Avenue, Pleasant-

ville. NY 10570 (phone: 213-

747-5261).

—Valerie B. Tamis

REFERENCE CARD

Nanos Systems Corporation

Commodore 64 or VIC 20

$5.95

If you do any programming

with the Commodore character

set, this reference card for the

computer of your choice will be

as handy as a pocket on a shirt.

Each is a piece of cardboard

printed on both sides and folded,

accordion fashion, into pages 3.5

\ 8.5 inches. The VIC card has

IS pages and the C-(>4 card 22.

counting front and back. They are

comfortable to use, and sturdy

enough for hard use.

Each page is packed with infor

mation. The character set tables

occupy nine pages and arc identi

cal on both cards. One table dis

plays each character from the

character set and relates all the

possible ways to pnxluce it. The

maximum number of ways for any

single character is eight, four each

for graphic (upper case) and text

(lower case) modes. In each

mode, the computer may use a

combination of keys, two different

CHRS codes, and a screen code

which may be POKEd to a screen

location.

The second table is in numeri

cal order by CBM ASCII codes.

It gives similar information, but

also gives the codes in decimal

and hex, and has a column for

true ASCII or CBM token.

The programmer's manuals lor

these two machines give this in

formation, but not as clearly or

conveniently. The layout is so

packed that the card is a little

confusing at first, but once you

understand what the table in

cludes, it is easy to use.

The two cards share several

other tables: a resume of BASIC

statements, graphic symbols asso

ciated with special keys. I/O de

vice codes, OPEN statement com

mand codes, and a hex/decimal

conversion chart. Error messages,

a table of true ASCII, and a list

of special characters and math op

erators are also the same for both

machines.

Each machine has a table which

shows the memory locations of its

screen positions in decimal and

hex, and the color registers asso

ciated with each screen location.

The cards don't have room for a

memory map, but each summariz

es the memory positions most

commonly needed by a program

mer. The color codes and a table

of musical notes appropriate to

each of the machines complete the

information common to both cards.

The four extra pages on the

C-64 card are devoted to informa-



tion for programming sprites and

to the more elaborate musical sys

tem available to that model. The

memory locations and/or values

for bit-mapping each of the sprite

characteristics are delinealed in

separate tables. This card won't

teach you to program sprites, but

once you know how. ii gives you

all the values you need to plug

into your programs.

Some of the tables seem unnec

essary for the user who is ad

vanced enough to use the card at

all. On the other hand, few pro

grammers need a table of derived

trig functions. The cards would be

easier to understand if an instruc

tion sheet were included, giving a

Mule fuller explanation of the in

formation. Citations to pages of

the reference manuals would en

hance the value of the cards.

These reference cards are a use

ful programmer's aid. They are

easier to use for quick reference

than the reference manuals, and

they manage to squeeze an amaz

ing amount of information into a

small space. Beginners can use

them profitably, and experienced

programmers will wish they had

been available sooner.

Nanos Systems Corporation,

P.O. Box 24344, Speedway. IN

46224. —Annette Hinshaw

DATA CASSETTE

RECORDER/PIAYER

Cardco, Inc.

Commodore 64, VIC 20

All men (and women) may be

created equal, but all cassette

players are not—at least not when

they're used with a C-64 or a

VIC 20. Try to hook up your

trusty old $29.95 handheld tape

player and you'll quickly find thai

things just don't fit. Up 'til now.

you've had two choices. Buy a

Commodore Datassette or a spe

cial interface for your old player.

(I have seen interfaces made by

both Cardco and by Integrated

Controls.)

Now, Cardco offers you a third

alternative. For $10 less than the

price of a Datassette. you can buy

the new Cardco cassette unit. It is

actually manufactured by Fortron-

ics; you've seen that company's

name on other electronic equip-

From top: I) Cardco Data Cassette

Unit; 2) emse & record heads, coun

ter, pinch roller; 3) assembly bottom.
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ment like telephones and clock ra

dios. The Cardco cassette unit

works just like a Datassette. so no

matter whether you are buying

your first player or replacing a

broken one, you'll never be aware

of the difference.

Although (his player loads all

Commodore tapes and responds to

all of the C-64's commands (Open.

Close. Save. Load, etc.). it is

physically different from a Datas

sette. Other than the fact thai it's

wider than it is deep, the first

thing I noticed was the pause but

ton. I have to admit I was

slumped. Surely you'd never pause

in the middle of saving or loading

a program. (But I tried, and. sure

enough, it creates an error.)

You can. however, pause be

tween programs on ihe tape. This

does release the pinch roller so. if

the player sits for a long time, the

tape will not be permanently in

dented (a common cause of cas

sette loading problems). If you

have to reach over and punch a

button, why not jusl hit "stop"?

The second thing I noticed was

the "save" light just below the

counter. Now this could be useful.

Ever press the "record" and

"play" buttons al the same time

but not press record hard enough?

Or get into a long session of

copying program tapes and forget

whether you're saving or loading?

The only other external differ

ence is the plug to the computer,

which is missing Commodore's

ground strap. Did you ever figure

out what to do with yours? The

cord itself is over 4{A feet long so

you'll have no trouble keeping it

at least two feet from your TV.

Inside the unit, each wire in the

cord runs through its own ferrite

to reduce interference. Four 'leef

are molded into the bottom of the

case; no rubber inserts arc used

so the recorder may slide when

you punch a button.

I tried loading every tape I

could find or borrow. The Cardco

unit, unfortunately, had trouble

with the same tapes that were a

problem for Datassettes. With the

exceptions of those few bad pro-
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gram tapes, the Cardco cassette

functioned perfectly.

If you consider this as a re

placement unit lo a broken Datas-

sette, beware ihc tape counter. It

is not calibrated the same us a

Datassettc's: programs registered

up to 25 percent shorter. So if all

your tapes are fastidiously labeled

with program names and tape

counter numbers, you'll have to

change sonic labels. Of course,

the tape counters on two Datas-

seltcs are not always identical ei

ther.

The eight page instruction man

ual tells you which buttons do

what, but it totally ignores any

description of tape files. Even

Commodore's Datassette manual

goes over the basics of files. Al

though the information you need

is contained in the C-64 User's

Guide, many cassette owners are

computer novices and would bene

fit from having information on

tape handling where it's easy to

find—in the cassette instruction

manual.

I also wish that cassette manu

als would give some oi the ele

mentary rules on avoiding prob

lems. The Cardco manual reminds

you to clean and demagnetize the

tape heads periodically, to rewind

tapes so they are protected, to

avoid magnetic fields, and to keep

the player away from your TV. It

does not warn you about leaving

the "play" button depressed or

about the hazards of slack in the

tape. (Twist one hub or the other

until the tape is taut: otherwise

you may end up with several fcet

of tape running loose through ihe

player.) Nor does it describe how

to save part of a program on bad

tape by pushing "stop" just before

the bad spot.

Cardco's cassette unit functions

identically to a Datassette and is a

less expensive alternative to the

Commodore player. Il is lighter
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(more plastic) but appears to be a

well-built, solid unit, and will

handle tapes up to 120 minutes in

length.

Cardco. Inc.. 300 S. Topeka.

Wichita. KS 67202 (phone: 316-

267-6525).

—Richard Herring

SWORD OF FARGOAL

Epyx, Inc.

Commodore 64

Disk, cassette; $30.00

The kingdom depends on you.

Ulrna, the evil wizard, has used

trickery and magic to gain control

of the Sword of Fhrgoal, For cen

turies, that Sword has protected

the land and allowed the people to

prosper. Hidden deep in Ulma's

dungeon, the Sword and its pow

ers are useless.

Rumors about the location of

the Sword abound. You have

questioned many wayfarers and

thieves. Of what you have learned

you believe little. You do know

that the dungeon is nearly verti

cal: cut into the depths of the

mountain. Its twenty levels each

consist of a few rooms, winding

passages, and scattered stairways.

Somewhere, below the fourteenth

level, the Sword of Fargoai is hid

den.

Getting to the lower levels.

however, will be no easy task.

Ulma not only has bootstraps in
the floor and ceiling, but he also

has his evil minions scattered

throughout the dungeon—not as

guards, but as murderers of any

one who might be so foolhardy as

to try to rescue the Sword.

No great warrior yourself, you

hegin your quest knowing that you

must learn from every battle, and

honor the gods as often as possi

ble. On nearly every level, you

will find a small temple where

you can make sacrifices to the

gods, hide from evil warriors and

monsters, and heal your wounds.

Throughout the dungeon, you will

find gold which will be your sac

rifice to the gods.

In the Sword of Fargoai (and let

me tell you that the twentieth lev

el is certainly a "far" goal), each

level is covered in a green mist

which only disappears as you pass

lo reveal the layout of that level.

This simulates making a map of

the dungeon.

At the beginning of the game

and between levels, two screens

will flash. The first shows your

experience points, battle skill,

dungeon level, and monsters slain.

The second shows all the spells

you are carrying. Experience

points control your experience lev

el which, in turn, sets the maxi

mum number of hit points you

can have. Hit points are taken

from you during battles and when

you run into a trap: they are

gained by resting.

Experience points are gained by

sacrificing gold and slaying mon

sters. As you progress through the

game, you will find larger stashes

of gold. You will also light tough

er tund more valuable) monsters.

But be careful: by level 10. some

of these monsters can kill you

iwipc oul your hit points) with a

single blow.

Exploring each level thoroughly

is important: you will need the

spells that are hidden throughout

the dungeon. Unfortunately, there

is no way to tell the difference be

tween a spell and a trap, so if

your hit points are very low. rest

before you take a chance.

Spells can make you invisible,

allow your hit points to increase

faster, teleport you to another lo

cation on the same level, shield

you from the blows of monsters

during an attack, illuminate the

maze around you. and lei you

drift gently down holes in the

floor, sometimes bypassing several

Continued on page 89
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HEAT DISSIPATING KIT 24.95
Reduces internal temperatures to sale operating levels.

Does not promote dusi migration No added noise Easy

to install Increases hie eipectancy ana reiiaDility ot disk

dnve Increases operating nme and life at disk drive In

stalls on Doth viC-1541 and 1541 Disk Drives

The heat dissipat.ng kit cools the internal components

ol the Disk Drive by transferring internal heat to an exter

nal heat sink, where the heat is inert dssipated into trie

surrounding air The kit will lower operating temperatures

o! the IC's by as mjcri as 20 degrees C (36 degrees F).

and thus allow ail the IC's to operate within their absolute

maximun temperature ratings.

1541 SINGLE DRIVE FLOPPY

DISK MAINTENANCE MANUAL

By: Michael Pettier $29.95
How to do your own maintenance, troubleshooting,

schematics, theory ol operation, cleaning hints, conver

sion from one power source lo another, calibration Step-

by-step instructions will lead you through tne proper

methods lo get your VIC-1541 up and going again in a

hurry With the information furnished, almost any operating

delect can ce cured The manual contains three loldouts

and over no illustrations including block diagrams,

schematics, waveforms, interconnect diagrams, isometric

(pictorial) views, and lesl pom! locators. With all these Il

lustrations and the detailed theory for each circuit involv

ed, along with step-by-step procedures to follow, the

manual is a great time and money saver The Maintenance

Manual is a 8 1/2 by n and contains 198 pages

1541 MAINTENANCE GUIDES9.95
By Michael Peltier

An abbreviated version ol the maintenance manual.

Contains calibration (including head alignment),

troubleshooting lor ihe novice and schematics and pals

layout

ARD 101 ALIGNMENT

REFERENCE DISK $15.95
Contains traces written in specific locanons to give you

a very accurate reference when aligning your disk drive

THE VIDEO ENHANCER $29.95
The VlD-1 Video Enhancer will greatly improve the picture

quality and readaoility of your non-Commodore monitor. The

color killer switch reduces eye strain bj adjusting the VlD-1

to alter the video signal Picture quality is improved to the

point comparable to Ihe Commodore Color Monitor Installa

tion is simple with no modification necessary.

VIDEO ENHANCER $19.95
Tne VID-2 Video Enhancer will greatly improve the pic

ture quality and readability of your television set Picture

quality is greatly improved over a set without the VID-2.

Installation is simple with no modification necessary.

THE LANGUAGE SERIES $39.95
Ttiis program is a must lor anyone learning, teaching

or needing a refresfier course in French, German or

Spanish Tne user may choose the FLASH CARD TEST or

the MULTIPLE CHOICE TEST. With tie FLASH CARD TEST

the user will be able to set the length of time that words

remain on the screen (25 settings) The MULTIPLE CHOICE

TEST will allow trie user to have foreign words with English

meanings a English words with foreign meanings. The use'

will choose from a list of live delimtiois. of which only one

is correct All words given are randomly generated Irrjm

a vocabulary of over 100 words per language. The program

will quiz the student and grade the results. The teacher

will be aole to generate a multiple etwee quiz to the printer

The printed copy can be duplicated and distributed to the

students as a tesl.

THE DEPRECIATOR $19.95
THE DEPRECIATOR is used to deprecrat equipment lor

tax purposes It includes the following methods of deprecia

tion. Straight Line. Double Declining, Sum of Year's Digits

and Accelerated Cost Recovery System Prints out a chart

that gives you the beginning value, ending value, years

depreciation and total depreciation All output can go to

printer or screen and can be saved to disk if desired

TEACHERS GRADEBOOK S39.95
Teacher's Gradebook will allow you to easily enter and

save all the grades lor up to nine classes Each class may

contain up to forty students It will allow up to nine weeks

per class, per student You may have up to eight repon

periods per year Vou will be given a constantly updated

grade average, by week and by sublet for each student

You may also generate a class average, and a high/low

grade average report You may tell tne computer the weight

ol each grade and the average will reflect that weight All

reports may be sent to the screen or printer.

CHECKBOOK ANALYZER$24.95
Checkbook Analyzer is a menu driven checkbook pro

gram which allows the user to keep a complete set ol

records ol his checkbook for an extended period ol time

For speed and ease ol entry the function keys are used

for single key entry from each menu All tax deductible

items are earmarked lor use at lax time Reports can be

generated giving total expenditures lor specific items sucn

as food, clothing, car expenses, deposits, service Charges,

etc Graphics include check, deposit slips and service

charges drawn on the screen with the appropriate areas

filled out by the user.

GRIDIRON STRATEGY 64 $39.95

Gear up for the season with GRIDIRON STRATEGY 64

Version II This is a new updated version ol our popular

GRIDIRON STRATEGY 64. GRIDIRON STRATEGY 64 is a

highly realistic simulation ol lootbali based on knowledge

and loolball instincts. NOT "joystick reflexes' Most loot-

ball games lei you control a few players on a scrolling field

NOT GRIDIRON In GRIDIRON, you coach the entire learn

and the colorful field and stadium styled Scoreboard are

completely visible ai all times Now, with our new screen

graphics, you can read your opponents defense as iney

break Irom tne huddle. Our new version now includes lour

past Super Bowl champions or you can buy the Team Data

Disk with all of the NFL teams on it The Team Dala Disk

can be updated every year, so you can constantly keep up

with Ihe rise and (all ol each team 1 and 2 player versions

on each disk

A monthly disk

publication for

Commodore 64

In this Issuel
LUNAR LANDER

Have you got the

"right stuff" to
beanastronaut?

HOPPER

Bet you can't leave

Just one |peg. that

is...)

COWS & BULLS

Not an agricultural

program: it helps to be

a MASTERMIND.

COLOR LISTER

Puts an end to

monochrome listings.

DISK SCANNER

SECTOR

CORRECTOR

FILE SCANNER

These three useful

programs let you save

the day when your

diskette goes bad.

FRENCH MILITARY

GAME

A "board" strategy

game (the 64 gets

smarter as you play).

SLOT MACHINE

Everyone hates

bandits |even if they

have only one arm).

BAM MAP 64

Answers

Shakespeare's

question: What is use<

and what is not?

BINARY SAVE

For those that want

to save "RAW

memory to disk.

DECISION MAKER

This will help, but

you still must take

responsibility for your

actions.

BLIPISTHEBLAP

OF BLEEP

A random aphorism

generator.

HOW SMART

ARE YOU7

This program will not

answer the question.

As if all these programs

weren't enough...

This issue of LOADSTAR

also contains graphics,

music, programming

hints & tips, plus

subscriber bulletins

and reviews.

TEAM DATA DISK $14.95

LOADSTAR comes on a

double-sided diskette.

LOADSTAR is a bonanza

of unprotected programs.

LEARN - programming techniques

USE - useful programs

ENJOY - games and novelties

SHARE - experiences with other

Commodore-64 owners

send to: LOADSTAR

P.O. Box 30007

Shreveport, LA 71130-0007

(318)868-7247

GOSUB of Slidell, Inc.

P. 0. Box 1781

Slidell, LA 70459

Payment In U.S. Dollars Only

Shipping $3.00

C.O.D. add $2.00

No C.O.D outside U.S.

Shipping to Canada $5.00

All othe countries $10.00

I
Enclosed is S9.95 for

number I as shown above.

VISA/MASTERCARD' .

Reader Service No. 272
Reader Service No. 271



FOR THE C-64

by Peter Lob

I have very large dreams.

One day, I would like to

write a complete computer

language combining the

power of PASCAL and C with the

ease of BASIC. That moment

hasn't arrived yet, but I have

started.

This program, the Personal Text

Editor (or PTE) contains an im

portant part of my language, a

screen editor. What's a screen edi

tor, you say? Simply put, it's the

method you use to enter informa

tion into the computer. The Com

modore line of computers is fa

mous for its screen editor because

of its ease of use. Every time you

enter a BASIC command such as

RUN or PRINT, or whenever you

move the blinking cursor in any

direction, you are utilizing the

screen editor.

My screen editor, around .8K

(800 or so bytes), uses the CBM

editor as a model. Though differ

ent in some ways, I feel you will

find it easier than the CBM one,

but that is strictly personal prefer

ence. At any rate, my screen edi

tor comprises the heart of the

PTE, which is compatible with all

CBM, PET, and 64 computers.

(Sorry, VIC users!)

WHY ANOTHER WORD
PROCESSOR?
The major reason for my entry

into the word processing arena is

basic necessity. At high school

here in Lindenhurst, New York

(c'mon, you've heard of it!) the

science department offers a com

puter course in PASCAL. It is

taught on the CBM SuperPET
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computer, which has the ability to

run five different languages. How

ever, in my class of 20, only four

SuperPETs exist, so only a maxi

mum of eight to twelve kids could

actually program in PASCAL on

any given day. This was most dis

appointing, but not to worry, I

came through.

In our room I saw 10 empty

PET's and 64"s gathering dust. I

realized that most PASCAL pro

grams are long and can't be typed

in and RUN in one class period.

Why then not use the existing

PETs and 64's to enter the pro

grams and save them for later

RUN's on the SuperPET?

This idea of using the Super

PET only for RUN's and using

the PET's only for editing caused

elation among many, including the

teacher, Mr. Woelfel. Excusing

this temporary act of brown-nos-

:ng, I could see some good come

from the PTE—now all students

could program in PASCAL and

hopefully learn more in prepara

tion for the real world. I also

made out like a bandit: I said the

project of programming the 100%

ML PTE would take months and

was thus excused from six mo ths

of PASCAL drudgery. The PTE

took about a month to write and

debug, and is making for a heck

of an article, if I do say so my

self. 1 hope Mr. Woelfel doesn't

see it, though—the PTE isn't due

till November!

BASIC ENTRY AND
VARIATIONS
To enter the PTE into your 64,

type in the BASIC program, in

cluding all the lines except for the

REM's which are optional. The

bulk of the program is data, all of

which is checked by many check

sums. In any case, before running

the program after typing it in,

SAVE it to make sure all your

hard work doesn't get lost. When

you finally do run the program, if

any error statements come up

such as

ERROR IN BLOCK 1

you know that in Block 1 of the

data you have an error somewhere

in the DATA statements. If all is

correct a question will come up

on the screen asking you to enter

a file name. This file name is

used to save a working copy of

the final all-ML program to disk.

Notice, after doing this, that the

SAVEd file is only lA the original

BASIC program's size. This is due

to the tact that the SAVEd pro

gram is all ML, whereas the orig

inal was all BASIC. This is one of

many reasons to use ML, besides

speed and control. Sorry to say,

the program only works with

disk. But all you tape users will

be upgrading to disk soon any

how, right?

One last aspect of the BASIC

program concerns the capability to

adapt any special printer and/or

disk drive to work with the PTE.

Included in a few data lines with

in Block 5 are : REM's which ex

plain that piece of data. For ex

ample:

1205 DATA 80: REM #

COLUMNS ON PRINTER

This line would tell the computer

how many columns your printer is

capable of handling. If you are

using anything other than a CBM

1541 disk drive, or 1525 serial

type printer, you may have to

change some or all of these spe

cial data statements. In reference

to the previous example, if your

printer could handle 132 columns,

you would probably want the PTE



to recognize that fact. To do so

you would change that DATA

statement to read

1305 DATA 132 : REM #

COLUMNS ON PRINTER

See, that's all there is to it. However,

that's not the end of it. Remember

that if you change a DATA value, the

checksums which check for any er

rors will now most probably give you

one. To counter this, you must change

the checksums for block 5 by how

much the new value differs from the

old. In our case the new checksum

for block 5 would be 23914 instead

of the old 23862 because we added

52 to the old DATA value (132-80 col

umns). Do this for any changes you

make in the DATA lines. The new

Checksum line would now look like

this:

350 DATA 27411,

29699, 28928,

26463, 23914, ETC.

instead of the previous

350 DATA 27411,

29699

26463

ETC.

28928,

23862,

Whew! that seems

like a lot of work

but it really isn't.

But wait a sec,

you're not done

yet. You must

also change

the Grand

sum in

in the

as you

Cteek-

Check-

line 330

same way

changed the

sum line above,

our example (132-

80 columns) the new

value of the Grand

Checksum would change

from

330 DATA 429548

to

330 DATA 429600

Get it? I hope you do. This

capability is normally only

necessary if you have non-

CBM compatible equip

ment, most likely a

parallel printer. In

any case, the pow

er is there if you

want. CBM

equipment

owners may

want to

employ

the var

iable line

spacing (sin

gle, double)

or column set

ting for special

effects. The key to

this is experimenta

tion. There isn't much

that can go wrong.

MENU COMMANDS
To execute the PTE after a copy is

saved to disk, type RUN and hit RE

TURN. This brings you to the main

menu of the PTE, which contains

eight almost self-explanatory com

mands. They are listed for you be

low with a brief description.

L—Load a text file

This loads a file saved from PTE or

most other word processors. It allows

you to enter a normal file, or one that

was saved in standard ASCII.

S—Save a text file

This lets you save a text file in stan

dard ASCII or normal CBM ASCII,

with

the op

tion of

adding extra

linefeeds after

any carriage re

turns.

P—Print textfrom work

space

This does as it says. You

can dump text out as standard

ASCII or normal CBM ASCII,

you can add linefeeds after every

RETURN, and you can format the

text so no word gets cut off at the end

of a line (word wrap).

M—Move text

This transfers a piece of text from one

area of the workspace to another. Use

this with care; you can't replace text

that you accidentally overwrite.

F—Find (and Replace) a string

This lets you search the text for any

character or word or phrase that may

be present. If the PTE finds a match,

you are shown where in the text this

match was found. You can then

change it to something else if you

choose.

E—Edit workspace area

See below for description of com

mands in the SCREEN EDITOR.

C—Clear workspace

This erases entire workspace. Be

careful!!!

Q—Quit program

This resets the computer without hav

ing to turn the power switch. Be care

ful here, also.
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PART III

SCREEN EDITOR
COMMANDS
When inside the editing mode,

you make all text insertions, dele

tions, and changes. The screen

editor closely follows that of

CBM, except for a couple of

changes and enhancements. For

one, the cursor, is solid, and

doesn't flash annoyingly.

Here are the functions of the

keys that comprise the PTE screen

editor:

Cursor up, down, left, right: work

as they do normally.

INSERT/DELETE: work as nor

mal, except that they only work

on current line being edited.

HOME: moves cursor to top left

part of screen.

CLR: moves cursor to beginning

of text.

"1 had it programmed so that no

matter what she wants, it tells her

we can't afford it."

RVS-ON: inserts line in text.

RVS-OFF: deletes line from text.

RETURN: erases to end of line

and leaves a RETURN marker.

SHIFT-RETURN: drops cursor

down to end of line with no erase

to end of line, and no RETURN

marker.

SHIFT-SPACE: drops cursor to

bottom of screen (anti-HOME).

CNTRL-D: deletes a character

from the entire text.

CNTRL-I: inserts a space in en

tire text area.

CNTRL-P: tab 5 spaces right.

CNTRL-F: moves forward 1 page

(25 lines).

CNTRL-B: moves back 1 page

(25 lines).

Whew! These are all the editor

commands!

INPUT/OUTPUT
MARKERS
The last aspect of the PTE we

must discuss concerns the MOVE,

SAVE. LOAD, and PRINT com

mands. In order to use these com

mands correctly, you must use I/O

markers. These nine markers are

toggled through by using the

STOP key. These markers indicate

to the 64 what area of memory

you want to move, save, load, or

print. You can tell that a character

is a marker by the fact that it ap

pears in reverse field. Below is a

description of all nine markers.

s S These mark off where in

the text buffer you want the

save to occur. In other

words, you put s at the be

ginning of the save and

S at the end.

p P These mark off which area

of the text buffer you want

to print out.

L This marker tells the PTE

where you want the text

file from disk to be loaded.

If, for instance, you want a

file put at the end of one

in memory, you would

place the L at the end if

the text that is already in

the buffer.

m M These markers should be

placed around any area of

text that you want MOVEd

to another place in mem

ory. The text in between

the m and M will be

moved to the spot at the

T.

T This marker shows the PTE

where the MOVEd text will

go. See the m markers for

more detail.

OVERALL
All in all, I think you will be

pleased with the performance of

the PTE. Since it can be used

with any CBM, PET, or 64, it al

lows versatility for those who

need it. Even if you're used to a

fancy full-blown $100 job, I think

the PTE will convert you over, as

it is so much simpler and faster.

Please write in to tell us how

you like the PTE or send ideas on

what you would want to see in an

enhanced word processor beyond

the PTE. In any case, I hope you

enjoy this one. It sure has been

fun for me. Now type the next

great American novel, using PTE

of course. And don't forget to

give me some credit and maybe a

share in the profits. □

SEE PROGRAM ON PAGE 70
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5evcral months ago we investigated sub

scripted variables and one-dimensional ar

rays. This month we will add a dimension

and discuss two-dimensional arrays.

We reserve space in memory for subscripted vari

ables by using the DIM statement. For example.

10 DIM A%(2),B(2,3),C$(4,2)

tells the computer to leave room for a one-dimen

sional numerical (integer) array culled A%. a two-di

mensional numerical (floating point) array named B.

a Dimensional
and a two-dimensional string array called CS. Later

in the program we must specify the values of these

variables. Right now all elements of the numerical

arrays equal zero, and the elements of the siring ar

ray equal the null string ("").

We may use a FOR-NEXT loop to assign values

to the elements of these arrays. For example.

20 FOR

EXT N

N=0 TO 2 : A%(N) = 5*N N

gives the values 0, 5. and 10 to the elements of

A%(). Thus A7c(0) equals 0, A%(\) equals 5. and

A%(2) equals 10. The variable name A% refers to

the whole group of numbers. Each spcciilc member

(or element) of the group is identified by its numeri

cal subscript.

Two dimensional arrays are slightly more compli

cated. We may picture B( ) as a rectangular group of

numbers four units across and three units down:

B(0.0)

B(1.0)

B(2.0)

B(l.l)

B(0.2)

B(K2)

B(2.2)

B(0.3)

B(1.3)

BQ.3)

ROW 0

ROW 1

ROW 2

It is common to consider the first subscript as the

row number and the second subscript as the column

number. Therefore the element in row 1. column 2

is B(l,2). We could assign the value 7 to all ele

ments of row 0 with this FOR-NEXT loop:

30 FOR C=0 TO 3 : B(0,C) = 7 : NE

XT C

Notice that we varied the column number from 0 to

3 while we kept the row number equal to zero.

BV DRl£ RUPERT

If instead we want to assign a value of 8 to each

element in column 2, we could do it this way:

40 FOR R=0 TO 2 : B(R,2) =

EXT R

N

This time we varied the row number over its range

in order to assign values to all elements in the speci

fied column.

What if we want to assign the value 25 to all ele

ments in the array? One way would be to use three

sets of statements similar to line 30 above with the

row value different in each one:

50

EXT

51

EXT

52

EXT

FOR

C

FOR

C

FOR

C

c=o

c=o

c=o

TO

TO

TO

3

3

3

: B(

: B(

: B(

0,

1,

2,

C) =

C) =

C) =

25

25

25

: N

: N

: N

Certainly this would work, but it is not the best way.

Each line sets each of the elements of one row equal

to 25. If the array had many more than three rows.

this method would be tedious to program even with

the Commodore's fine screen editor.

Here"s a better way. Notice that the only difference

between the three lines is the row number. Let's use
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a variable for the row number as well, and step

through its values with another FOR-NEXT loop:

60 FOR R=0 TO 2

61 FOR C=0 TO 3

NEXT C

62 NEXT R

B(R,C) = 25

We have now reduced nine statements to five, and

we can easily modify these lines to handle two di

mensional arrays of any size. The first time the loop

in line 61 is executed, R will have the value 0, just

as in line 50 above. C will take on the values 0

through 3 while R equals 0. After the loop in line

61 has been executed four times (C=0. 1,2. and 3).

line 62 will be executed. Now R is given the value

1. and the loop in line 6! will be executed four

more times. Finally R will be given the value of 2.

and once more line 61 is repeated with C taking on

the values 0 through 3.

These statements duplicate the actions of lines 50

through 52 above. If this is all new to you. then

probably lines 60 through 62 are a little more diffi

cult to understand, but you should convince yoursejf

that both sets of instructions perform identical opera

tions.

Notice that line 61 is a loop within a loop. The

entire inner loop is always completed before the vari

able in the outer loop is incremented. Then the inner

loop is again executed in its entirety.

To analyze statements such as lines 60 through 62

above, look first at the inner loop to sec that the ele

ments in all columns of a given row are assigned

values before the row value is changed. Lines 60

through 62 start at the top left corner of the array

and fill it from left to riaht. Contrast that with lines

70 throueh 72:

70 FOR C=0 TO 3

71 FOR R=0 TO 2

N = N+1 : NF.XT R

72 NEXT C

B(R,C) = N

In [his example, the array is filled starting at the up

per left corner, but it is tilled column by column.

Notice that the inner loop steps the first subscript

through each of its values (0,1,2) before the second

subscript is incremented.

Now to test your understanding, can you figure out

the values of B(2.0) and B(1.3) after lines 70 through

72 are executed? Assume that N is 0 when the pro

gram reaches line 70.

The safest way to figure out such a problem is to
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"play computer." Use paper and pencil to record the

values of all variables. Start at the upper left corner

of the 3 by 4 array shown above and fill in the val

ues just as the computer does. First of all. B(0.0)

[pronounced "B sub zero zero"] is given the value 0.

Then N is incremented to one. The NEXT R state

ment increments R to one. So B(1.0) equals 1. N be

comes 2 and R becomes 2. so B(2.0) equals 2. N is

then set to 3.

Now that the R loop is finished, C is incremented

to one in line 72. and execution continues at line 71.

The R loop is started again with R equal to 0, and

B(0,l) equals 3. Continuing this process, you will

find that B(l,3) equals 10. and B(2.3) equals 11. Your

worksheet should look something like this, where the

numbers were recorded from left to right:

R = 0 i 2 0 I 2 0 1 2 0 1 2

C=() 0 0 I 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3

N=0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

If you are comfortable with the concept of nested

FOR-NEXT loops (loops within loops) to fill arrays.

the worst part is over. Just remember that the vari

able in the inner loop changes the most frequently.

DISPLAY ARRAYS

We may use the same methods for displaying the

contents of an array that we used to fill arrays. Look

at the program in Listing 1 on page 79.

Line 10 clears the screen. Line 20 sets the number

of rows and columns of the array to 5 and 8 (ignor

ing O's). The array is DIMensioned in line 30. The

subroutine at line 500 fills the array with the letters

of the alphabet and other symbols. The initial value

of L is 65, and CHR$(65) is the letter "A"".

Can you figure out whether this array is filled

from left to right or from top to bottom? Since the

inner loop corresponds to the second subscript (col

umn), all columns of a given row are filled before

the row is incremented. The subroutine at line 600

prints the array on the screen the same way that it

was filled. Notice that line 640 brings the cursor

down to the next screen line after each row has been

printed.

Once the data is stored in the array, we may use

or display the data any way we want. To turn the ar

ray on its side, add the statements from Listing 2

(see page 79) to the program in Listing 1.

The subroutine at line 8(X) has merely exchanged the
positions of the row and the column variables, so

that now all elements of the first column are printed

across the screen side by side. Line 840 brings the



cursor to the next line, and the next column is printed

horizontally. You might add these lines to slow the

printout so you can actually sec what's happening:

625 FOR P=l TO 100 : NEXT P

825 FOR P=l TO 100 : NEXT P

SEARCHING FOR LETTERS
The program in Listing 3 (see page 80) is a fairly

simple example of how string arrays may be used.

A ten by ten string array is defined and randomly

filled with letters of the alphabet. The program

prints the array and asks the user to enter a search

letter. All occurrences of the search letter within the

array are printed in reverse video.

This program is written in a modular form. Mosl

of the modules are general purpose so that we can

use them in later examples. The main or executive

portion of the program is in lines 10 through 90.

There the array is DIMcnsioned and the appropriate

subroutines (modules) are called.

The advantages of organizing the program this way

include clarity and functionality. If we don't like the

way a particular module works, we may replace it

with another one. If we write other programs requir

ing similar functions, we may simply "lift" the mod

ules and use them elsewhere. It is like creating a

program from building blocks. For lengthy programs,

this modular approach greatly simplifies the debug

ging process as well,

The subroutine at line 300 requests the user to

choose a search letter. Since the GET statement is

used, the user does not have to press the RETURN

key. Line 340 disregards the RETURN key (CHRS(13) )

if it is pressed. Line 310 prints the prompt and eras

es the previous letter that was selected. You might

remove line 320 to see the difference the DELETE

(CHRSUO)) makes.

The GET statement does not echo the letter to the

screen so line 350 is necessary. Since there is some

hesitation of the computer before anything happens,

it is desirable to give the user some immediate feed

back that the entered value was actually received and

that no RETURN is necessary. That is the purpose

of the sound routine at line 2100. It causes a reassur

ing beep when any key is pressed.

Try removing line 360 and see the difference that

the sound makes. The difference is subtle but it can

be important, especially for the person using the

program for the first time. The subroutine at line

2000 initializes the sound circuitry and only has to

be executed once. The actual sound generation oc

curs at line 2100. Line 2110 pauses the program, and

line 2120 turns the sound back off. The characteris

tics of the sound are defined in the initialization rou

tine beginning at line 2000.

The routine at line 900 in Listing 3 randomly

picks letters for the array AS. The value of 26*RND(0)

is always greater than or equal to 0 and less than 26.

Consequently line 920 picks a character with a value

from 65 ("A") to 90 ("Z") for each element of AS.

Starting at line 1000. the cursor is moved letter by

letter through the array on the screen. If the letter at

the cursor does not equal the search letter L$. line

1050 just reprints the original letter. If the letter at

the cursor matches the search letter, line 1040 is exe

cuted which performs the <RVS ON> function.

Then the letter is printed in reverse video. Next the

<RVS OFF> function is performed in line 1050

regardless of whether it was on or not.

You might add a GOSUB 2100 at the end of line

1040 if you want the computer to beep whenever it

finds a match. You might also change the size of the

array by redefining the number of rows (NR) and the

number of columns (NO in line 20 of the program.

SEARCHING FOR WORDS
It is a natural step to expand this program to

search for words within the array of random letters.

The program lines in Listing 4 (see page 80) are to

be added to Listing 3 to perform that function.

The user now enters a search word WS as requested

by the subroutine at line 400. Line 130 from Listing

3 sends the program to the "find a letter" routine at

line 1000. We must modify that routine slightly by

adding lines 1031. 1032. and 1033 as shown in List

ing 4.

The algorithm we arc using is simply to scan

through the array for the first letter of the search

word. Whenever a match with the first letter is

found, the "find a word" routine at line 1100 is

called to determine if the other letters of the word

are adjacent to it.

FLG is a variable which is initially zero but is

changed to one if the search word is found. If the

search word is only one letter long, then line 1105

sets the FLG to one and returns, since that letter is

currently at the cursor.

The main portion of the word search routine is in

lines 1110 through 1200. The variable D stands for

direction. From the current letter in the array, there

are eight directions to look for the rest of the search

word: up. diagonally up and to the right, right,

down and right, down, down and left, left, and diag

onally up and left. These directions are assigned

numbers one through eight respectively.
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The search row (SR) and search column (SO are

given the current cursor values in line 1115. The let

ter which is directly above the cursor position has a

row value one less than the current row and a col

umn value equal to the current column. The subrou

tine at lino 1310 defines the increments RI and CI

accordingly.

The inner loop starting at line 1130 steps through

the search word letter by letter. The new row and

column values in the given direction arc defined by

line 1140. Line 1150 checks lo make sure that we are

still within the array. If not, a new direction of

search is chosen at line 1190. Line 1160 determines

whether or not the letter at the search row and col

umn equals ihe next letter of the search word. This

is repeated for all letters of the search word until a

mismatch is found, at which time line 1190 is exe

cuted again to change the direction of search.

If all letters of the search word are found in the

chosen direction, the inner (J) loop is terminated

properly at line 1170. Line 1180 sets the FLG to one

indicating a successful search, and the search contin

ues in the next direction. Once all directions have

been checked, control returns to line 1032.

If line 1032 sees that the flag is set (FLG= 1). line

1033 sounds two beeps. Lines 1040 and 1050 print

the first letter of the search word in reverse video.

The search continues throughout the rest of the array

for a match with the first letter of the search word.

REPEATED SEARCHES
We have all the routines now to turn the computer

loose and let it repeatedly search through random ar

rays for a chosen search word. This shows how easy

it is to modify a program written in a modular for

mat. The lines in Listing 5 (see page 81) are to be

added to Listing 3 and Listing 4. Line 41 skips past

the previous executive routine in lines 45 through

140 and brings us to a new main loop at line 2200.

The sequence of steps in lines 2200 through 2250

should be easy to follow. The purpose of the pro

gram is to ask the user for a search word and to

continuously create and search random arrays of let

ters for the search word. The program keeps a count

of the number of searches and the number of times

the search word is found.

We must modify the "find a word" routine slightly

by adding line 1185. This increments the count vari

able CT every time the search is successful. A cum

ulative total of successes is kept in NF at line 2260.

The total number of searches (NS) is updated at line

2270. The data is displayed on the screen, and exe

cution continues at line 2220 where a new random
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array is created.

Perhaps the statisticians among you can determine

the probability of a selected word being found within

a random array of letters. While you are working on

that problem, let your computer perform the experi

ment. Then see how the theoretical solution com

pares with the experimental value. Specifically the

problem is this: What is the probability that an

n-lctter word will be found in a random m by m ar

ray of letters in any one or more of the eight direc

tions defined earlier? It turns out to be a very inter

esting (and challenging) problem. Let me know if

you find the solution.

The programs we have created here are not the

standard word search problems found in various puz

zle magazines. We have most of the routines avail

able, though, to create such a program. In addition

to randomly filling an array, you will have to insert

hidden words in various directions throughout the ar

ray. Inserting them should not be much different

from searching for them, however. Rather than ran

domly filling the array, you may prefer to type the

letters of a word search puzzle into the array. Then

the computer could solve the puzzle for you.

Replace the "randomly fill array" routine at line

900 with your own routine. You might put the char

acters into DATA statements and use a READ state

ment instead of the random character generator at

line 920.

FINAL PROBLEM
Here's one more challenge for those of you that

like to PEEK and POKE at the innards of BASIC.

Once an array has been defined, you may look at

the way it is stored in memory. The pointer ARYTAB

at decimal locations 47 and 48 shows the start of ar

ray storage, as defined in the Commodore 64 Pro

grammer's Reference Guide. The pointer STREND at

49 and 50 shows a value one greater than the end of

array storage.

As suggested in the May installment of the Rupert

Report, you can run the program labeled Listing 6

(see page 81) with arrays of two (or more) dimen

sions to see how they are stored.

A few clues to get you started: the first numbers

displayed arc 193, 177, 33. 0, 2, 0, 3, 0, 4. The array

name Al is represented by the first two numbers

(hint: subtract 128 from each). The 33 just tells the

total number of bytes used by the array (count them

on your screen). The 0 and 2 indicate that this is a

two-dimensional array. The 0,3 and 0,4 show the

numbers of elements in each dimension, columns

Continued on page 64



Tunnef of Tbmachon
For the Unexpanded VIC 20

as you steer your craft into the forbidding

blackness of the fabled Tunnel of Toma-

chon, you do so knowing that you are un-

dertaking a mission which you have no

hope of surviving—a mission which you have no

hope of successfully completing—but a mission of

inestimable importance to civilized humanity.

The massive planet Tomachon is the oldest charted

by astronomers—so old that stars have risen and died

during its lifetime. Ages ago, the Tomachonians tired

of their position as counsel to the millions of civili

zations that sought them out from all corners of the

universe, and decided to retreat to an existence of

private contemplation.

Their technology made it simple to bore a path to

the center of their world. For another civilization to

follow would not be as easy. The jagged pattern in

which the tunnel was dug made it impossible for any

but the most skilled pilot to navigate without quickly

crashing. In addition, the Tomachonians left behind

beings of chemical origin which have multiplied

through the ages and now guard the tunnel from in

truders. As a final obstacle, deadly photon barriers

were erected at intervals.

- Even without these impediments, the voyage to the

center of the unimaginably large planet is too long to

be completed within a single human lifespan. Your

objective is to penetrate as deep as possible and

hope that future generations, born aboard your ship,

can someday reach the tunnel's end—and, if they

find the Tomachonians in a talkative mood after all

these years, uncover the secrets of the origins of the

universe.

This program must be entered and loaded in two

parts. Type in and save part one. then do the same

with part two. To play, load part one and run it.

When the word "NOW" flashes, hit the run/stop-re

store sequence to reset the machine. Now type NEW.

After this is done load in part two and run it.

(By the way—don't be needlessly tantalized. We

mean it when we say that you will never reach the

end of the Tunnel of Tomachon. It isn't in the realm

of possibility—or in the program.) C

SEE PROGRAM LISTING ON PAGE 85

Bq Stephen Schuster
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The INCREDIBLE MUSICAL KEYBOARD
transforms your computer into an

exciting musical instrument.

TM

The Incredible Musical Keyboard

can do more than turn your

Commodore into a music

synthesizer.

Deep within every Commodore 64 lurks the

unexpected. A versatile music synthesizer. A

music video machine. A three track recorder.

And a way to create music that's so easy

you'll be playing songs within minutes.

Just place the Incredible Musical Keyboard

over the computer keyboard, load the

included music software diskette, and you

have all you need to make piano, guitar,

synthesizer and electronic sounds.

Everything you need to create

music is included .. . whether

you're a beginner or an

accomplished musician.

If you can press a few keys, you have all the

skills it takes to create and play music with

the Incredible Musical Keyboard.

Just beginning? Attach the included ABC key

stickers to the keys and match the letter in

the note with the letter on the key and ...

PRESTO! . . . you're playing music instantly.

It's easy. It's fun. It unleashes the music in

you ... even if you don't read music.

You already read music? Great! We've

included a Melody Chord Songbook featuring

hits from today's top recording artists. Or

play songs from your own sheet music.

The Incredible Musical Keyboard

works with other exciting Sight &

Sound Music Software programs,

too!

Get the KAWASAKI SYNTHESIZER and

transform your Commodore 64 into a

sophisticated music synthesizer and sound

processor. With one keystroke, you can

control waveforms, vibrato, sweep and other

special effects. Let your imagination soar

With the KAWASAKI RHYTHM ROCKER

creating and recording your own songs while

you control eye-popping color graphics that

explode across the screen. Create your

own music with the MUSIC

PROCESSOR, a word processor

for music. Then record it, edit it

and play it back. Use the 99 preset

instrument and special effects

sounds for endless new creations. Or

travel through a complete tutorial on

music synthesis with the newest Sight &

Sound music program, 3001 SOUND

Odyssey. After you've learned the basics of

music synthesis, you can use the complex

music synthesizer included in the program to

compose your own music, create your own

sound effects or simply experiment with the

hundreds of pre-programmed sounds.

From the Incredible Musical

keyboard to software that plays

your favorite hits, we've got them

all.

Look for the Incredible Musical Keyboard and

the complete line of Sight & Sound music

software at your local computer software

outlets and music stores. And unleash the

music in you.

For more information and a free catalog,

phone 1-414-784-5850 or write P.O. Box 27,

New Berlin, Wl 53151.

50UMD
Music Software, Inc.
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page through screens of options that allow you to

change the ADSR, filter, waveform, and ring modu

lation. You must go through all the questions for

each voice you wish to change. Tedious, but accept

able.

There is one advantage to using such a program,

though. Its companion program NotePro Bridge will

allow you to take the songs you've created and use

them in your own programs. The modules you create

with the Bridge are yours and can be freely mar

keted.

SOUND SHAPER

Sound Shaper falls into the same category, but it

is more clearly defined. It is intended to be used

only to create sound to go into another program. It

has all of the standard adjustments: ADSR, wave

form, ring and sync, filters, and cutoff frequencies.

But it plays one note and only one note at a time.

By using the 4- and — keys, the pitch of the note

can be raised or lowered.

The one thing this program does that no other in

our group can is write POKE statements. Others

write DATA statements, some create whole song files,

but this one will write POKE statements and send

them to a printer. There are complete instructions on

how to use these in your programs.

An inexpensive way to get started putting sound

into your programs.

THREE MORE

Entech is also marketing a program called Add

Mus'in which makes it possible to take tunes created

with Studio 64 and put them into programs.

Master Composer and Ultisynth also have sections

in their documentation detailing how to use their

music files in your programs. They're the only

full-teatured music processors in our survey that

don't need an interpreter to get their music into your

BASIC programs.

We'll discuss Studio 64, Master Composer, and

Ultisynth completely in the section on programs with

professional features.

VOICE BOX

The Alien Group has an interesting package that

doesn't really fall into any particular category. Sold

with a plug-in module that lets the Commodore talk,
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their music system and animated face program is ef

fective. It has all the standard synthesizer parameters,

plus vocal editing and face changing options. With

these it's possible to create a face that sings along

with the music.

The documentation leaves something to be desired.

The ugly little booklet looks like the cheap programs

my high school contemporaries used to print up for

assemblies in the gym. There is enough information

to get nice sound music out of the Commodore,

though. The sample songs are all tunes that any

American would recognize.

The sound quality of the voice module is at least

equal to that of the Votrax units available for other

computers. But like other vocalizers, a special pho

netic spelling is needed to really get the words to

sound right. A companion program is available that

lets the user create special dictionaries. Other pro

grams can then look up the word in the dictionary

and use the pronunciation found there.

It sould be noted that the program will create mu

sic without the Voice Box module and is offered as

a separate item.

WHAT'S LEFT?

The remaining programs have professional pos

sibilities for creating songs. To some extent, they

could be used by a working musician. There are

a few features that most musicians would want in

a music program. Besides being able to change

the characteristics of the sounds coming out and

playing songs on a keyboard or entering them in

note by note, most studio musicians need some

way to print out their music.

When composing a song to be recorded in a

studio, it would be very unusual to have only the

Commodore appear on the recording. Usually,

you add vocals, some live instruments, drums and

guitars, maybe some strings. This requires hand

ing a copy of the sheet music to the other musi

cians who are going to play.

A good copyist can create the sheet music from

a cassette of the song overnight. Good copyists

cost money and you can never be sure one will be

available. Two of our sample programs solve this

problem by printing out sheet music of the songs

you create; Music Construction Set and MusiCalc's

Scorewriter module. Entech is in the process of

developing Lead Sheet Writer to interface with

Studio 64 and print music scores.

And of course, the copyright office would like

to see a nice printout.

All of the remaining programs have the stan-



dard ADSR, waveforms, filters, tempo, and reso

nance adjustments. In this way, they are all pretty

much the same. The big differences are in how

the programs interact with the user and the qual

ity of the documentation. Each uses a different

method for changing parameters and levels. It's

very hard to draw a line at the point where diffi

culty of use is no longer justified by the flexibility

of the features. And it is all relative, depending

on how bad you want a particular feature. Since

we can't make that kind of decision for you, we'll

stick to just telling you what's there.

STUDIO 64

As mentioned earlier, Studio 64 has two entry

modes. You can compose on its modified keyboard,

just as you would play an electric organ or piano,

using the .space bar to indicate a rest.

Or you can enter notes individually, modifying

their duration. Notes of the same value are added to

gether, so you must press the "—" key to indicate

that you want a new note to start. For instance, key

ing two sixteenth duration C notes combines the two

notes to create an eighth note C. To play two six

teenth duration C's requires pressing the note for a

C. the " —" key, and another C Rests must be en

tered using the space bar.

After "recording" the song, you can play it back

to hear how it sounds and plan modifications. The

song can be changed in either real time or one note

at a time.

As noted earlier, its companion program Add

Mus'in will allow including Studio 64 music files in

your own programs.

ULTISYNTH 64

This one may be the best kept secret of the bunch.

We've seen no advertising for it, no reviews, no

mention anywhere. And it's a real sleeper. (For

those who aren't up on gambling terminology, it's a

come-from-behind winner.) Nalin Sharma has written

a flexible but highly useful music synthesizer pro

gram.

As with the others, the sound quality is easily

changed, the keyboard is reprogrammed to stimulate

a musical one, and it has a record and playback

mode. But unlike the others, Ultisynth has a pretab

mode that lets you construct your own waveform.

This means you can get a very accurate sine wave

without having to use filters to do it. In editing the

pretab, you actually draw a picture of the wave you

want to use. The wave is broken down into 256

parts. When a note is played it will cycle through

the positions of this waveform relative to the note

that's being played.

The pretab mode includes settings for the voice's

exact frequency, the cutoff frequency, pulse width,

and resonance. Any or all of these can be on or off.

Because these are set in a file in advance, they can

be used in real time playing. You need only hit two

keys to activate a pretab setting.

The cute little book that is the documentation is

packed with helpful information. The back even con

tains reference cards to note how you got a particular

sound, so you can duplicate it later. They resemble

the preset sequence sheets that come with many

commercial synthesizers. Kind of like the recording

console log sheets that are used to keep track of the

filter settings and fader levels in a multitrack con

sole. Very useful things.

MASTER COMPOSER

Master Composer has you enter songs into a musi

cal scale with slightly nonstandard musical notation.

Instead of a musical note, the sound is represented

by its voice number. So you have little l's, 2's, and

3's sprinkled on your musical scale.

Each measure is divided into parts: 2, 4, 6, 8, or

16, depending on how many notes you'll need for

each measure. The idea here is that each note's dur

ation is determined by its position in the measure

and the position of the next note. It isn't a difficult

system to use for those who understand music. It

was actually one of the nicer entry systems.

Because Master Composer is based on music com

position theories, you assign key signature and time

signature and music is entered in either treble or

bass clefs. There are ways to enter naturals, sharps,

and flats as well.

You can play a single note or single measure to

refresh your memory of where you are in the song,

or you can play the whole thing if you wish. There

are a multitude of editing commands, so you can

move sections around, repeat them, or delete them.

There is also a short cut to creating songs. By

creating groups of measures and identifying them as

blocks, you can then use a linking feature to com

bine the blocks into a whole song without having to

duplicate each block repeatedly. A song could con

sist of only a few blocks that have been linked and

repeated whenever necessary. Nice feature.

Master Composer does a screen dump so that you

can make a hard copy of your files. It isn't in stan

dard notation, so you'd have a hard time handing it

to a session musician and asking him to play it. It

also wouldn't do you a bit of good when you try to
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register the song for copyright. Sorry!

KAWASAKI PERFORMER

AND COMPOSER

This program has one thing going for it that none

of the others have. You can play chords in real time.

In polyphonic mode, this program will simultaneous

ly play three notes struck on the keyboard. In all the

other programs, the three notes would have to be en

tered in record mode and then played back in order

to sound together. Hurray! This allows you to play a

keyboard the way most musicians do: with both

hands.

This program is excellent. It has menus to get you

around, cute little characters to get you interested,

and marvelous demos. The demonstration songs are

all original, except for the one classic which allows

a comparison with something you probably already

know.

The sequencer in Composer mode works just like

the .sequencer of a professional synthesizer. In most

respects, the whole package resembles a keyboard

instrument with alternate operating modes. One

mode plays back sound already created, the other al-

lows free creative license.

The Performer has some built-in features like

WAH-WAH and Vibrato that are extremely easy to

use. Though these effects can't be used simultane

ously, it really isn't any handicap to creating some

wonderful sounds. There is a menu of musical in

struments from which you can choose. It is easy to

change the waveform o\' the instrument while per

forming.

In Composer mode, you can set a whole series of

instruments to play. The program creates and stores

several different types of files. You can store the

parameters for the instruments you create and want

to reuse. You can save sequences (sections of music)

for use in other songs. You can store whole songs,

including all three parts of the harmony. If you come

up with a bass line you really like, it can be stored

as a bass file. There's even a file type for especially

long compositions.

The documentation is excellent, unusually enter

taining for a software manual. Definitely one of Ka

wasaki's better selling points.

To top it off. Sight and Sound is marketing a mu

sical style keyboard to use with the Kawasaki Syn-

thesizer.

And that leaves the two packages that do nice,

standard musical notation printouts; MusiCalc

and Music Constriction Set.
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MUSIC CONSTRUCTION SET

This program uses an unusual style of input. A

musical scale appears in the top part of the screen.

The bottom part has graphics representing notes,

rests, time signatures, key signatures, an octave rais

er, and natural, sharp, and flat notations. There is

even a dot to create dotted notes with.

A group of faders at the bottom set the speed.

sound quality, and volume. There is a beat counter

to keep track of where you are in the measure. A

group of icons, bottom right, help you choose the

functions you wish to perform.

A little hand controlled by the keyboard or a joy

stick acts as a pointer. By using the hand to grab

notes or point at icons, you tell the program what to

do. You choose a key and time signature. You pick

bass or treble clef. You take the notes and other

graphics and put them into the scale, creating sheet

music.

MCS has all the standard editing features allowing

you to move measures around or delete or copy

them. You can play the song through to see how it

sounds, etc.

It has a limitation, though. There is no provision

to directly control the waveforms. ADSR. filters.

ring, sync, or any of the other parameters that most

synthesizer players like to have at their fingertips.

The printout is basically a screen dump of the

sheet music you've created. It prints eight measures

at a time vertically. It looks strange and you'd have

to cut and paste it all together to get an acceptable

piece of sheet music, but it can be done. The print

out looks a little cramped, but then so does the

screen when you gel a lot of notes on it.

MUSICALC

MusiCalc actually contains three modules, each

sold separately. MusiCalc 1 is the synthesizer and

sequencer. MusiCalc 2 is the scorcwriter. And 3 is

the keyboard maker.

Of the programs in our survey. MusiCalc 1 seems

the most like a commercially marketed synthesizer.

Complete with presets, faders and sliders, and the

sequencer, it feels much like a real synthesizer to

use. There are course and fine adjustments for all

the parameters.

The documentation is very complete. Laid out

with a tutorial section and a reference section, we

had no trouble finding our way around this program.

There's even a trouble section in the back to give

you some idea why things aren't turning out as you

expected.

MusiCalc 2 takes the songs you've created with /



and prints them out on a Commodore or other print

er. Although the documentation only claims to work

with the Commodore 1541 printer or the Epson

Mx-80 or Gemini 10 with Cardco interface, we had

it working fine with a Manncsmann Talley 160-L

and Cardco +G interface. No problems. In fact, we

were very pleased with the printout.

We preferred the quality of the MusiCalc printout

to that of MCS, because it looked better. The notes

were properly rounded and the lines were solid in

the MiisiCalc printout. This wasn't true for MCS. As

with MCS, though, the printout is vertical, so some

cutting and pasting would be necessary to get a real

ly acceptable piece of sheet music.

CONCLUSION

As you can sec. there are many types of music

programs. Not all are suitable for everyone. General

ly speaking, though, the cost of the program reflects

its complexity. Being more complex doesn't neces

sarily mean better, though. Some of the less expen

sive programs would work better for someone who

just likes to play with sound. A professional might

need the greater flexibility of the more expensive

music processors. Keep in mind what you want to

do with the program when you go shopping. And we

hope this survey has been helpful do you. [

PLAYING THE

COMMODORE64
Continued from page 17

colors, and all—and includes sprite and character ed

itors. You can design your own graphics or draw

from the library on the disk. Among other things it

includes a stage, aud a number of sprite musicians

who animatedly play their instruments in time with

the music. The Music Video Kit won't be available

until after Christmas.

The other Sight & Sound series which works with

the Incredible Music Keyboard is more of a fantastic

experimentation aid for sound and graphics coordina

tion. Programmed by professional jazz musician Ryo

Kawasaki, the Kawasaki Synthesizer ($49.95) con

tains two disks with elaborate documentation. Vie

Performer allows you to sound three tones at once or

play along with (but not save) several prepro

grammed bass and rhythm tracks. There are a host

of special keyboard effects (glissando, vibrato, slide)

and over 50 preset voicings. To save your music, you

must write it with The Composer, the second disk in

this oriental-flavored package. Making music with

this program is versatile and fun. although I found it

more complicated to use than the other Sight &

Sound software series. It includes split keyboard and

sequencer features (that the other doesn't have) and

full access to ail SID registers. The Ktiwasaki

Rhythm Rocker (S39.95) rounds out this series. The

screen graphics are a kick, and commands for add

ing a melody over preprogrammed bass and rhythms

(and saving them to disk), sound effects and colorful

but limited hi-res random drawings which will scroll

past with the music are included. The Kawasaki se

ries doesn't use standard music notation, although

you can enter music on the mini-keyboard.

COLORTONE PRO KEYBOARD

The third—and most elaborate—musical keyboard

for the C-64 wasn't available for review at press

time. But I played with a pre-production model of

the Colortone Pro Keyboard ($399.95) from Wave

form Corp. at the Consumer Electronics Show earl

ier this year in Chicago. It's a full sized, 37-key

(three octave) keyboard which comes with polyphon

ic performance software and a synthesizer tutorial

that covers the physics of sound with visual and aud

ible examples of sound envelopes, waveforms, filter

ing, and other effects. It also works with Waveform's

(monophonic) MiisiCalc series of programs. Across

the top of the keyboard casing are two colorful

touch-sensitive strips. One is for playing glissando

(and other) effects by simply running your finger

across it, and the other is for prerecorded scales and

musical patterns loaded in from the MusiCalc series.

I hope to have a review of this keyboard for you

soon along with Waveform's Colortone Keyboard

(S79.95), a flat, little two-octave touch-sensitive key

board with music education software.

CONCLUSION

The SID chip in the Commodore 64 is a full-fea

tured music synthesizer. Musical keyboard attach

ments change it from a computer to a bona fide mu

sical instrument. Whether you're experienced with

another instrument, want to learn about music from

the beginning, or just have some fun with sound and

graphics, keyboards allow you to get past the drud

gery of programming and let your creativity sing. □

With so many 64- and VIC-compatible printers

available, you may have put offyour purchase of

that important peripheral out of sheer bewilder

ment. But no more! In the December Ahoy!, Tom

Benfonl will explain everything you need to know

to select the printer that's right for your needs.
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ISSUE 01-JAN. '84 $4.00

The 64 v. the Peanut! The com

puter as communications device!

Protecto's Bill Badger inter

viewed! And ready to enter: the

Multi Draw 64 graphics system!

The Interrupt Music Maker/

Editor! A Peek at Memory! Pro

gramming Sequential Files!

ISSUE #2—FEB. '84 $4.00

Illustrated tour of the 1541 disk

drive! Synapsc's Hior Wolosenko

interviewed! Users groups! Arti

ficial intelligence! And ready to

enter Music Maker Part II!

Night Attack! Programming Rel

ative Files! Screen Manipulation

on the Commodore 64!

ISSUE #3—Mar. '84 $4.00

Anatomy of the 64! Printer In

terfacing for the 64 and VIC!

Educational software: first of a

series! Commodares! And

ready to enter: Space Lanes!

Random Files on the 64! Easy

Access Address Book! Dyna

mic Power for your 64!

ISSUE #4—APR. '84 $4.00

Petspeed and Easy Script

tutorials! Printer interfacing and

educational software guide con

tinued! Lowercase descenders

on your 1525! Laserdisc! The

Dal las Quest Adventure Game!

And ready to enter: Apple Pie!

Lunar Lander! Name that Star!

ISSUE #5—MAY "84 $4.00

The Future ofCommodore! In

side BASIC program storage!

C-64 Spreadsheets! Memory

Management ofthe VIC and 64!

Educational Software Guide

continues! And ready to enter:

Math Master! Air Assault! Bio-

rhythms! VIC 20 Calculator!

ISSUE m—SEPT. '84 $4.00

Program your own text adven

tures! Build a C-64 cassette in

terface! Video RAM! And ready

to enter: Salvage Diver! DOS!

Sound Explorer! And more!

ISSUE #10—OCT. '84 $4.00

Graphics on the 64! The joystick

in programs! And ready to enter:

VIC 40-Column System! BAM

Read & Print! Lawn Job! Emer

ald Elephant of Cipangu!

ISSUE 06-JUNE '84 $4.00

Game programming column

begins! Program generators!

Rupert on inputting! Memory

Management and Educational

Software Guide continue! And

ready to enter: Post Time for

the 64 and 20! Alpiner! Sound

Concept for the VIC 20!

ISSUE #7—JULY '84 $4.00

The MSD Dual Disk Drive!

Database buyer's guide! The

File Sleuth! Creating your own

games! Training your cursor!

Users groups! Commodares!

And ready lo enter: Checklist!

Renumbering! What's My Job?

Brisk! Math Defender! More!

Send coupon or facsimile to:

ISSUE #8-AUG. '84 $4.00

Choosing a word processor!

Unraveling the mysteries of

sound on the 64! Computa

tional wizardry! Creating your

own word games! And ready to

enter: Micro-Minder! Direc

tory Assistance! The Terrible

Twins! Words Worth!

Ahoy! Back Issues. Ion International Inc., 45 West 34th Street—Suite 407. New York. NY 10001

Please Send Me The Following:

. Copies of issue number

Copies of issue number

Copies of issue number _

NAME

ADDRESS

Enclosed Please Find My Check or
Money Order for $

{Outside the USA please
add $1.00 for every copy)

STATE

ZIP CODE



BLOCK

EDITOR
reviously we have written several articles

concerning your disk drive. The utility pro

gram described in this article will give you

direct control over the information con

tained on a disk.

Block Editor allows you to look at and modify any

block on your disk. Operation is fairly straightfor

ward. Following is a command summary:

(fl) = Change Byte: When selected this allows you

to enter a new value for the byte under the cursor.

(f3) = Save Block: This will write the block you

have been working on back to the disk. Be CARE

FUL here! It is possible to destroy a disk by chang

ing the wrong information and then writing the mod

ified block back to disk.

(f5) = Load Block: When you wish to view another

block select this option to specify which one.

(f7) = Exit Program: Select this option when done.

Additional Commands

Cursor Keys: These move the cursor around in the

currently selected block.

+ and — keys: These will load in the previous or

next blocks of information on the disk.

Screen Information

In the upper right hand corner of the screen you

will see two numbers separated by a slash. The first

of these is the current track, the second is the cur

rent sector.

Value is the current value of the byte under the

FOR

THE C-64

BY DAVID BARRON

AND MICHAEL KLEINERT

cursor. Position is the position of the byte under the

cursor within the selected block.

When you first run the program you will be asked

for a track and sector. This will be the location of

the first block to edit.

By looking through the disk you can find all sorts

of wonderful bits of information. Of course, the fun

of it is finding these things, so we'll leave all the fun

to you. Enjoy!!

PS. After careful thought we have decided to be

kind and at least give you a starting point. Try track

18 sector 1. □

SEE PROGRAM LISTING ON PAGE 88
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COMMODORE

his short program illustrates the fundamen

tals of character set manipulation for the

Commodore 64. It has the added side

benefit of a possible useful application as

well.

INTRODUCTION
A byproduct of the research which went into the

preparation of the graphics program reviews in this

issue and last was an insight into the operation of

the Commodore 64 character set and the VIC II

chip. The brief program accompanying this article is

a direct result of these efforts. It is also an attempt

to alleviate a minor frustration which had gradually

developed over a two-year involvement with Commo

dore computers.

THE TWO CHARACTER SETS

The Commodore 64 has two independent character

sets. Each of these sets contains a total of 128

unique characters.

The first consists of the upper case alphabet, num

bers, all the standard punctuation marks, some math

ematical symbols, and a unique set of graphics char

acters. The latter consists of two groups which are

accessed by holding down either the shift key or the

Commodore logo key.

There is an alternate character set which is easily

accessed by simultaneously tapping the left shift and

logo keys. The result of this action switches the key

board into lower case mode, Pressing the shift key

with any of the letter keys will now generate the up

per case characters. About half of the graphic sym

bols from the first set have been replaced by the up

per case alphabet.

Actually, the two sets just described are only half

of the available characters. There is a reverse image

duplicate for each of these sets. This reverse image

can be displayed by simultaneously pressing the

CTRL and "9" keys. The normal characters are re

stored with the CTRL and "0" keys. Both normal

and reversed characters can be freely intermixed on



the display screen, Thus, a total of 256 characters

compose each of the sets.

A careful perusal of the graphics characters in the

first set shows that these have not been arbitrarily

chosen. Many of these symbols have regular geo

metric patterns. These characters are designed to line

up when printed either side by side or top to bottom.

Careful selection and arrangement of these characters

allows the generation of all types of chart displays

for business applications.

Early on I discovered that occasionally the need

arose for some of the missing graphics symbols

when lower case mode was selected. It is the sort of

thing which is normally not missed, except for the

fact that one knows of its existence. Somehow, it

seemed only right that these symbols should be ac

cessible even" in lower case mode. The accompanying

program will do just that. Before I get into its opera

tion, let us examine the operation of the Commodore

64 with its character sets.

THE SCREEN DISPLAY CODES
Appendix E on page 132 of the Commodore 64

User's Guide (that is the book that comes with the

computer, so no excuses, please) is a table of screen

display codes. This table has three columns which

correspond to the two character sets and a screen

POKE code. The blank spots in the center column

simply mean that the character is the same as in the

first column. The POKE codes are the numbers

which when POKEd to screen memory will display

the corresponding character. A color value will also

have to be POKEd into color memory, except with

some early versions of the Commodore 64.

For example, POKE 1024,1 :POKE 55296,1, will

display a white letter "A" in the upper left corner of

the screen. The POKE code which does this has a

special significance. It has to do with the way the

VIC II chip works and how the original character

images are stored in the computer's memory. These

images are stored in a read only memory chip which

is often referred to as the Character Generator ROM.

Each character is actually composed of a pattern

of dots arranged in a 64 dot square (eight by eight

dots). Each eight dot row of this square corresponds

to a single byte of the character ROM. It takes eight

bytes to store the pattern for a single character. Thus,

a single character set requires 128 by 8 or 1024

bytes. Twice this amount is needed to allow for the

reverse characters. Double this again and we arrive

at 4 kilobytes for both of the Commodore character

sets.

This is where the screen display codes come into

play. They actually represent the character's storage

position in the character ROM relative to the first

byte. For example, the POKE code 0, for the com

mercial at (@) symbol, points to the first eight bytes

of the ROM. The POKE code 5, for the letter "E",

points to the eight-byte group starling with the 5-by-8

or the fortieth byte in the ROM (remember, we

count the first byte in the ROM as byte 0).

The character ROM is located in the 4K block

starting at 53248 (SD000). This is actually a very

busy area in the Commodore 64. In addition to this

ROM, all of the input/output hardware as well as the

VIC II chip and the SID chip are located in this

block. Underneath it all is a layer of RAM as well.

The normal configuration lets BASIC access the I/O

chips.

The location of a specific character's byte pattern

(SA) can be easily calculated. Simply take the screen

POKE code (PO). multiply it by eight and add it to

the character memory start address (CM), normally

53248. In BASIC:

SA=P0*8+CM

The reverse character patterns start 1024 bytes fur

ther up—or simply add 128 to the POKE code. The

alternate character set starts at 55296 (SD800).



There is one additional consideration. The value of

a screen POKE code is limited to a number from 0

to 255. This is the range of values which can be

represented by a single byte. Thus, allowing for re

verse characters, we are limited to a selection of 128

characters at any given time. The VIC II chip actu

ally treats the character ROM as two separate char

acter sets, switching between the two as required.

Since the VIC II chip updates the display screen 60

times per second, all of the screen characters will

change when the character sets are swapped.

THE PROGRAM

Enough of this background material. Let us see

how this program works. In brief, it will allow the

simultaneous screen display of any of the Commo

dore graphics characters along with upper and lower

case text. The penalty is a loss of the reverse text

characters.

The first step is to select the bank in which the al

ternate character set will reside. A detailed discus

sion on this topic was presented in An Overview of

Bit Mapped Graphics in the October issue of Ahoy!

In brief, lines 1000-1700 of Program 1 select bank 3

as the active area for the VIC II chip. The alternate

character set is positioned in the bottom half of the

unused 4K block starting at 49152 (SC0OO). The

screen memory is relocated to the upper half of the

same block. Selection of this section of memory as

the workspace does not subtract from BASIC'S work

ing memory. In fact, the original screen RAM can

be added to the BASIC workspace after this program

is run. The following statements will do this. (See

Memory Management in the May and June issues of

Ahoy! for additional details on this sort of memory

manipulation.)

POKE 1024,0

POKE 44,4

NEW

The remainder of the program merges parts of the

alternate character sets. The entire upper/lower case

set is moved into the default position. The reverse

lower case text characters are replaced by the graph

ics characters generated with the shift key. Program

execution takes about thirty-six seconds, so be pa

tient. When the job is done, the keyboard and screen

print statements will behave somewhat differently.

The default settings will display the upper/lower case

character set. When the reverse field is activated, the

unshifted text keys will display the shifted Commo

dore graphics. All other keys display the expected

reverse characters.

The hardware arrangement of the Commodore 64
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requires certain additional steps to allow BASIC to

access the character ROM. This ROM is normally

invisible to BASIC, being hidden under the input/

output chips. These chips allow the computer to in

teract with the keyboard, disk drive, and user port.

In order for BASIC to see the character ROM, the

I/O section has to be switched out. This is done by

line 2100. To prevent the system from crashing under

this arrangement, the keyboard scan, which occurs

sixty times a second, is turned off by line 1900.

One more thing has to be done to make the opera

tion complete. It is not enough to tell just the VIC II

chip where to place the characters. The operating

system must be informed about the new location of

the screen memory. This is done by line 3900. The

value of 200 is derived by dividing the start address

of the screen memory by 256.

You will notice one additional peculiarity with this

operation. If the blinking cursor is moved over the

displayed text characters, the shifted graphics charac

ters will appear. This is because the blinking cursor

is actually implemented by alternately displaying the

reversed and normal character.

To return the system to normal, simply hit the

RUN/STOP and RESTORE keys. The screen display

will still be messed up until the operating system is

told about the change. While ignoring the display,

enter:

POKE 648,4

followed by a clear screen command. If you had

changed the start of BASIC, then

POKE 44,8

POKE 2048,0

NEW

is also required.

Once the program has been RUN and as long as

the computer has not been turned off, the alternate

character set can be rapidly accessed. The time it

takes to transfer the character patterns can be elimi

nated. Program 2 lists the lines which will do this.

These can be simply added as a subroutine to your

own application.

Program 3 adds one more bonus. It makes use of

the VIC II chip's ability to access the RAM under

the KERNAL ROM. The alternate character set is

stored starting at 57,344 (SE000) under the operating

system. The screen RAM is moved to 49152 where

it can still be PEEKed and POKEd by BASIC. The

result is that the DOS wedge can still be used while

the alternate character set is active.

(Note: this program, and all the others in the No

vember Ahoy!, can be obtained on disk. See paue 66.)

SEE PROGRAM LISTING ON PAGE 78



Program Image

File Structures
By Morton Kevelson

he majority of the drawing packages which

we looked at for our report on graphics

programs (begun last issue and concluded

this issue—see page 21) are of the multi

color type. We also looked at Picture Perfect, a mul

ticolor screen dump program for Koala format pic

ture files. In the course of writing this report, we

had occasion to generate Picture Perfect screen

dumps from images created by the various programs.

The simplest way to do this was to convert the im

age files to Koala format.

The hardest part of the conversion process was de

termining how the multicolor data was stored in the

various files. Once we had this information, it be

came a simple matter to LOAD the file into mem

ory, rearrange the data with a machine language

monitor, and reSAVE the file. Alternatively, a simple

BASIC program could be used to PEEK and POKE

the data into the proper locations.

The following table supplies all the necessary file

parameters for several of the programs. Refer to last

month's article on bit mapped graphics for details on

multicolor image structure.

The Koala file name format is a bit unusual. For

a file to be recognized by the Koala program, it

must be exactly 15 characters long. This insures that

the 16th character is a shifted space (CHRS(160)).

The name should be padded with spaces

(CHRS(32)) to make 15 characters if required. This

is not necessary with Picture Perfect as it will accept

names with fewer than 15 characters. Finally, the

first character of the file name must be a reverse

shifted "A" (CHRS(81)).

Peripheral Vision stores multicolor images in two

files, one for the bit map and video matrix (screen

memory) and the other for color memory. The first

character of the bit map and video matrix file name

is the British Pound (£) symbol (CHR$(92)). The

last four characters are ".CMM". Any other charac

ters can be used as a filler as long as the total does

not exceed sixteen. The last four characters of the

color memory file are ".CMM". The leading char

acters must be the same filler as used for the bit

map file name.

Two sets of data are provided for the Paint Magic

files. The first are used when the file is loaded as a

BASIC program. The second set is for use with a

nonrelocating load of the image file. Paint Magic

limits the use of Color memory to a single color.

Thus only a single byte is saved which represents the

entire color memory. When converting Paint Magic

files to any of the other formats, simply fill the

1,000 bytes of color memory with the contents of

this byte. Converting other files to Paint Magic for

mat will result in limited success for the same rea

son. There is just no provision for the data which

may be stored in color memory.

Super Sketch is not listed in the Program Image

File Structures table below, due to the fact that its

files are already in Koala format. □

PROGRAM IMAGE FILE STRUCTURES TABLE

Program Name

Bit Map

(8000 bytes)

Video Matrix

(1000 bytes)

Color Memory

(1000 bytes)

Background

Color

Border

Koa/a Painter 24576($6000) 32576($8328) 33576($8328) 34576($8710) N/A

Peripheral Vision 24576($6000) 23552($5C00) 49152($C000) N/A N/A

Paint Mogj'c(l)

Basic Load

2163($0873) 10355($2873) 10166($27B6)

One Byte

10163($27B3) 10167

S27B7

Paint Magic[2)

Non-reiocating Load

16384($4000) 24576(S6000) 24387($5F43)

One Byte

24384(S5F40) 24388

S5F44

Fiying Colors 8192($2000) 7168($1COO) 6144($1800) 8191($1FFF) 8190

S1FFE
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GOMM DAMES

PI?OGI? NGCHAI.UENGIES
BY DALE RUPERT

ach month, we'll present several challenges

designed to toggle the bits in your cerebral

random access memory. We invite you to

send your solutions to:

Commodities, c/o Aho\!

P.O. Box 723

Bethel. CT 06801

We will print and discuss the cleverest, simplest.

shortest, most interesting and/or unusual solutions.

Be sure to identify the name and number of the

problems you are solving. Also show sample runs if

possible, where appropriate.

Your original programming problems would be

equally welcome!

Problem #11-1: Cray Confrontation

L. \l. Masterson (WMIard. OH) pointed out an ar

ticle in Science Tunes (Feb. II. 1984} describing the

attempts at Sandia National Laboratories to factor a

string of seventy-one numbers, all of which are ones.

A later article indicated that the task had been com

pleted. It took the Cray X-MP supercomputer 9'/2

hours to find two numbers which produced a siring

of seventy-one ones when multiplied together.

Of course finding the numbers in the first place

was the hard part. But I'll give you a clue. One of

the numbers is

241,573,142,393,627,673,576,957,

439,049

Your problem is to find the other number by using

your Commodore computer. Send your answer and

the program you used to get it. Can your program

put 9'/i hours to shame?

Problem #11-2: Pythagoras Extended

Martin Gardner in his book Vie Incredible Dr.

Matrix mentions the extensions to the Pythagorean

Theorem as follows:

3 "2 +4" 2 = 5 "2 (as everyone knows)

10"2+ir2+12"2-13"2+14"2

2l"2+22"2 + 23"2 + 24" 2 = 25 "2 + 26" 2 + 27 "2

Your task is to find the next set of numbers in this

sequence. The sum of the squares of what five con

secutive integers equals the sum of the squares of

the next four consecutive integers?

Problem #11-3: Bug Eliminator II

Sol Steinberg (Bellmawr. NJ) was the first to point

out that Problem #8-2: Bug Eliminator was more

trivial than i: was intended to be. In fact, when the

program ends, the cursor is still sitting on the bug.

The real bug in the program was that there should

have been a line 40 which moves the cursor home

before the search for the screen bug begins.

Let's try it again. Write the rest of the program on

page 83 titled Buy, Eliminator II which will find the

screen bug "*" and change it to a dead bug "0".

The dots represent the bug's tail.

5 REM PR0B. #11-3

6 REM BUG ELIMINATOR II

10 PRINT CHR$(147)

20 FOR L=l TO RND(0)*1000

30 PRINT ".*" CHR$(157);:NEXT

40 PRINT CHR$(19)

50 REM..YOUR PRGM. STARTS HERE

Problem #11-4: Word Value

Using the values A = l. B = 2, C=3 Z = 26,

assign a value to each word the user types in which

corresponds to the average of the letter values. For

example the total value for GAD is 12 (7+1+4) so

the average value is 4 (12/3). If the user types GAD.

the computer responds with 4.

This month we will look at solutions submitted for

the May. June, and July Commodares. First a sug

gestion. Many of you send nicely printed listings of

your programs with nary a comment and (more im

portant) without any printouts of your results. Since

it is not feasible for me to type the several dozen

listings I receive each month in order to see your re

sults. I don't get to see many of your results. If you

have a clever or interesting solution, take the time to

tell me why it is. and if possible, show a hard copy

display ^ your output. Your ideas arc less likely to
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be overlooked if you point them out to me. If you

desire, you may send your solutions on disk or tape.

I will return them if you enclose a self-addressed

stamped envelope or mailing folder.

Ed Schewe (Mesa. AZ) sent a solution to Problem

#5-4: Letter Triangle and an accompanying printout.

He's new to computing, and he said that after a few

hours of head-scratching and cussing he arrived at

the following solution. (He has obviously learned

two key aspects of programming already.)

10 FOR N=0 TO 25

20 FOR X=l TO N+l : PRINT CHR$(6

5+N); : NEXT : PRINT

30 NEXT N

Several readers sent solutions to Problem #6-4:

Graphic Rectangle. Most solutions printed graphics

characters on the screen. James Dunavant (Gaines

ville, FL) pointed out that POKEing allows the rec

tangle to completely fill the screen without the car

riage return that normally messes up a printed im

age. Raymond Bowen (Augusta, AR) suggested a so

lution using POKEs. Try moving line 35 to the end

of the program titled Graphic Rectangle on page 83

to see the rectangle rapidly appear. Also try to ex

plain the unusual results when the height is an odd

number. Can you explain why lines 5 and 35 work

the way they do? Tell us all if you do.

Raymond Bowen also sent a compressed version of

a solution to Problem #6-3: String Challenge shown

on page 83 in slightly modified form.

To show the real power of machine language pro

gramming, Oscar Gauthier Jr. and Ron Fontaine

(Gorham, NH) sent the solution to Problem #7-2:

Unscrambled Word listed on page 83.

Their program tells how many possible combina

tions there are of the selected number of letters. If

you select 10 letters to be scrambled, you may want

to see only the first four letters. In that case respond

to the "see all the letters" prompt with a four. Each

time you press < RETURN > an additional 24 per

mutations are displayed until all have been shown.

Pressing L"E" ends the display. Just hold down the

< RETURN > key and watch as all 3.628.800

permutations of ten letters rapidly flash before your

eyes. Thanks for an impressive program, Oscar and

Ron!

Other readers. Raymond Ketchledge (Englewood.

FL) and W. A. Storer. Jr. (Des Moines, IA), also

sent workable solutions to this problem, indicating

that they use such a program to solve the Jumble

puzzle in their daily newspaper. Computers really

are useful, aren't they!

Michael Vail (Thompson, PA). Aldo Martinez
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(Miami. FL). Harold Corbett (Windsor. ONT), and

Brian Kearney (Mcriden, CT) sent solutions to Com

modores Problems 7-3: Letter Count and 7-4: Word

Count.

Suggestions for Problem #7-1: Definite Ending

were received from Eldon Kennedy (Santa Fe, NM),

Patrick Tessier (Sudbury, ONT), Dennis McGrath

(Cicero. IL), and Plummer Hensley (Sparta. TN).

Dennis McGrath used the statements WAIT 160,64 :

WAIT 160,64,64 to check the software clock within

the midst of multiple FOR-NEXT loops. The loops

are only allowed to be incremented once every 2

days according to McGrath. Unfortunately the solu

tions from all writers depended upon a FOR-NEXT

loop being incremented in steps of 1E-38 or less,

which as we saw in the August Commodares just

doesn't happen. The problem once again is to write

a one line program that a) eventually ends, b) pro

duces a changing display, and c) takes as long as

possible before it ends. Keep those thinking caps on.

That WAIT idea looks like a good possibility.

Congratulations also this month to Hugh Rountree

(Perry. FL). S. J. Mills (Mountainside, NJ), John

Auresto (Carmel. NY). Eddie Johnson (Albuquer

que, NM). Andrew Caird (Petoskey, MI), Glenn El

liott (Rutherford. NJ). Gregg Leonard (Dayville.

CT)y and Jack Shaffer (Hughesville. PA) for their so

lutions to various Commodares. Jack Shaffer re

peated a frequent request for a program to dump the

hi-res screen to the VIC 1525 graphics printer. If

any readers have such a program and want to share

it. send it along. Keep those computers humming. □

RUHERT RIEPCRT
Continued from page 48

first, then rows (remember the zero subscripts). .The

remaining pairs of values are the actual data stored

in the array. Are they stored by rows or by columns?

You may modify this program to dig even deeper

into multiple arrays and greater-dimensioned arrays.

As new variables are defined, the arrays get moved

around in memory. Therefore you must be sure that

all variables in your program are defined before the

pointers are evaluated in lines 50 and 60. That's the

purpose of line 40.

Two dimensional arrays are used for much more

than string storage. The concept of spreadsheet pro

grams is based upon a two dimensional array which

contains numeric and string data as well as rules for

defining the contents of each of the elements. We

will look at other uses of multi-dimensional arrays in
future articles. □



FLOTSAM
Continued from page 6

trouble typing in all your programs.

I hate to gripe, because I really do like your mag

azine. It's just very frustrating to punch a program

in only to have it crash. —Paul Lalli

McAlester, OK

Good news for all readers who've had difficulty

with our programs: we're implementing a new format

for our listings with this issue. Refer to page 67 be

fore entering any programs.

If you read Anthony Scarpeili's Building a Cassette

Interface for the C-64 in our September issue, you

probably noticed one serious omission—that of the

parts list referred to in the body of the article. Our

apologies to those readers who had to piece the in

formation together fioin various places in the article.

For those who haven't undertaken the project yet, we

present the list here.

o-LoftlQCT PC Edge Co^n

44 petition Ecgfl Coin '

DIP fluaboaro-

vj'i pi'poii booid*

741S04 H«» ,-.,■■-,■.

01 mid 50' coptKHor.

100 ohm 1/4- rtmtoi

330

1000

10000 "

liOO
1500 ohm ■ 2- •

1N9U d.odei

IN4001 rKhFc

5' '<»d r.lo,

4.3.13/16 bo.

1/8" phonft pug

2/12" phone plug

audio cabl*

SPDT Joggle i-H{h'

SPST toggle rnBdl'

PARTS

50-6*-20

3662

7^LS0i

DC 01/50

100 chm

330 -

IK "

10K "

14K"

1N414S

1N4001

FIDOUJMTl?

LIST

Prico

S2.39

9.95

35

.0B ta

5130

15/100

12/100

!.49

Radio

Shack #

276-1551

276-152

276-1802

272.1065

271-1311

271.1315

271.1321

2711335

271-025

2761122

2761101

275-232

270.220

274-286

274-289

278752

275624

Prico

S2.99

3 69

.79

2/.S9

3/39

2(19

101.99

3/49

1.49

1.69
2/129

2/99

30V3 29

1 4°

'Indicates alternate selections, only one is needed.

Note: Any price that indicates x/.xx means single quantities cannot be purchased.

Jameco Electronics

1355 Shoreway Road

Belmon), CA 94002

(415) 592-8097

Postage—5% of total, SI.00 min.

AStar is Born
For the 64 or VIC

▼ *5Y.Alternative to the 1541 Disk Drive!

Load or save 8K in 30 seconds! It's less expensive than disk and can

even be used as a backup lo the (laky 1541!

Yes. the RABBIT is that and much more Uses the Commodore cassette

deck but loads and saves much, much faster than regular Commodore

load/save Think about it — loads or saves an 8K program in almost 30
seconds. 16Kin 1 minu'e, etc. That's nearly as fast as the 1541 disk RABBIT
is on cartridge so it's always there. Also has other useful commands

Specify for use on the 64. or on the VIC 20 —

"Congratulations on your 64

Rabbit it's a super piece of work."

"It was Ihe best purchase tor my

computer that I have ever made1"

m m JL ■■ MOW Please for your own protection
II Jl #\ L Tur. ncCT cons aertheMAEfirstbeforeyou
|«/l JfaA r int Btdl buy that other assembler We've

I If I # %k FOR LESS! had numerous customers who
wasted their money on some cheaper off brand assembler tell us
how much better the MAE is.
The most powerful Macro Assembler/Editor available lot the
Commodore 64 and other CBMJPET computers, and also for Ihe

ATARI 800/XL and Apple II/IIE.
MAE includes an Assembler. Editor, Word Processor. Relocating

Loader, and more all for just S59.95.
We could go on and describe the MAE but we thought you would

like to read out customers' comments. The following are actual
unedited comments from correspondence about the MAE:

' Excellent Development '1 like MAE ana wish mat you nad
Package" '' on tne Macintosh'

■'Compares to DEC and INTEL" "it is a superb program"

|y=«

HeStar64
^by Eastern House

A Communications Cartridge

for the Commodore 64.

Upload/Download, Status Line, etc. Works with

your Commodore 1600 or 1650 Modem.

Auto-dialing, etc. when used with Ihe new

CBM 1650 Modem.

Cartridge and Manual - $49.95

Reader Service No. 283



PROGRAMS TYPED:
35<P

We'll bet you're looking for

ward to trying out the

fantastic programs in

this issue of Ahoy! But A

we'll bet you're not

looking forward to

typing them in. If

you're an average

typist, that should take

you around 23 hours—not

counting debugging time.

How would you like

someone to type the pro

grams for you? For, say—

35c an hour? Don't you

think it would be worth 35 C

an hour to tree yourseir up to

more pleasant pursuits—like

enjoying the rest of your Ahoy!

magazine?

If you order the Ahoy.' Pro

gram Disk, you'll be getting

that service for just under

i5c an hour. Because

for $7.95 we'll mail

you all the programs

in a given issue,

on a disk that's

tested and ready to run

with your C-64 or VIC 20.

If you subscribe, you'll save

even more: 12 monthly disks

for $79.95, 24 for $149.95.

You already know how to

type. Why not use the hours

you spend with your Commo

dore to learn something new?

□ September Ahoy! Program Disk: $7.95 in USA, $10.00 in Canada.

Elsewhere {outside USA and Canada) $12.00
Postage and handling included.

□ 12-month Ahoy! Program Disk subscription: $79.95 in USA,

$99.95 in Canada.
Elsewhere (outside USA and Canada) $124.95
Postage and handling included.

G 24-month Ahoy! Program Disk subscription: $149.95 in USA,
$179.95 in Canada.
Postage and handling included.

Send coupon or facsimile to:
Ahoy! Program Disk, Ion International Inc.,

45 West 34th Street-Suite 407, New York, NY 10001

Make checks payable to DoLble L Software

ADDRESS.

CITY .STATE. .ZIP.

Back issues are also available on disk:
January-$12.95; February-$11.95; March-$10.95; April—$9.95; May-$9.95; all other issues $8.95.

(In Canada add $2.00 per disk; outside USA and Canada add $4.00 per disk)



PROGRAM LISTINGS

As of this issue we will be utilizing an improved method of printing our pro

gram listings. This new method will make entering programs easier for you,

but only if you read this entire page carefully before proceeding!

n the following pages you'll find several

programs that you can enter on your

Commodore computer. But before doing

so, read this entire page carefully.

To insure clear reproductions, Ahoy!*5 program

listings are generated on a daisy wheel printer, in

capable of printing the commands and graphic char

acters used in Commodore programs. These are

therefore represented by various axles enclosed in

brackets [ J. For example: the SHIFT CLR/HOME

command is represented onscreen by a heart C -

The code we use in our listings is [CLEARJ. The

chart below lists all such codes which you'll encoun

ter in our listings, except for one other special case.

The other special case is the COMMODORE and

SHIFT characters. On the front of most keys are two

symbols. The symbol on the left is obtained by

pressing that key while holding down the COMMO

DORE key; the symbol on the right, by pressing

that key while holding down the SHIFT key. COM

MODORE and SHIFT characters are represented in

our listings by a lower-case "s" or "c" followed by

the symbol of the key you must hit. COMMODORE

J, for example, is represented by fc J], and SHIFT J

by [s JJ.

Additionally, any character that occurs more than

two times in a row will be displayed by a coded list

ing. For example, [3 "ILEFT|"] would be 3

CuRSoR left commands in a row, [5 *'[s EP]"|

would be 5 SHIFTed English Pounds, and so on.

Multiple blank spaces will be noted in similar fash

ion: 22 spaces, for example, as [22 ll "].

Sometimes you'll find a program line that's too

long for the computer to accept (C-64 lines are a

maximum of 80 characters, or 2 screen lines, long;

VIC 20 lines, a maximum of 88 characters, or 4

screen lines). To enter these lines, refer to the BASIC

Command Abbreviations Appendix in your User

Manual.

On the next page you'll find our Bug Repellent

programs for the VIC 20 and C-64. The version ap

propriate for your machine will help you proofread

our programs after you type them. (Please note: the

Bug Repellent Line Codes that follow each program

listing should not be typed in. See the instructions

preceding each program.) □

When

Vim Sec

[CLEAR]

[HOME]

[UP]

[DOWN]

[LEFT]

[RIGHT]

[SS]

[INSERT]

[DEL]

[RVSON]

[RVSOFF]

[UPARROW]

[BACKARROW]

[PI]

[EP]

It Means

Screen Clear

1 loillv

Cursor I p

Cursor Domii

Cursor l-cfl

Cursor Riyht

Shifted Space

Insert

Delete

Keu-rv On

Rvsersi- Off

L'p Arrow

Back Arniw

I'l

Kn^lish I'nunii

\(HI I \ [X-

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIR

SHIFT

CNTRI,

CNTRL

ci.rhomi;

C1.R/HOMK

4 CkSR ♦

4 CRSR +

*CRSR-^

♦CRSR-*-

Space

INST/DKI.

INST/DKI

n

7T

E

Will See

When

Vim Stf

[BLACK]

[WHITE]

[RED]

[CYAN]

[PURPLE]

[GREEN]

[BLUE]

[YELLOW]

[Fl]

[F2]

[F3]

[F4]

[F5]

[F6]

[F7]

[F8]

h Means

Black

While

Red

C\un

Purple

(■reen

411.1,

U-llim

Function !

KlNICtilHI 2

J-unction .1

Function 4

Function 5

Function ft

ruiR'tinn 7

Kunclinn S

W ill Sit

CNTKl. I

CNTRL 2

CNTRI. 3

CNTRI, 4

CNTRL 5

(V1KI. A

CNTRL 7

CNTRI. 8

SI III "I

SHIFT

SIIIKI"

SHIFT

AHOY! 67



IMPORTANT!

Before typing in the Bug Repellent and other Ahoy!

programs, refer to the information on page 67.

VIC 20
BUG REPELLENT'
By Michael Kleinert and David Barron

The program listed below will allow you to quickly debug any

Ahoy! program you type in on your VIC 20. Follow directions for •

cassette or disk.

Ibr cassette: type in and save the Bug Repellent program, then ,

type RUN 63OOO(RETURN1SYS 828!RETURN!■ If you typed the

program properly, it will generate a set of two-letter line codes

that will match those listed below the program on this page. (If

you didn't type the program properly, of course, no line codes

will be generated. You'll have to debug the Bug Repellent itself •

the hard way.)

Once you've got a working Bug Repellent, type in the program f

you wish to check. Save it and type the RUN and SYS com

mands listed above once again, then compare the line codes

generated to those listed in the magazine. If you spot a discrep- "

ancy, a typing error exists in that line. Important: you must use

exactly the same spacing as the program in the magazine. Due to •

memory limitations on the VTC, the VIC Bug Repellent will

register an error if your spacing varies from what's primed.

You may type SYS 828 as many times as you wish, but if you *

use the cassette for anything, type RUN 63000 to restore the

Repellent. *

When your program has been disinfected you may delete all

lines from 63000 on. (Be sure the program you type doesn't in

clude lines above 63000!)

For disk: type in the Bug Repellent, save it. and type

RUN:NEW|RETURN]. (See above regarding testing the Bug

Repellent on itself.) Type in the program you wish to check, then

SYS 828. This will generate a set of two-letter line codes that you

should compare to those listed in the magazine.

To pause the line codes listing, press SHIFT. To permanently

pause it, press SHIFT LOCK. To continue, release SHIFT LOCK.

To send the list to the printer type OPEN 4.4:CMD 4:SYS

828[RETURN]. When the cursor comes back, type

PRINT#4:CLOSE 4[RETURN].

•63000 FOR X = 828 TO 1023 :READ Y

:P0KE X,Y:NEXT:END

•63001 DATA 169, 0, 133, 63, 133,

64, 165, 43, 133, 251

•63002 DATA 165, 44, 133, 252, 160

, 0, 132, 254, 32, 228

•63003 DATA 3, 234, 177, 251, 208,

3, 76, 208, 3, 230

-63004 DATA 251, 208, 2, 230, 252,

169, 244, 160, 3, 32

•63005 DATA 30, 203, 160, 0, 177,

251, 170, 230, 251, 208

.63006 DATA 2, 230, 252, 177, 251,

32, 205, 221, 169, 58

68 AHOY!

63007 DATA 32, 210, 255, 169, 0,

133, 253, 230, 254, 32

63008 DATA 228, 3, 234, 165, 253,

160, 0, 170, 177, 251

63009 DATA 201, 32, 240, 6, 138,

113, 251, 69, 254, 170

63010 DATA 138, 133, 253, 177, 25

1, 208, 226, 165, 253, 41

63011 DATA 240, 74, 74, 74, 74, 2

4, 105, 65, 32, 210

63012 DATA 255, 165, 253, 41, 15,

24, 105, 65, 32, 210

63013 DATA 255, 169, 13, 32, 210,

255, 173, 141, 2, 41

63014 DATA 1, 208, 249, 230, 63,

208, 2, 230, 64, 230

63015 DATA 251, 208, 2, 230, 252,

76, 74, 3, 169, 236

63016 DATA 160, 3, 32, 30, 203, 1

66, 63, 165, 64, 32

63017 DATA 205, 221, 169, 13, 32,

210, 255, 96, 230, 251

63018 DATA 208, 2, 230, 252, 96,

0, 76, 73, 78, 69

63019 DATA 83, 58, 32, 0, 76, 73,

78, 69, 32, 35

63020 DATA 32, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

BUG
FOR

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

REPELLENT LINE

VIC

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

CODES

20 BUG REPELLENT

63000:MH

63001:BD

63002:F0

63003:ND

63004:DJ

63OO5:LP

63006:JB

63007:JF

63008:KA

63009:HP

63010:KJ

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE'

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#
i

63011:NN

63012:IG

63013:EN

63014:GJ

63015.-IK

63016:HG

63017:CK

63018:JF

63019:0H

63020:LH

21

C-64
BUG REPELLENT
By Michael Kleinert and David Barron

The program listed below will allow you to quickly debug any

Ahoy! program you type in on your C-64.



Type in. SAVE, and RUN the Bug Repellent, Type NEW,

then type in or LOAD the Ahoy! program you wish to check.

When that's done. SAVE your program (don't RUN it!) and

lype SYS 49152 IRETURN). You'U be asked if you want the

line value codes displayed on the screen or dumped to the

printer. If you select screen, it wilt appear there.

The table will move quickly, too quickly for most mortals to

Follow. To pause the listing depress and hold the SHIFT key. To

pause for an extended period, depress SHIFT LOCK. As long as it

Ls locked, the display will remain frozen.

Compare the table your machine generates to the table in Ahoy!

that follows the program you're entering. If you spot a difference,

an error exists in that line. Jot down the numbers of lines where con

tradictions occur. LIST each line, spot the errors, and correct them.

•5000 FOR X = 49152 TO 49488 :READ

Y:P0KE X,Y:NEXT:END

•5001 DATA 32, 161, 192, 165, 43,

133, 251, 165, 44, 133

•5002 DATA 252, 160, 0, 132, 254,

32, 37, 193, 234, 177

•5003 DATA 251, 208, 3, 76, 138, 1

92, 230, 251, 208, 2

•5004 DATA 230, 252, 76, 43, 192,

76, 73,- 78, 69, 32

•5005 DATA 35, 32, 0, 169, 35, 160

, 192, 32, 30, 171

•5006 DATA 160, 0, 177, 251, 170,

230, 251, 208, 2, 230

•5007 DATA 252, 177, 251, 32, 205,

189, 169, 58, 32, 210

•5008 DATA 255, 169, 0, 133, 253,

230, 254, 32, 37, 193

•5009 DATA 234, 165, 253, 160, 0,

76, 13, 193, 133, 253

•5010 DATA 177, 251, 208, 237, 165

, 253, 41, 240, 74, 74

•5011 DATA 74, 74, 24, 105, 65, 32

, 210, 255, 165, 253

•5012 DATA 41, 15, 24, 105, 65, 32

, 210, 255, 169, 13

.5013 DATA 32, 220, 192, 230, 63,

208, 2, 230, 64, 230

•5014 DATA 251, 208, 2, 230, 252,

76, 'll, 192, 169, 153
•5015 DATA 160, 192, 32, 30, 171,

166, 63, 165, 64, 76

•5016 DATA 231, 192, 96, 76, 73, 7

8, 69, 83, 58, 32

•5017 DATA 0, 169, 247, 160, 192,

32, 30, 171, 169, 3

•5018 DATA 133, 254, 32, 228, 255,

201, 83, 240, 6, 201

•5019 DATA 80, 208, 245, 230, 254,

32, 210, 255, 169, 4

•5020 DATA 166, 254, 160, 255, 32,

186, 255, 169, 0, 133

•5021 DATA 63, 133, 64, 133, 2, 32

, 189, 255, 32, 192

•5022 DATA 255, 166, 254, 32, 201,

255, 76, 73, 193, 96

•5023 DATA 32, 210, 255, 173, 141,

2, 41, 1, 208, 249

•5024 DATA 96,' 32, 205, 189, 169,
13, 32, 210, 255, 32

•5025 DATA 204, 255, 169, 4, 76, 1

95, 255, 147, 83, 67

.5026 DATA 82, 69, 69, 78, 32, 79,

82, 32, 80, 82

•5027 DATA 73', 78, 84, 69, 82, 32,

63, 32, 0, 76

•5028 DATA 44, 193, 234, 177, 251,

201, 32, 240, 6, 138

•5029 DATA 113, 251, 69, 254, 170,

138, 76, 88, 192, 0

•5030 DATA 0, 0, 0, 230, 251, 208,

2, 230, 252, 96

•5031 DATA 170, 177, 251, 201, 34,

208, 6, 165, 2, 73

•5032 DATA 255, 133, 2, 165, 2, 20

8, 218, 177, 251, 201

•5033 DATA 32, 208, 212, 198, 254,

76, 29, 193, 0, 169

• 5034 .DATA 13, 76, 210, 255, 0, 0,

0

BUG REPELLENT LINE CODES

FORC-64 BUG REPELLENT

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

5000

5001

5002

5003

5004

5005

5006

5007

5008

5009

5010

5011

5012

5013

5014

5015

5016

5017

GJ

DL

DB

OF

KN

CA

CE

JE

CL

NB

MB

EP

GH

AN

NG

BF

EP

PJ

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINES:

5018:FK

5019:FL

5020:CL

5021:GC

5022:NN

5023:NH

5024:IM

5025:KC

5026:DC

5027:ML

5028:GN

5029:JK

5030:NA

5031:DM

5032:JA

5033:FM

5034:PA

35
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PTE
FROM PAGE 44

■10 REM
* * * ** **

•15 REM PERSONAL TEXT EDITOR (C)

1984

•20 REM BY PETER LOBL FOR AHOY! M

AGAZINE

•30 REM THANKS TO THE WHOLE STAFF

FOR

•40 REM GRANTING MY FLEXIBLE DEAD

•50 REfi IF ANYONE OUT THERE NEEDS
A 16

•60 REM YEAR OLD PROGRAMMER AT A

GOOD

•70 REM RATE GALL (516) 957-1512.

•80 REM HAVE COMPUTER, WILL TRAVE

L. . .

•85 REM ( FOR THE RIGHT PRICE. )
•90 REM *************************

•100 :

•110 P0KE53280,14:P0KE53281,6

-120 PRINTCHR$(14)"[CLEAR][DOWN][

5"[RIGHT]"][RVS0N] [s A]HOY'S [s

P]ERSONAL [s T]EXT [s E]DITOR "

•130 PRINT"[D0WN][5"[RIGHT]"][s P

]LEASE WAIT, LOADING IN DATA.[3"

[DOWN]'1]"
•140 DIMCH(16):READGC:FORI=1TO16:

READCH(I):CH=CH+CH(I):NEXT

•150 IFCHOGCTHENPRINT"[s E]RROR

IN CHECKSUMS [4"!"]":STOP

•160 M=49152:FORI=1TO16:C=.:FORJ=

.T0255:READA:C=C+A:P0KEM+J,A:NEX

T:M=M+256

•170 IFCOCH(I)THENPRINT"[s E]RRO

R IN DATA BLOCK"I:STOP
• 180 NEXT:READLC:C=.:F0RI = 848T092

3:READA:C=C+A:P0KEI,A:NEXT

•190 IFCOLCTHENPRINT"[s E]RROR I

N [s R]ELOCATER/[s S]AVER DATA [

4"1"]":STOP
•200 PRINT"[s D]ATA IS CORRECT (A

S FAR AS [s I] CAN TELL)!!"

•210 PRINTn[DOWN][DOWN][s P]LEASE

ENTER THE FILE NAME FOR THIS"

•220 PRINT"[DOWN]PROGRAM (THIS WI

LL BE ITS NAME ON THE"

•230 PRINTSPC(23)"[16"[c @]"]"
•240 PRINTSPC(23)"[DOWN][16"[c T]

70 AHOY!

"[3"[UP]"]"

250 PRINT"DISK DIRECTORY). [4"-"
is " .

260 0PEN1,.:INPUT*1,A$:PRINT:CLO

SE1:L=LEN(A$)
270 IFL>16THENPRINT"[CLEAR][DOWN

][RVSON][s F]ILE NAME TOO BIG (1

6 CHARS MAX) [3" ! "]":G0T090
280 POKE827,L:FORI=1TOL:POKE827+

I,ASC(MID$(A$,I,1)):NEXT

290 PRINT"[DOWN][DOWN][RVSON] [s

P]LEASE INSERT A DISK THEN HIT

ANY KEY. ":P0KE198,0:WAIT198,1

300 POKE198,5:POKE631,76:POKE63 2

,73:P0KE633,83:POKE634,84:P0KE63

5, 13:SYS848

310 :

320 REM GRAND CHECKSUM *****

330 DATA 429548

340 REM CHECKSUMS *****

350 DATA 27411,29699,28928,26463

,23862,21431,17514,16691,31122

360 DATA 32378,29778,28740,28529

,30856,26097,30049

370 REM BLOCK 1 *****

380 DATAO,11,8,255,255,158,50,48

,54,49,0,0,0,169,14,141

390 DATA76,232,141,134,2,32,210,

255,32,140,9,166,213,142,220,12

400 DATA232,142,221,12,169,4,166

,1,224,55,240,2,169,128,141,227

410 DATA12,32,217,8,32,159,9,32,

131,9,141,219,12,76,125,11

■420 DATA32,43,9,32,199,9,201,32,

144,12,201,96,144,11,201,193

■430 DATA144,4,201,219,144,5,76,2

07,9,41,63,41,127,160,0,145

■440 DATA45,174,217,12,232,236,22

1,12,240,12,142,217,12,230,45,20

8

■450 DATA2,230,46,76,64,8,238, 219

,12,208,6,206,219,12,76,64

■460 DATA8,140,217,12,174,218,12,

232, 142,218,12,224,25,240,3,76

■470 DATA64,8,32,55,9,206,218,12,

32,61,9,76,64,8,138,168

•480 DATA224,0,240,15,24,165,47,1

09,2 21,12,133,47,144,2,230,48

■490 DATA202,208,241,152,170,24,9

6,138,168,2 24,0,240,15,24,165,45

■500 DATA 109,221,12,133,45,144,2,

230,46,202,208,241,152,170,24,96

■510 DATA56,173,219,12,237,218,12



IMPORTANT
Before t/ping in an Ahoy! program, refer to the

first two pages of the program listings section.

,24,96,173,227,12,133,46,169,0

520 DATA133,45,169,24,133,48,169

,0,133,47,96,162,25,142,223,12

530 DATA162,1,160,0,173,224,12,2

08,7,177,45,145,47,76,4,9

540 REM BLOCK 2 *****

550 DATA177,47,145,45,200,204,22

1,12,208,234,32,183,8,32,158,8

560 DATA206,223,12,208,221,96,32

,217,8,174,218,12,32,183,8,165

570 DATA45,109,217,12,133,45,144

,2,230,46,96,32,22,9,160,0

580 DATA177,45,73,128,145,45,96,

32,79,9,76,235,8,32,79,9

590 DATA238,224,12,76,235,8,32,5

5,9,206,219,12,76,61,9,32

600 DATA208.8,170,32,217,8,141,2

24,12,76,158,8,174,219,12,232

610 DATA240,19,32,55,9,173,227,1

2,141,225,12,169,24,141,227,12

620 DATA32,217,8,169,l,96,160,0,

177,45,145,47,200,204,221,12

630 DATA208,246,96,169,0,141,217

,12,141,218,12,96,169,14,141,33

640 DATA208,141,32,208,169,147,3

2,210,255,169,6,141,33,208,96,16

0

650 DATA0,32,226,8,169,32,162,17

6,145,47,200,208,251,230,48,232

660 DATA208,246,96,133,49,134,50

,160,0,177,49,240,245,32,210,255

670 DATA200,208,246,230,50,208,2

42,32,228,255,201,0,240,249,96,7

2

680 DATA32,43,9,160,0,104,201,17

,208,6,172,217,12,76,118,8

690 DATA201,141,208,3,76,118,8,2

01,29,208,3,76,97,8,201,13

700 DATA208,32,173,217,12,72,169

,159,145,45,169,32,200,174,217,1

2

710 REM BLOCK 3 *****

720 DATA232,142,217,12,236,221,1

2,208,239,160,0,104,141,217,12,7

6

730 DATA 118,8,201,3,208,21,174,2

22,12,232,224,8,144,2,162,0

740 DATA 142,222,12,189,30,13,145

,45,76,64,8,201,19,208,12,32

750 DATA208,8,141,219,12,32,131t

9,76,64,8,201,147,208,15,32

760 DATA55,9,32,131,9,141,219,12

,32,61,9,76,64,8,201,20

770 DATA208,37,174,217,12,240,29

,206,217,12,32,22,9,174,217,12

780 DATA 160,1,177,45,136,145,45,

200,200,232,236,220,12,208,243,1

36

790 DATA169,32,145,45,76,64,8,20

1, 148,208,33,173,217,12,205,220

800 DATA12,240,241,56,173,220,12

,237,217,12,233,1,168,177,45,200

810 DATA 145,45,136,240,4,136,76,

141,10,76,112,10,201,157,208,42

820 DATA173,217,12,240,6,206,217

,12,76,64,8,173,218,12,240,15

830 DATA206,218,12,206,219,12,17

3,220,12,141,217,12,76,64,8,173

840 DATA219,12,240,248,32,70,9,7

6,182,10,201,145,208,25,173,218

850 DATA12,240,9,206,218,12,206,

219,12,76,64,8,173,219,12,240

860 DATA248,32,70,9,76,64,8,201,

160,208,19,32,208,8,105,24

870 DATA 141,219,12,32,131,9,169,

24,141,218,12,76,64,8,201,18

880 REM BLOCK 4 *****

890 DATA208,74,32,92,9,240,66,16

2,255,32,158,8,202,32,183,8

900 DATA32,118,9,236,219,12,240,

28,202,56,165,45,237,221,12,133

910 DATA45,176,2,198,46,56,165,4

7,237,221,12,133,47,176,2,198

920 DATA48,76,16,11,160,0,169,32

, 145,45,200,204,221,12,208,248

930 DATA173,225,12,141,227,12,32

,61,9,76,64,8,201,146,208,35

940 DATA32,92,9,240,244,174,219,

12,32,158,8,232,32,183,8,32

950 DATA 118,9,138,72,162,1,32,15

8,8,32,183,8,104,170,232,240

960 DATA 195,208,236,201,131,240,

3,76,87,22,32,55,9,32,140,9

970 DATA169,38,162,13,32,179,9,3

2,199,9,41,127,201,69,208,9

■980 DATA32,140,9,32,61,9,76,64,8

,201,81,208,18,169,158,162

■990 DATA 14,32,179,9,32,29,16,208

,3,76,125,11,108,252,255,201

1000 DATA67,208,24,169,207,162,1

4,32,179,9,32,29,16,240,9,32

1010 DATA159,9,32,131,9,141,219,

12,76,125,11,201,83,240,3,76

■1020 DATA89,18,169,170,162,14,32

,179,9,169,0,141,250,12,169,2

■1030 DATA 141,23 7,12,169,147,32,4
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2,17,162,1,173,230,12,240,7,32

■1040 DATA226,8,206,237,12,202,32

,158,8,165,47,133,51,165,48,133

■1050 REM BLOCK 5 *****

■1060 DATA52,169,211,32,42,17,173

,230,12,240,11,206,237,12,32,153

■1070 DATA16,162,255,32,158,8,165

,47,133,53,165,48,133,54,173,237

■1080 DATA12,208,7,169,113,162,15

,32,179,9,32,171,16,174,238,12

'1090 DATA208,3,76,125,11,32,181,

16,32,195,16,32,209,16,169,149

■1100 DATA162,15,32,179,9,32,83,1

7,240,3,76,129,17,162,1,32

■1110 DATA201,255,160,0,177,51,20

1, 159,208,5,169,13,76,133,12,201

■1120 DATA91,176,82,201,65,144,5,

9,128,76,114,12,201,32,176,58

'1130 DATA9,64,174,244,12,240,14,

201,96,144,5,41,127,76,170,12

'1140 DATA9,32,76,170,12,174,251,

12,240,17,201,13,208,13,169,13

■1150 DATA32,210,255,169,10,32, 21

0,255,76,187,12,201,13,208,11,35

■1160 DATA210,255,32,83,17,240,20

,76,129,17,32,210,255,32,83,17

■1170 DATA240,3,76,129,17,200,204

,221,12,208,153,24,165,51,109,22

1

1180 DATA12,133,51,144,2,230,52,

165,51,197,53,208,133,165,52,197

1190 DATA54,208,248,32,96,17,76,

125,11,0,0,0,0,0,255,0

1200 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

1205 DATA80:REM # COLUMNS ON PRI

NTER

1206 DATA2:REM LINE SPACING ON W

ORD WRAP

1207 DATA0,0

1208 DATAO:REM PRINTER SECONDARY

ADDRESS

1210 DATA4:REM PRINTER DEVICE #

1211 DATA8:REM DISK DEVICE #

1212 DATA13:REM FIRST CHARACTER

TO SEND TO PRINTER <CARRIAGE RET

URN>

1213 DATA17:REM SECOND CHARACTER

TO SEND TO PRINTER <LOWER CASE

(ON CBM)>

1214 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,201,0,2

08,2

1220 REM BLOCK 6 *****

1230 DATA56,96,157,128,8,232,76,

72 AHOY!

245,12,202,142,119,8,0,96,32

-1240 DATA209,21,144,17,174, 110,8

,189,128,8,201,62,208,3,147,211

•1250 DATA204,144,208,141,205,212

,147,17,32,32,32,32,32,32,32,32
•1260 DATA32,208,69,82,83,79,78,6

5,76,32,212,69,88,84,32,197

•1270 DATA68,73,84,79,82,32,93,91

,13,32,32,32,32,32,32,32

•1280 DATA32,32,183,183,183,183,1

83,183,183,183,183,183,183,183,1
83,183

•1290 DATA183,183,183,183,183,183

,183,183,183,13,32,32,32,32,32,3
2

-1300 DATA32,214,69,82,83,73,79,7

8,32,52,47,55,47,56,52,32

•1310 DATA66,89,32,208,69,84,69,3

2,204,79,66,76,13,17,17,32

•13 20 DATA32,32,32,40,195,41,32,4

9,57,56,52,32,32,201,78,68

•1330 DATA69,67,69,78,84,32,197,8

8,80,79,83,85,82,69,83,32

•1340 DATA204,84,68,46,13,17,32,3

2,32,32,32,32,32,193,32,212

•1350 DATA73,77,69,32,79,70,32,21

7,79,85,82,32,204,73,70,69

-1360 DATA32,195, 79,77,80,65,78,8

9,13,17,17,17,32,32,32,32

•1370 DATA32,32,32,32,32,32,32,32

,32,195,79,77,77,65,78,68

•1380 DATA83,32,205,69,78,85,13,3

2,32,32,32,32,32,32,32,32

•1390 REM BLOCK 7 *****

•1400 DATA32,32,32,32,163,163,163

,163,163,163,163,163,163,163,163

,163

•1410 DATA 163,13,32,32,32,32,32,2

11,32,45,32,211,65,86,69,32

•1420 DATA32,208,32,45,32,208,82,

73,78,84,32,32,197,32,45,32

•1430 DATAl97,68,73,84,13, 17,32,3

2,32,32,32,32,32,32,32,32

•1440 DATA32,204,32,45,32,204,79,
65,68,32,32,198,32,45,32,198

•1450 DATA73,78,68,13,17,32,32,32

,32,32,205,32,45,32,205,79

•1460 DATA86,69,32,32,195,32,45,3

2,195,76,69,65,82,32,32,209

•1470 DATA32,45,32,209,85,73,84,l

3,17,17,32,32,32,32,32,200

•1480 DATA73,84,32,84,72,69,32,76

,69,84,84,69,82,32,79,70
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1490 DATA32,89,79,85,82,32,67,72

,79,73,67,69,46,0,147,17

1500 DATA17,18,81,85,73,84,17,17

,13,0,147,17,17,18,83,65

1510 DATA86.69,17,17,13,0, 147, 17

,17,18,76,79,65,68,17,17

1520 DATA 13,0,147,17,17,18,80,82

,73,78,84,17,17,13,0,147

1530 DATA17,17,18,67,76,69,65,82

,17,17,13,0,13,193,82,69

1540 DATA32,89,79,85,82,32,83,85

,82,69,32,40,217,47,206,41

1550 DATA32,63,0,13,215,79,82,68

,32,87,82,65,80,32,40,217

1560 REM BLOCK 8 *****

1570 DATA47,206,41,32,63,0,13,19

5,72,65,78,71,69,32,84,72

1580 DATA73,83,32,79,78,69,32,40

,217,47,206,41,32,63,0,13

1590 DATA197,78,84,69,82,32,70,7

3,76,69,32,78,65,77,69,46

1600 DATA32,0,13,197,78,84,69,82

,32,83,84,82,73,78,71,32

1610 DATA84,79,32,70,73,78,68,46

,32,0,13,197,78,84,69,82

1620 DATA32,78,69,87,32,83,84,82

,73,78,71,46,32,0,19,17

1630 DATA17,17,17,17,17,17, 17,17

,17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17

1640 DATA0,18,206,79,32,77,65,82

,75,69,82,83,32,80,82,69

1650 DATA83,69,78,84,46,13,0,13,

18,204,79,65,68,73,78,71

1660 DATA46,46,46,13,0,13,18,211

,65,86,73,78,71,46,46,46

1670 DATA 13,0,13,18,208,82,73,78

,84,73,78,71,46,46,46,13

1680 DATAO,13,13,18,201,47,207,3

2,197,82,82,79,82,32,33,33

1690 DATA33,13,0,13,13,13,18,200

,73,84,32,65,32,75,69,89

1700 DATA32,84,79,32,67,79,78,84

,73,78,85,69,46,13,0,13

1710 DATA206,69,69,68,32,193,211

,195,201,201,32,84,82,65,78,83

1720 DATA76,65,84,73,79,78,32,40

,217,47,206,41,32,63,0,13

1730 REM BLOCK 9 *****

1740 DATA206,69,69,68,32,65, 68,6

8,69,68,32,76,73,78,69,70

1750 DATA69,69,68,83,32,40,217,4

7,206,41,32,63,0,169,220,162

1760 DATA14,32,179,9,32,199,9,41

,127,160,1,201,89,240,5,201

•1770 DATA78,208,241,136,72,169,3

2,32,210,255,104,32,210,255,169,

13

•1780 DATA32,210,255,192,0,96,162

,0,142,238,12,169,164,32,210,255

-1790 DATA 169,157,32,210,255,32,1

99,9,174,238,12,201,13,240,48,20

1

•1800 DATA20,240,33,201,32,144,23

8,201,96,144,8,201,193,144,230,2

01

•1810 DATA219,176,226,224,16,240,

2 22,232,142,238,12,157,251,12,32

,210

•1820 DATA255,76,75,16,174,238,12

,240,204,206,238,12,76,126,16,16

9

-1830 DATA32,32,210,255,169,13,76

,210,255,169,0,133,53,162,64,173

•1840 DATA221,12,201,40,240,2,162

,128,134,54,96,169,31,162,15,32

•1850 DATA179,9,76,70,16,169,223,

162,15,32,179,9,32,36,16,140

-1860 DATA244,12,96,169,255,162,1

5,32,179,9,32,36,16,140,251,12

•1870 DATA96,174,238,12,169,44,23

2,157,251,12,232,169,87,157,251,

12

•1880 DATA142,238,12,160,3,174,24

1,12,173,227,12,201,4,208,18,169

•1890 DATA 1,32,186,255,173,238,12

,162,252,160,12,32,189,255,76,19

2

•1900 REM BLOCK 10 *****

•1910 DATA255,134,212,132,211,169

,1,133,210,173,238,12,133,209,16

9,252

•1920 DATA133,218,169,12,133,219,

24,173,193,255,105,3,141,40,17,1

73

-1930 DATA 194,255,105,0,141,41,17

,76,125,11,141,229,12,32,226,8

•1940 DATA141,228,12,141,230,12,1

62,1,160,0,177,47,205,229,12,240

•1950 DATA17,200,204,221,12,208,2

43,32,158,8,238,228,12,208,233,2

38

•1960 DATA230,12,96,173,227,12,20

1,4,208,3,76,183,255,165,150,96

-1970 DATAl73,250,12,240,10,169,1

3,32,210,255,169,10,32,210,255,1

73
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•1980 DATA227,12,201,4,240,3,76,1

83,23,169,1,32,195,255,76,204

•1990 DATA255,32,96,17,169,177,16

2,15,32,179,9,169,195,162,15,32

-2000 DATA179, 9,32,199,9,76,125,1

1,174,238,12,202,189,252,12,201

•2010 DATA193,176,2,41,63,41,127,

157,252,12,224,0,208,237,96,174

•2020 DATA249,12,202,189,14,13,20

1,193,176,2,41,63,41,127,157,14

•2030 DATA13,224,0,208,237,96,174

,246,12,232,236,221,12,208,8,238

•2040 DATA245,12,208,1,96,162,0,1

42,246,12,32,226,8,174,245,12

•2050 DATA32,158,8,17 2,246,12,162

,0,177,47,2 21,2 52,12,208,31,232

•2060 DATA236,238,12,208,58,32,79

,18,56,152,237,226,12,141,246,12

•2070 REM BLOCK 11 *****

•2080 DATA176,9,109,221,12,141,24

6,12,206,245,12,169,1,96,142,225

•2090 DATA12,56,152,237,225,12,17

6,20,109,221,12,72,206,245,12,56

•2100 DATA165,47,237,221,12,133,4

7,176,2,198,48,104,168,162,0,200

•2110 DATA204,221,12,208,179,138,

72,174,245,12,232,208,4,104,169,

0

•2120 DATA96,142,245,12,162,1,32,

158,8,104,170,160,0,240,153,56

•2130 DATA173,238,12,233,1,141,22

6,12,96,201,70,240,3,76,126,19

•2140 DATA169,0,141,246,12,141,24

5,12,32,140,9,169,50,162,15,32

•2150 DATA 179,9,32,70,16,32,140,9

,173,238,12,208,3,76,125,11

•2160 DATA32,152,17,32,218,17,240

,245,56,173,245,12,233,6,176,2

•2170 DATA169,0,141,247,12,24,173

,245,12,105,7,144,2,169,255,141

•2180 DATA248,12,32,217,8,174,247

,12,32,158,8,160,0,177,47,145

•2190 DATA45,200,204,221,12,208,2

46,138,72,162,1,32,158,8,32,183

•2200 DATA8,104,170,232,236,248,1

2,208,226,32,217,8,174,247,12,23

6

•2210 DATA245,12,240,13,232,138,7

2,162,1,32,183,8,104,170,76,207

•2220 DATA18,162,0,172,246,12,177

,45,9,128,145,45,200,232,236,238

•2230 DATA12,208,243,169,94,162,1

5,32,179,9,169,6,162,15,32,179

74 AHOY!

•2240 REM BLOCK 12 *****

•2 250 DATA9,32,36,16,208,3,76, 112

,19,169,74,162,15,32,179,9

•2260 DATA 169,13,141,124,16,169,1

3,141,125,16,173,238,12,72,32,70

-2270 DATA16,173,238,12,141,249,1

2,104,141,238,12,169,251,141,124

,16

•2280 DATA 169,12,141,125,16,173, 2

49,12,208,3,76,125,11,173,249,12

•2290 DATA205.238,12,176,14,174,2

49,12,169,32,157,14,13,232,236,2

38

•2300 DATA12,208,247,32,175,17,32

,226,8,174,245,12,32,158,8,162

=2310 DATAO,172,246,12,189,14,13,

145,47,200,232,236,238,12,208,24

4

•2320 DATA32,198,17,240,6,32,140,

9,76,136,18,76,125,11,201,77

•2330 DATA208,88,169,141,32,221,1

9,173,230,12,240,3,76,125,11,230

•2340 DATA47,208,2,230,48,165,47,

133,51,165,48,133,52,169,212,32

•2350 DATA221,19,173,230,12,208,2

29,165,47,133,53,165,48,133,54,1

69

•2360 DATA205,32,221,19,173,230,1

2,208,211,160,0,177,51,145,53,23

0
•2370 DATA53,208,2,230,54,230,51,

208,2,230,52,165,52,197,48,208

•2380 DATA232,165,51,197,47,208,2

26,76,125,11,76,235,19,32,42,17

•2390 DATA152,24,101,47,133,47,14

4,2,230,48,96,201,80,240,3,76

•2400 DATA148,20,169,144,32,42,17

,173,230,12,240,3,76,125,11,32

•2410 REM BLOCK 13 *****

•2420 DATA226,8,174,228,12,232,14

2,245,12,240,241,32,158,8,165,47

•2430 DATA133,51,165,48,133,52,16

9,208,32,42,17,173,230,12,208,22

0

•2440 DATA32,226,8,174,228,12,142

,232,12,32,158,8,165,47,133,53

•2450 DATAl65,48,133,54,169,194,1

62,14,32,179,9,32,181,16,32,195

•2460 DATA 16,169,243,162,14,32,17

9,9,32,36,16,240,7,162,1,142

•2470 DATA234,12,208,5,162,0,142,

234,12,169,162,162,15,32,179,9

•2480 DATA173, 227,12,201,4,240,6,
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32,154,23,76,132,20,169,1,174

•2490 DATA240,12,172,239,12,32,18

6,255,169,2,162,242,160,12,32,18

9

•2500 DATA255,32,192,255,169,1,14

1,250,12,173,234,12,240,3,76,68

•2510 DATA21,76,69,12,201,76,240,

3,76,135,11,169,182,162,14,32

•2520 DATA179,9,169,204,32,42,17,

240,12,169,113,162,15,32,179,9

•2530 DATA 169,0,141,228,12,32,226

,8,174,228,12,32,158,8,32,171

•2540 DATA16,173,238,12,208,3,76,

125,11,32,181,16,174,241,12,160

-2550 DATA3,173,227,12,201,4,240,

3,76,208,23,169,1,32,186,255

•2560 DATA173.238,12,162,252,160,

12,32,189,255,32,192,255,32,83,1

7

•2570 DATA240,3,76,129,17,162,l,3

2,198,255,160,0,32,207,255,72

•2580 REM BLOCK 14 *****

•2590 DATA32,83,17,240,4,104,76,2

11,12,104,201,13,240,48,201,32

•2600 DATA144,234,174,244,12,240,

15,201,65,144,11,201,91,144,5,41

•2610 DATA223,76,38,21,9,128,201,

193,176,2,41,63,41,127,145,47

•2620 DATA200,204,221,12,208,198,

162,1,32,158,8,76,245,20,169,159

•2630 DATA145,47,208,242,162,0,14

2,246,12,142,233,12,142,231,12,2

32

•2640 DATA32,201,255,32,83,17,240

,3,76,129,17,160,0,177,51,201

•2650 DATA32,240,16,201,159,240,9

,200,204,235,12,208,240,76,81,22

•2660 DATA76,246,21,200,152,141,2

33,12,24,109,231,12,205,235,12,1

76

•2670 DATA106,160,0,177,51,32,35,

22,201,249,208,3,76,129,17,200

•2680 DATA204,233,12,208,238,24,1

73,231,12,109,233,12,141,231,12,

24

•2690 DATA165,51,109,233,12,133,5

1,144,2,230,52,24,173,246,12,109

•2700 DATA233,12,141,246,12,205,2

21,12,144,13,56,173,246,12,237,2

21

•2710 DATA 12,141,246,12,238,245,1

2,173,245,12,205,232,12,208,3,76

•2720 DATA81,22,76,91,21,174,236,

12,169,13,32,210,255,173,251,12

2730 DATA240.5,169,10,32,210,255

,202,208,238,96,169,0,141,231,12

2740 DATA32,213,21,76,129,21,32,

213,21,56,173,221,12,237,246,12

2750 REM BLOCK 15 *****

2760 DATA24,101,51,133,51,144,2,

230,52,169,0,141,246,12,141,233

2770 DATA12,174,245,12,232,142,2

45,12,236,232,12,240,3,76,91,21

2780 DATA76,81,22,201,91,176,41,

201,65,144,5,9,128,76,54,22

2790 DATA201,32,176,18,9,64,174,

244,12,240,11,201,96,144,5,41

2800 DATA127,76,70,22,9,32,32,21

0,255,32,83,17,240,2,169,249

2810 DATA96,32,96,17,76,125,11,2

01,6,208,25,24,173,219,12,105

2820 DATA50,176,14,56,233,25,72,

32,55,9,104,141,219,12,32,61

2830 DATA9,76,64,8,201,2,208,20,

56,173,219,12,233,25,144,241

2840 DATA237,218,12,144,236,24,1

09,218,12,76,102,22,201,16,208,3

1

2850 DATA24,173,217,12,105,5,205

,221,12,144,14,174,219,12,232,24

0

2860 DATA208,56,237,221,12,168,7

6,118,8,141,217,12,76,64,8,201

2870 DATA4,240,3,76,37,23,173,21

7,12,208,8,173,219,12,208,3

2880 DATA76,64,8,32,55,9,32,226,

8,174,219,12,32,158,8,24

2890 DATA165,47,109,217,12,133,4

7,144,2,230,48,56,165,47,233,1

2900 DATA133,47,176,2,198,48,165

,47, 133,51,165,48,133,52,32,226

2910 DATA8,162,255,32,158,8,24,1

65,47,109,220,12,133,47,144,2

2920 REM BLOCK 16 *****

2930 DATA230,48,160,1,177,51,136

,145,51,230,51,208,2,230,52,165

2940 DATA51,197,47,208,237,165,5

2,197,48,208,231,169,32,145,47,3

2

2950 DATA61,9,76,160,10,201,9,24

0,3,76,64,8,174,219,12,232

2960 DATA208,11,173,217,12,205,2

20,12,208,3,76,64,8,32,55,9

2970 DATA32,226,8,174,219,12,32,

158,8,24,165,47,109,217,12,133

2980 DATA47,144,2,230,48,165,47,
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133,51,165,48,133,52,32,2 26,8

•2990 DATA162,255,32,158,8,24,165

,47,109,220,12,133,47,144,2,230

•3000 DATA48,56,165,47,233,1,133,

47,176,2,198,48,160,0,177,47

•3010 DATA200,145,47,165,47,197,5

1,208,232,165,48,197,52,208,226,

169

•3020 DATA32,136,145,47,32,61,9,7

6,64,8,174,240,12,134,212,172

•3030 DATA239,12,132,211,169,1,13

3,210,169,2,133,209,169,242,133,

218

•3040 DATA169,12,133,219,76,22,17

,24,173,196,255,105,56,141,203,2

3

•3050 DATA173,197,255,105,0,141,2

04,23,162,0,32,202,23,76,204,255

•3060 DATA 169,1,134,212,132,211,1

33,210,173,238,12,133,209,169,25

2,133

•3070 DATA218,169,12,133,219,24,1

73,193,255,105,3,141,247,23,173,

194

•3080 DATA255,105,0,141,248,23,32

,125,11,76,237,20,109,83,8,141

-3090 REM LAST CHECKSUM ****

•3100 DATA 11372

•3110 REM RELOCATER/SAVER ****

•3120 DATA 160,0,169,192,133,252,1

69,8,133,254,132,251,132,253,177

,251

•3130 DATA 145,253,200,208,249,230

,252,166,254,232,134,254,224,24,

208,238

•3140 DATA 169,8,170,160,255,32,18

6,255,173,59,3,162,60,160,3,32

•3150 DATA 189,255,169,1,133,251,1

69,8,133,252,169,251,162,0,160,2

4

•3160 DATA32,216,255,169,0,133,45

,169,24,133,46,0

BUG REPELLENT LINE CODES

FOR PTE

LINE # 10:DD

LINE # 15:FH

LINE # 20:KD

LINE # 30:KI

LINE # 40:0N

LINE # 50:EF

LINE # 60:NK

LINE # 70:MA

76 AHOY!

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

80:LB

85:MI

90:DD

100:DI

110:J0

120:AE

130:HB

140:10

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE §

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

LINE #

150:FK

160:AF

170:PM

180:IG

190:GP

200:CC

210:EH

220:LC

230:GI

240:CL

250:GB

260:DG

270:KN

280:D0

290:HG

300:DA

310:DI

320:BF

330:M0

340:BC

350:IJ

360:DA

370:CA

380:MA

390:DI

400:IM

410:AG

420:CE

430:0B

440:LK

450:DM

460:FN

470:MD

480:KG

490:KN

500:KH

510:MM

520:NF

530:NI

540:CN

550:EI

560:ME

570:NK

580 :AF

590:DL

600:KA

610:EF

620:F0

630:AG

640:N0

650:IE

660:DL

670:KC

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

I, IN E

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

# 680:DA

# 690:DA

# 700:JD

# 710:CG

# 720:ID

# 730:PJ

# 740:0D

# 750:NL

# 760:DM

# 770:GG

# 780:KN

# 790:G0

# 800:HN

# 810-.FP

# 820:F0

# 830:PG

# 840:GP

# 850:PB

# 860:DF

# 870:JG

# 880:CL

# 890:MH

# 900:OP

# 910:BE

# 920:IF

# 930:P0

# 940:LE

# 950:CJ

# 960:GI

# 970:FC

# 980:PJ

# 990:IJ

# 1000:P0

# 1010:JL

# 1020:LE

# 1030:DK

# 1040:MN

# 1050:BM

# 1060:LI

# 1070:GC

# 1080:DL

# 1090-.NH

# 1100:LO

# 1110:BO

# 1120:JM

# 1130:EH

# 1140:JF

# 1150:HH

# 1160:AP

# 1170:HL

# 1180:0P

# 1190:AH

# 1200:BD
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LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

I TNFLj _L iJ i-i

#

#
#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#
#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

■#
#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#
#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#
#

#

#
#
Tr

1205:FJ

1206-.GI

1207:BC

1208:CH

1210:LH

1211:KP

1212:EP

1213;LO

1214:0D

1220:BJ

1230:OC

1240:BC

1250:EN

126O:OB

1270:F0

1280:0P

129O:FL

1300:CD

1310:HC

1320:FE

1330:DE

1340:EK

1350:NN

1360:IE

1370:PH

1380:CG

1390:BC

1400:KG

1410:MP

1420:JD

1430:HA

1440:E0

1450:GC

1460:AC

1470:FJ

1480:KD

1490:0C

1500:GI

1510:NI

1520:ME

1530:NJ

1540:CN

1550:BL

1560:BH

1570:JG

1580:EM

1590:PA

1600:KE

1610:IB

162O:PG

1630:NG

1640:JJ

1 6 5 0 • JI

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE1_J _l_ 11 J_J

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#
#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#
#

1660:EF

1670:MJ

1680:E0

1690:NI

1700:EN

1710:CI

1720:AJ

1730:CI

1740:PL

1750:PJ

1760:C0

1770:GM

1780:EE

1790:NN

1800:LD

1810:EJ

1820:NG 1

1830:G0 1

1840:NL ]

1850:L0

1860:KI

1870:KJ

1880:EG

1890:IN

1900:CN

1910:FN

1920:FL

1930:HC

1940:MN

1950:IC

1960:FC

1970:CP

1980:LD

1990:D0

2000:MF

2010:MC

2020:MI

2030:DF

2040:IJ

2050:FP

2060:HF

2070:EA

2080:EE

2090:0E

2100:AI

2110:HJ

2120:PI

2130:AA

214O:GA

2150:OL

2160:IF

2170-.LJ

2180* DJ

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

.INE

uINE

.INE

.INE

,INE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

^INE

LINE

.INE

LINE

.INE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

#

#

#

#

#
#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

2190:BI LINE

2200:HP LINE

2210:DI LINE

222O:FJ LINE

2230:NL LINE

2240:FD LINE

2250:IA LINE

2260:AL LINE

2270:KP LINE

2280:DA LINE

2290:GJ LINE

2300:PM LINE

2310:L0 LINE

2320:AE LINE

2330:11 LINE

2340:CK LINE

2350:CE LINE

2360:JK LINE

2370:FI LINE

2380:MI LINE

2390:C0 LINE

2400:IE LINE

2410:EG LINE

2420:0E LINE

2430:EO LINE

2440:GB LINE

2450:LB LINE

2460:A0 LINE

2470:HL LINE

2480:IL LINE

2490:BJ LINE

25OO:DF LINE

2510:HM LINE

2520;GG LINE

2530-.PF LINE

2540:HL LINE

2550:MH LINE

2560:01 LINE

2570:AE LINE

2580:FJ LINE

2590:DM LINE

2600:ME LINE

2610:FD LINE

2620:DA LINE

2630:KA LINE

2640:PK LINE

2650:LK LINE

2660:NJ LINE

2670:AD LINES

2680:JP

#

#

#

#

i

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

2690:IJ

2700:MB

2710:GP

2720:GL

2730:HF

2740:BF

2750:EM

2760:MB

2770:CH

2780:KO

2790:GL

2800:GN

2810:EF

2820:GL

2830:BD

2840:KP

2850:EP

2860:CB

2870:P0

2880:KA

2890:JA

2900:FH

2910:JM

2920:EP

2930:FD

2940:AC

2950:FE

2960:FG

2970:IB

2980:KP

299O:BO

3000:BK

3010:JE

3020:CN

3030:CI

3040:LE

3050:GF

3060:DI

3070:EH

3080:MD

3090:LA

3100:IF

3110:KL

3120:NE

3130:EM

3140:BE

3150:LB

3160:ED

326
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ALTERNATE
CHARACTER SET
FROM PAGE 60

PROGRAM 1
GOTO 1000
********* *******************

ALTERNATE CHARACTER SET

FOR THE COMMODORE 64

(C)1984 BY M. KEVELSON

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

BIT 0 & 1 OF PORT A

10
Oft

30

40

50

60
70

1000 REM*SET

TO OUT

1100 P0KE56578,PEEK(56578)0R3

1200 REM*SET TO BANK 3 $C000 TO

$FFFF

1300 POKE56576,(PEEK(56576)AND25

2)0R0

1400 REM*SET SCREEN TO $C800

1500 P0KE53272,(PEEK(53272)AND15

)0R32

1600 REM*SET CHARS TO $C000 TO $

C7FF

1700

0)

1800

UPT

1900

2000

2100

2200

P0KE53272,(PEEK(53272)AND24

REM*TURN OFF KEYSCAN INTERR

P0KE56334,PEEK(56344)AND254

REM*SWITCH IN CHARACTER SET

POKE1,PEEK(1)AND251

REM*MOVE UPPER/LOWER CASE T

0 UPPER CASE/GRAPHICS

2300 F0RI=0T01023

POKE49152+1,PEEK(55296+1)

NEXTI

REM*MOVE SHIFTED GRAPHICS

F0RI=0T0263

POKE50176+1,PEEK(53760+1)

•2400

■2500

•2600

■2700

•2800

•2900 NEXTI

•2910 REM*REVERSE

ING CURSOR

•2920 F0RI=0T07

•2930 P0KE50432+I

•2940 NEXTI

•3000 REM*MOVE REVERSE CHARS FROM
! TO END

•3100 FORI=0TO759

■3200 P0KE50440+I,PEEK(54536+1)
•3300 NEXTI

•3400 REM*RESTORE I/O

•3500 POKE1,PEEK(1)OR4

78 AHOY!

SPACE FOR BLINK

255

3600 REM*RESTART INTERRUPTS

3700 P0KE56334,PEEK(56334)0Rl

3800 REM*SET SCREEN FOR OP SYSTE

M TO $C800

3900 P0KE648,200

PROGRAM 2
1100 P0KE56578,PEEK(56578)0R3

1300 POKE56576,(PEEK(56576)AND25

2)0R0

1400 REM*SET SCREEN TO $CO0O

1500 P0KE5327 2,(PEEK(53272)AND15

■1600 REM*SET CHARS TO $E000 TO $

E7FF

■1700 P0KE53 27 2,(PEEK(53272)AND24

0)0R8

■1900 P0KE56334,PEEK(56344)AND254

-2100 POKE1,PEEK(1)AND251

■2300 F0RI=0T01023

■2400 P0KE57344+I,PEEK(5529b+I)

■2500 NEXTI

•2700 F0RI=0T0263

■2800 P0KE58368+I,PEEK(53760+1)

■2900 NEXTI

■2920 F0RI=0T07

■2930 P0KE58624+I.255

■2940 NEXTI

■3100 FORI=0TO759

■3200 P0KE58632+I,PEEK(54536+1)

■3300 NEXTI

■3500 POKE1,PEEK(1)OR4

•3700 P0KE56334,PEEK(56334)0Rl

■3800 REM*SET SCREEN FOR OP SYSTE

M TO $F000

•3900 POKE648.192

PROGRAM 3A
■10 REM*RESTORE ALTERNATE CHARACT

ERS

20 REM*FOR USE WITH $C000 VERSIO

N

1300 P0KE56576,(PEEK(56576)AND25

2)

1500 P0KE53272,(PEEK(53272)AND15
)0R32

1700 POKE53272,(PEEK(53272)AND24
0)

3900 P0KE648.200

PROGRAM 3B
10 REM*RESTORE ALTERNATE CHARACT
ERS
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20 REM*F0R USE WITH KERNAL VERSI

ON

1300 P0KE56576,(PEEK(565 76)AND25

2)OR0

1500 P0KE53272,(PEEK(53272)AND15

)
1700 P0KE5327 2,(PEEK(53272)AND24

0)0R8

3900 P0KE648,192

BUG REPELLENT LINE CODES
FOR ALTERNATE CHARACTER SET

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

#

#

#
#

#

#
#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#
#

10: FC

20:IK

30: PC

40:NB

50:HM

60:BF

70: IK

1000:FM

1100:BN

1200:MC

1300:KI

1400:NF

1500:ME

1600:0a

1700:11

1800:PK

1900:FC

2 000:MN

2100:IM

2200:AL

2300:CM

1100:BN

1300:KI

1400:AN

1500:IL

1600:KM

1700:JN

1900:FC

2100:IM

2300:CM

2400:KP

2500:MN

2 7OO:PM

2800:PK

PROGRAM 1

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINES

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#
#

#

#

#

#

#

2400:NL

2500:MN

2600:11

2700:PM

2 800:LP

2900:MN

2910:HP

2920:JH

2930:IB

2940:MN

3000;LJ

3100:PK

3200:LJ

3300:MN

3400:KP

3500:BE

3600:PD

3700:PD

3800:JK

3900:PG

41

PRO
LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINES

I

#

#

#

#

#

i
#

#

#

#

#

2 900:MN

2920:JH

2930:HK

2940:MN

3100:PK

3200:PE

3300:MN

3500:BE

3 700:PD

3800:MF

3900:PM

24

i

LINE # 10:HI

LINE # 20:NB

PROGRAM 3A

LINE # 1300:LJ

LINE # 1500:ME

LINE # 1700:11

LINE # 3900:PG

LINES: 6

LINE # 10:HI

LINE # 20:AG

LINE # 1300:KI

LINE # 1500:IL

PROGRAM 3B

LINE # 1700:JN

LINE # 3900:PM

LINES: 6

i i

RUPERT REPORT
FROM PAGE 64

LISTING 1
1 REM

2 REM >> RUPERT REPORT 11 <<

LISTING 13 REM >>

4 REM

10 PRINT CHR$(147)

20 NR=5 : NC=8

30 DIM A$(NR,NC)

40 REM FILL ARRAY

50 GOSUB 500

60 REM PRINT ARRAY

70 GOSUB 600

490 END

494 REM======================

495 REM <<<< FILL ARRAY >>>>

496 REM======================

500 L=65

510 FOR R=l TO NR

520 : FOR C=l TO NC

530 : A$(R,C)=CHR$(L) : L=L+1

540 : NEXT C

550 NEXT R

560 RETURN

594 REM======================

595 REM <<<< PRINT ARRAY >>>>

596 REM======================

600 FOR R=l TO NR

610 : FOR C=l TO NC

620 : PRINT A$(R,C);

630 : NEXT C

640 : PRINT

650 NEXT R

660 RETURN

LISTING 2
1 REM

2 REM >> RUPERT REPORT 11 <<

3 REM >> LISTING 2 <<

4 REM

5 REM
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•6 REM ..ADD THESE LINES TO

•7 REM . .LISTING 1

•8 REM

•80 PRINT

•90 GOSUB 800

•794 REM========================

•795 REM PRINT ARRAY VERTICALLY

•796 REM========================

-800 FOR C=l TO NC

•810 : FOR R=l TO NR

•820 : PRINT A$(R,C);

•830 : NEXT R

•840 : PRINT

•850 NEXT C

•860 RETURN

LISTING 3

•1 REM

•2 REM >> RUPERT REPORT 11 <<

•3 REM >> LISTING 3 <<

•4 REM

•5 REM

•6 REM LETTER SEARCH

•7 REM

■10 PRINT CHR$(147)

•20 NR=10: NC=10

•30 DIM A$(NR,NC)

•35 REM. . .INITIALIZE SOUND

•40 GOSUB 2000

•45 REM FILL ARRAY

•50 GOSUB 900

■60 REM PRINT ARRAY

•70 GOSUB 600

■ 80 REM GET A LETTER

•90 GOSUB 300

•125 REM FIND LETTERS

•130 GOSUB 1000

•140 G0T090

•294 REM======================

•295 REM << GET A LETTER >>

•296 REM======================

•300 PRINT

•310 PRINT"CHOOSE A LETTER: ";

•320 PRINT CHR$(20); : REM <DEL>

•330 GET L$ : IF L$="" THEN 330

•340 IF L$=CHR$(13) THEN 330

•350 PRINT L$

•360 GOSUB 2100 :REM..MAKE SOUND.

•370 RETURN

•594 REM======================

•595 REM << PRINT ARRAY >>

•596 REM======================
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•600 FOR R=l TO NR

•610 FOR C=l TO NC

•620 PRINT A$(R,C);

•630 NEXT C

-640 PRINT

•650 NEXT R

•660 RETURN

•894 REM======================

•895 REM RANDOMLY FILL ARRAY

•896 REM======================

•900 FOR R=l TO NR

•910 FOR C=l TO NC

•920 A$(R,C)=CHR$(26*RND(0)+65)

•930 NEXT C

■940 NEXT R

■950 RETURN

•994 REM======================

•995 REM << FIND A LETTER >>

•996 REM======================

•1000 PRINT CHR$(19) : REM HOME

•1010 FOR R=l TO NR

•1020 FOR C=l TO NC

•1030 IF A$(R,C)OL$ THEN 1050

•1035 REM 18/146 = <RVS ON/OFF>

•1040 PRINT CHR$(18);

•1050 PRINT A$(R,C);CHR$(146);: N

EXT C

• 1055 PRINT

•1060 NEXT R

•1070 RETURN

•1994 REM=======================

•1995 REM << INITIALIZE SOUND >>

-1996 REM=======================

•2000 FOR N=54272 TO 54296:P0KEN,

O:NEXT

•2010 POKE 54296,15 :REM VOLUME

•2020 POKE 54277,68 :REM ADSR

•2030 POKE-54273,30:P0KE 54272,75

:REM PITCH

•2040 RETURN

•2094 REM=================

•2095 REM << MAKE SOUND >>

•2096 REM=================

•2100 POKE 54276,17

•2110 FOR T=l TO 150 : NEXT

•2120 POKE 54276,16

•2130 RETURN

LISTING 4
■1 REM

•2 REM >> RUPERT REPORT 11 <<

•3 REM >> LISTING 4 <<

■4 REM



IMPORTANT
Before typing in on Ahoy! program, refer to the

first two pages of the program listings section.

5 REM ADD THESE LINES

6 REM TO LISTING 3

7 REM

8 REM ---WORD SEARCH—

9 REM

65 PRINT CHR$(147) :REM <CLR>

80 REM PICK A WORD

90 GOSUB 400

125 REM FIND THE WORD

140 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"PRESS <RET

URN> TO REPEAT11

145 PRINT"PRESS <DEL> KEY FOR NE

W ARRAY[3"."]"

150 GET Q$ : IF Q$=M" THEN 150

160 IF Q$=CHR$(13) THEN 60:REM <

RETURN>

170 IF Q$OCHR$(20) THEN 150 :RE

M <DEL>

180 PRINT CHR$(147):GOTO 50 :REM

. . .GET NEW ARRAY

■394 REM=======================

■395 REM << GET A WORD >>

■396 REM=======================

>400 PRINT:INPUT"WHAT W0RD";W$

-410 L$=LEFT$(W$,1)

-420 RETURN

1031 GOSUB 1100 : REM..FIND WORD

'1032 IF FLG=0 THEN 1050

'1033 GOSUB 2100 : GOSUB 2100

1094 REM=======================

1095 REM << FIND A WORD >>

■1096 REM=======================

■1100 FLG=0

'1105 IF LEN(W$)=1 THEN FLG=1:RET

URN

1110 FOR D=l TO 8

■1115 SR=R : SC=C

1120 ON D GOSUB 1310,1320,1330,1

340,1350,1360,1370,1380

■1130 FOR J=2 TO LEN(W$)

1140 SR=SR+RI : SC=SC+CI

1150 IF SR<1 OR SR>NR OR SC<1 OR

SONC THEN 1190

'1160 IF MID$(W$,J,1)OA$(SR,SC)T

HEN 1190

'1170 NEXT J

■1180 FLG=1

'1190 NEXT D

•1200 RETURN

■1310 RI=-1 :CI= 0:RETURN :REM U

•1320 RI=-1 :CI= 1:RETURN :REM UR

■1330 RI= 0 :CI= 1: RETURN :REM R

■1340 RI= 1 :CI= 1:RETURN :REM DR

1350 RI= 1 :CI= O:RETURN :REM D

1360 RI= 1 :CI=-1:RETURN :REM DL

1370 RI= 0 :CI=-1:RETURN :REM L

1380 RI=-1 :CI=-1:RETURN :REM UL

LISTING 5

1 REM

2 REM >> RUPERT REPORT 11 <<

3 REM >> LISTING 5

4 REM

5 REM ADD THESE LINES

6 REM TO LISTINGS 3 & 4

7 REM

8 REM REPEATED WORD SEARCH

9 REM

41 GOTO 2200 :..REPEATED SEARCHE

S

1185 CT=CT+1 :REM...COUNT # FOUN

D

2194 REM========================

2195 REM << REPEATED SEARCHES >

>

2196 REM========================

2200 GOSUB 400 :REM...PICK WORD.

2210 PRINT CHR$(147) :REM <CLR>

2220 GOSUB 900 :REM..FILL ARRAY.

2230 PRINT CHR$(19) :REM <HOME>.

2240 GOSUB 600 :REM.PRINT ARRAY.

2250 GOSUB 1000:REM...FIND WORD.

2260 NF=NF+CT : CT=0 :REM # FOUN

D

2270 NS=NS+1 :REM # SEARCHE

S

2280 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"# SEARCHE

S =MNS

2290 PRINT"# FOUND = "NF

■2300 PRINT"SEARCH WORD IS "W$

2310 GOTO 2220

LISTING 6

5 NR=3 : NC=2

10 DIM A1%(NR,NC)

20 FOR R=0 TO NR : FOR C=0 TO NC

30 Al%(R,C)=R+C+9 : NEXT C,R

40 MEM=0 : M1=O : M2=0

50 M1=PEEK(47)+256*PEEK(48)
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•60 M2=PEEK(49)+256*PEEK(.

•70 FOR MEM=M1 TO M2-1

•80 PRINT PEEK(MEM;
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FOR
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BUG REPELLENT
RUPERT REPORT
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#
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1 :FM

2:KG

3:NG

4:FM

10: FG

20: DM

30:KJ

40: HE

50:CN

60: DA

70:CG

490:IC

494:PM

495:DD

496:PM

500:GM

510:PF

1:FM

2:KG

3:NP

4:FM

5: JD

6:DL

7:LL

8: JD

80: JJ

90:CI

794:HL

1 :FM

2:KG

3:NI

4:FM

5:JD

6:CI

7: JD

10:FG

20:JK

30:KJ

35:HD

40: PL
45:HE

50:DB
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50)

i; :NEXT

LINE

1
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LINE

LINE

CODES

JSTING '

#
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#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

LINES:

520:CD

530:DB

540:AE

550:NE

560:IM

594:PM

595:IA

596:PM

600:PF

610:CD

620:KH

630:AE

640:NF

650:NE

660:IM

32

li:
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LINE
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#
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#

#

#

#

#

#

#

LINES:

795:JE

796:HL

800:OP

810:DP

820:KH

830:BF

840:NF

850:MH

860:IM

20

Li:
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#

#

#

#

#

#
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#

60: DA

70:CG

80: BE

90: CD

125:EF

130:F0

140:PP

294:PM

295:JB

296:PM

300:JJ

310:JG

320:GA

330:HL
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340:JC
350:AI

360:HN

370 ;IM

594:PM
cnc , i a

_>y _>: la

596:PM

600:PF

610:0P

62O:FL

630:MH

640:JJ

650:NE

660 :IM

894:PM

895:KH

896:PM

900:PF

910:0P

920:IC

930:MH

940:NE

950:IM

994:PM

995:LK

996:PM

1 :FM

2:KG

3:NJ

4:FM

5:BA

6: EC

7: JD

8:FP

9:JD

65: JB

80:PA

90:CE

125:HP

140:MC

145:KE

150:JN

160:AM

170:CF

180:CG

394:CD

395:PA

396:CD

400:0D

410:CD

420:IM
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1000:AM

1010:PF

1020:OP

1030:HH

1035:EK

1 TiAfi • PP
1 vHV f f y

1050:FB

1055:JJ

1060:NE

1070:IM

1994:CD

1995:MH

1996:CD

2000:IA

2010:NA

2020:FA

2030:NP

2040:IM

2094:K0

2095:DE

2096:KO

2100:CJ

2110:KG

212O:CK

2130:IM
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1031:PJ

1032:LG

1033:0N

1094:CD

1095:DH

1096:CD

1100:LJ

1105:FH

1110:JE

1115:JA

1120:DA

1130:AG

1140:MF

1150:AL

1160:OF

1170:MM

1180:LI

1190:MG

1200:IM

1310:NK

1320:AF

1330:BP

1340:EP

1350:AJ

1360:PA



IMPORTANT
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LINE #

LINE #

1370:MD

1380:MB

LINES: 52

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

# 1:

# 2:

# 3:

# 4:

# 5:

# 6:

# 7:

# 8:

# 9:

# 41

# 11

# 21

# 21

# 21

FM

KG

OC

FM

BA

AA

JD

EJ

JD

:LE

85:FF

94:JO

95:DN

96:J0

LISTING 5
LINE # 2200:BC

JB

IK

OE

HF

HN

CG

NF

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINES

2210

2220

2230

2240

2250

2260

2270

2280

2290

2300

2310

26

A0

LF

DA

EP

LINE # 5:DE

LINE # 10:NG

LINE # 20:AJ

LINE # 30:NN

LINE # 40:DP

LISTING 6

LINE # 50:BM

LINE # 60:PC

LINE # 70:KM

LINE # 80:J0

LINES: 9

COMMODARES
FROM PAGE 64

BUG ELIMINATOR II

5 REM PROB. #11-3:

6 REM BUG ELIMINATOR II

10 PRINT CHR$(147)

20 FOR L=l TO RND(0)*1000

30 PRINT ".*" CHR$(157);:NEXT

40 PRINT CHR$(19)

50 REM..YOUR PRGM. STARTS HERE

GRAPHIC RECTANGLE

1 REM PROBLEM #6-4:

2 REM GRAPHIC RECTANGLE

3 REM ...SUGGESTED BY

4 REM RAYMOND BOWEN

5 POKE 53281,11:PRINT CHR$(147)

10 INPUT"HEIGHT";H:IFH<3 OR H>24

THEN 10

15 INPUTMWIDTH";W:IF W<3 OR W>39

THEN 15

20 S=INT(1024+((40-W)/2)+40*((24

35 POKE53281 ,12

40 FOR X=lT0W:P0KEX+S+40,120:P0K

EX+S+(40*H),121:NEXT

50 FORX=1TOH:POKES+(4O*X),118:P0

KES+(40*X)+W,97:NEXT

STRING CHALLENGE
1 REM PROBLEM #6-3:

2 REM STRING CHALLENGE

3 REM ...SUGGESTED BY

4 REM RAYMOND BOWEN...

5 REM FIND STARTING POSITION OF

A$ WITHIN B$

10 INPUT A$,B$:GOSUB 20

15 PRINT N:G0T0 10

20 FOR N=1TO(LEN(B$)-LEN(A$)+1):

IF MID$(B$,N,LEN(A$))=A$ THEN RE

TURN

30 NEXT:N=O:RETURN

UNSCRAMBLED WORD
■1 REM PROBLEM #7-2:

2 REM UNSCRAMBLED WORD

■3 REM ...BY OSCAR GAUTHIER JR. A

ND RON FONTAINE

4 POKE 53281,0:P0KE53280,6:PRINT

"[WHITE]"

'5 P = 0

10 FOR 1=49152 TO 49305

20 READ J:POKE I,J

P =P+J

NEXT I

THEN PRINT "ERROR

END

30

40

50 IF PO22643

IN DATA STATEMENTS"

51 PRINT "[CLEAR]"

52 PRINT 1![3n[D0WN]"]";TAB(ll);"

[RVSON]W0RD DESCRAMBLER[RVSOFF]n

53 PRINT n[6"[D0WN]"]";TAB(18);"

BY"

54 PRINT n[3"[D0WN]n]";TAB(ll);"

OSCAR GAUTHIER JR."

55 PRINT "[5n[DOWN]"]";TAB(6);"P

RESS 'RETURN' TO CONTINUE"

56 GET R$:IFR$=""THEN56

57 PRINT "[CLEAR]"

58 PRINT " [RVSON]PRESS 'RETURN'

TO CONTINUE DISPLAY"

59 PRINT "[DOWN] [RVSON]PRESS !E

1 TO END DISPLAY[DOWN]M

69 PRINT "[DOWN] (ONLY 2 TO 39 L

ETTERS ALLOWED)"

70 INPUT " ENTER NUMBER OF LETTE

RS";X

71 IF X<2 OR X>39 THEN 70

73 IF X>33 THEN PRINT "[DOWN] TO

0 MANY POSSIBILIES TO CALCULATE"
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:G0TO78

76 P=1:FORG=1TOX-1:P=P+(P*G):NEX

T:PRINT "[DOWN] THERE ARE"P"COMB

INATIONS

78 PRINT "[DOWN] SEE ALL THE LET

TERS (Y OR N) [RVSON] [RVSOFF][

LEFT]";

80 GET R$:IFR$=""THEN80

83 PRINTR$:IF R$="Y"THENP0KE4924

1,0:GOT090

84 INPUT "[DOWN] HOW MANY LETTER

S" • R

86*IF X-R<OTHEN PRINT"[DOWN] NO
MORE THAN";X;MLETTERS":G0T084

87 IF R<=1THENPRINT"[DOWN] NOT L

ESS THAN 2 LETTERS":G0T084

■89 POKE 49241,X-R

•90 POKE 50000,X

■100 POKE 50001,X-l

•110 POKE 50002,X+l

■115 PRINT "[DOWN]";

•120 FOR 1=1 TO X

•130 POKE 51000+1,1

•140 PRINT " ENTER LETTER #";I;"
[RVSON] [RVSOFF][LEFT]";

•150 GET X$:IFX$=""THEN 150

•155 PRINT X$

•160 POKE 52000+1,ASC(X$)

•170 NEXT I

•175 CLR

■180 PRINT "[CLEAR]";

•190 SYS 49152

•200 PRINT M[D0WN][D0WN][6" "]D0

ANOTHER WORD (Y OR N)?"

•210 GET R$:IFR$=""THEN210

•220 IF R$="Y"THEN 57

•230 END

•49152 DATA

•49157 DATA

•49162 DATA

■49167 DATA

•49172 DATA

•49177 DATA

•49182 DATA

•49187 DATA

•49192 DATA

•49197 DATA

•49202 DATA

•49207 DATA

•49212 DATA

■49217 DATA

•49222 DATA

•49227 DATA
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169,0,141,83,195

174,80,195,189,56

199,172,81,195,217

56,199,240,19,136

192,0,208,246,202

224, 1,240,52,138

168,136,189,56,199

76,14,192,254,56

199,189,56,199,205

82,195,208,212,202

224,0,240,94,254

56,199,189,56,199

205,82,195,240,240

138,168,169,1,200

204,82,195,240,186

153,56,199,76,69

49232 DATA 192,173,83,195,201

49237 DATA 24,240,34,160,34

49242 DATA 200,204,82,195,240

49247 DATA 12,190,56,199,189

49252 DATA 32,203,32,210,255

49257 DATA 76,90,192,169,13

49262 DATA 32,210,255,174,80

49267 DATA 195,238,83,195,76

49272 DATA 38,192,169,0,32

49277 DATA 228,255,240,251,201

49282 DATA 69,208,1,96,169

■49287 DATA 147,32,210,255,169

■49292 DATA 0,141,83,195,76

■49297 DATA 88,192,96,32,228

49302 DATA 255,240,251,96

C-64 BUG REPELLENT LINE CODES
FOR COMMODARES
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#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#
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5:PM

6:00

10: FG

20: AB

1 :LK

2: EC

3:GK

4:A0

5: ON

10:GG

1:LL

2:AI

3:GK

4:MP

5:FM

BUG ELIMINATOR II
LINE

LINE
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LINES

GRAPHIC
LINE

LINE
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LINE

LINE

LINES

#
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30: OP

40:CH

50:JP

7

RECTANGLE
#

#

#

#

#
•

15:DN

20: CF

35:ED

40:JM

50:IL

11

STRING CHALLENGE
LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINES

#

#

#

#

10:KP

15:BH

20:E0

30:LD

9

UNSCRAMBLED WORD
0:ME

1:JN

2:CC

3:AG

4:EK

5:DF

10: FE

20:HI

30:EA

40:MN

50: LD

51:HH

52:FI
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#

53:PA

54:LH

55:EP

56:E0

57:HH

58:MJ

59:HK

69:DH

70:LH

71:0C

73:DI

76:HN

78:NJ
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#
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80:HC

83:MC

84:MF

86:NL

87:LH

89:CA

90: DP

100:AB

110:AB

115:EP

120:BC

130:CB

140:PF

150:OK

155:DH

160:HM

170:0N

175:J0

180:NK

190:MJ

200:BM

210:LG

220:IM

230:IC

49152:01

49157:CN

49162:GI

49167:MD
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#

#
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#

#

#
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#
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#

#
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49172:NL

49177:IE

49182:IA

49187:0E

49192:IN

49197:NP

49202:0K

49207:ND

49212:DJ

49217:NN

49222:AL

49227:BH

49232:NN

49237:0P

49242:G0

49247:D0

49252:CL

49257:LI

49262:LN

49267:CG

49272:00

49277:LF

49282:KB

49287:AD

49292:JD

49297:00

49302:HC
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TOMACHON
FROM PAGE 49

PART 1

■10 PRINTII[H0ME]":P0KE36879,104:P

0KE52,28:P0KE56,28:CLR

•20 F0RI=7424T07679:P0KEI,PEEK(I+

25600):NEXT

•25 F0RI=7179T07408:READJ:P0KEI,J

:NEXTI

•30 F0RI=7432T07551:READJ:P0KEI,J

:NEXTI

•40 FORI=7632TO7679:READJ:POKEI,J

:NEXTI

•50 FORI=7416T07423:READJ:POKEI,J

:NEXTI

•1000 DATA8,72,138,72,152,72,162,

1,160,0,189,0,30,201,39,208,46,1

38

•1010 DATA72,56,233,23,170,189,0,

30,201,32,240,13,169,58,157,0,30

•1020 DATA 169,2,157,0,150,76,64,2

8,169,39,157,0,30,169,10,157,0,1

50,104

•1030 DATA 170,169,32,157,0,30,76,

150,28,201,35,208,22,32,132,3,16
5,98

•1040 DATA201,157,176,63,169,39,1

57,0,30,169,10,157,0,150,76,150,

28,201,40

•1050 DATA208,8,169,32,157,0,30,7

6,150,28,201,37,208,25,189,0,150

,41,15,201,10

•1060 DATA208,8,169,9,157,0,150, 7

6,150,28,169,10,157,0,150,76,150

,28,201,58,208,5

•1070 DATA169,32,157,0,30,189,0,3

0,72,189,0,150,41,15,202,157,0,1

50

•1080 DATA 104,157,0,30,232,232,20

0,192,21,208,61,232,224,242,144,

59

•1090 DATAl62,0,189,0,30,201,36,2

08,35,32,132,3,165,98,201,160

•1100 DATA176,26,138,24,105,22,16

8,185,0,30,201,41,240,14,169,40

■1110 DATA153,0,30,169,2,153,0,16

0,152,76,198,28,232,224,220,144,

209

•1120 DATA104,168,104,170,104,40,

96,76,21,28,76,19,28

•2000 DATA255,255,255,255,255,255

,255,255,60,66,153,153,66,60,90,

153

•2010 DATA8,8,28,28,28,28,62,62,2

55,165,90,36,24,24,24,24

•2020 DATA255,235,235,235,235,235

,235,255,0,64,64,96,124,254,127,

0

•2030 DATA12,12,12,12,63,8,8,8,24

,24,24,24,24,24,24,24

•2040 DATA24,24,24,24,36,90,165,2

55,255,254,252,252,240,240,192,1

28

•2050 DATA255,127,31,63,63,15,7,1

,1,3,15,31,31,63,127,255

•2060 DATA128,224,224,248,248,252

,248,255,66,66,66,36,36,24,24,0

■2070 DATA0,0,0,48,191,48,0,0,73,

107,186,28,255,28,171,105

•2080 DATA60,66,64,60,2,66,60,0,2

8,34,64,64,64,34,28,0

•2090 DATA24,36,66,66,66,36,24,0,

1,124,66,66,124,72,68,66,00
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•2100 DATA126,64,64,120,64,64,126

• 0
• 3000 DATA64,64,64,64,64,64,126,0

-5000 PRINT"[13"[D0WN]"][BLACK][3

11 "]N0W LOADING MAIN[7" "JPROGRA

M"

•5010 PRINT"[BLUE][HOME]":POKE 198

,5:P0KE631,78:P0KE632,69:P0KE633

t37:P0KE634,17:P0KE635,131:END

PART 2
•5 PRINT"[CLEAR]I!

•10 LO=7680:CO=30720:L=0:H=3:N=4

•15 FORI=9OOTO915:READJ:POKEI,J:N

EXTI

•20 P0KE36869,255:P0KE251,0:P0KE2

52,0:POKE253,0:POKE36878,96:G0T0

5000

•50 IFPOl50THENG0SUB3000:G0T055

•52 FORI=77O1TO7921STEP22:POKEI,3

3:POKEI+CO,5:NEXT:POKE7833,32:FO

RJ«1T050:NEXT

•54 L=L+1:P=O:PRINT"[HOME][14"[DO

WN]"[ 19" [RIGHT]11 ][WHITE]";L:H=H-,

1:IFH<1THENH=4

•55 P0KE37154,127:D=(PEEK(37137)A

ND28)0R(PEEK(37152)AND128)

•60 F=(PEEK(37137)AND32)/32:P=P+1

•70 IFD=156THEN150

•80 IFD=28THENX1=X1+1:Y1=Y

■90 IFD=152THENY1=Y1-1:X1=X

•100 IFD=148THENY1=Y1+1:X1=X

•110 IFD=14OTHENX1=X1-1:Y1=Y

•120 IFD=24THENX1=X1+1:Y1=Y1-1

•130 IFD=2OTHENXUX1 + 1:Y1=Y1 + 1

•140 IFX1<OORX1>21THENX1=X

•150 POKELO+X+Y*22,32:POKEB,32:SY

S7179:POKE36876,O:IFPEEK(LO+X1+Y

1*22)<>32THEN25O

•160 X*X1:Y=Y1:POKELO+X+Y*2 2,38:P
OKELO+X+Y*22+CO,1

•170 IFEO0ANDB= 0THEN240

-180 IFF=OANDB=OTHENB=LO+X+(Y+1)*

22:S=235:POKE36876,S:GOT0200
•190 B=B+22

•200 IFPEEK(B)=39THENSC=SC+40

•210 IFPEEK(B)O32ANDPEEK(B)<42TH

ENSC=SC+10:S=0:P0KE36876,S

•215 IFPEEK(B)=41THENPOKEB-110,58
:POKEB-110+CO,2

•220 IFPEEK(B)O32THENP0KEB,58:B=

0:S=0:P0KE368 76,B:G0T0240

•230 POKEB,47:P0KEB+C0,2:S=S-10:P
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0KE36876,S

■240 PR INT"[HOME][RED][20"[DOWN]"

]";TAB(8);SC:G0T050

•250 P0KEL0+X+Y*22,58:POKELO+CO+X

+Y*22,2

•260 FORI=15TOOSTEP-1:FORJ=15TOOS

TEP-1:POKE36878,96+I:POKE36877,2

00

•265 P0KE36879,8+I*J:NEXTJ,I

•270 N=N-1:L=L-1:IFN=-2THENPRINT"

[HOME] [WHITE]FINAL SCORE"SC:POKE

36869,240:END

•280 G0T05000

•3000 C=C+1:IFC>HTHENC=O:A=INT(RN

D(1)*4)+34:GOTO3O2O

•3010 A=-l

-3020 IFW=42ANDV=3THENW=43:GOTO3O

80

•3030 IFW=43ANDV=0THENW=42:G0T030

80

•3040 IFRND(1)<.7ANDW=42THENV=V+1

:GOT03080

■3050 IFRND(1)<.7ANDW=43THENV=V-1

:GOT03080

•3060 IFW=42THENW=43:G0T03080

•3070 W=42

•3080 FORI=0TO10:J=22*I+7 701:IFI<

V0RI>V+7THENP0KEJ,33:P0KEJ+CO,5

•3090 IFI=VTHENPOKEJ,W:POKEJ+C0,5

•3100 IFI=V+7THENPOKEJ,W+2:P0KEJ+

CO, 5

•3110 IFI>VANDI<V+7THENPOKEJ,32

•3120 NEXTI

•3130 IFA=34THENP0KE(V+6)*22+7701

,A:P0KE(V+6)*22+7701+CO,7

•3140 IFA=35THENPOKE(V+6)*22+77Ol

,A:POKE(V+6)*22+7 7Ol+CO,6

•3150 IFA»36THENPOKE(V+1)*22+7701

,A:P0KE(V+l)*22+7701+C0>4

•3155 IFA=36THENP0KE(V+6)*22+7701

,A+5:POKE(V+6)*22+77Ol+C0,4

•3160 IFA=37THENI=(V+INT(RND(1)*3

+1))*22+77O1:POKEI,A:POKEI+CO,9
•3170 RETURN

•5000 POKE36879,13:PRINT"[HOME]":

C=0:B=0:X=0:Y=6:X1=0:Y1=6:P=0

•5010 FORI=7922TO7965:POKEI,33:PO
KEI+C0,5:NEXTI

•5020 L=L+1:PRINT"[EP][WHITE][14"

[DOWN]"]";TAB(14);"[BACKARROW]?.
?[BACKARROW]"L

•5040 PRINTTAB(7);"[DOWN][DOWN];<
= >?[DOWN ] [DOWN][4"[LEFT]"]"SC



IMPORTANT
Before lypmg in on Ahoy1 program, refer to the

first two pages of the program listings section.

•5044 F0RI=7988T07988+N:IFN<0THEN
5050

•5046 P0KEI,38:P0KEI+C0,l:NEXTI

•5050 V=INT(RND(l)*3):W=42:F0RQ=l

T020:G0SUB3000:SYS7179:NEXTQ

•5060 F0RI=7900T07812STEP-22:P0KE

1,38:POKEI+CO,1:F0RJ=lTO500:NEXT

J:P0KEI,32:NEXTI

•5070 P0KE36877,250:P0KE36878,106

:G0T050

•6000 DATA8,72,138,72,152,72,32,1

55,224,104,168,104,170,104,40,96

BUG REPELLENT LINE CODES
FOR TUNNEL OF TOMACHON

PART 1
LINE # 10:IN LINE # 1110:NM

LINE # 20:KI LINE # 1120:J0

LINE # 25:IC LINE # 2000:AE

LINE # 30:KH LINE # 2010:HG

LINE # 40:IG LINE # 2O2O:EK

LINE # 50:HH LINE # 2O3O:OM

LINE # 1000:JP LINE # 2O4O:HN

LINE # 1010:ED LINE # 2O5O:EJ

LINE # 1020:NA LINE # 206O:HM

LINE # 1030:DM LINE # 2070:LG

LINE # 1040:11 LINE # 2080:PF

LINE # 1050:DC LINE # 2090:DE

LINE # 1060:IJ LINE # 2100:OE

LINE # 1070:EK LINE # 3000:PN

LINE # 1080:PM LINE # 5000:EN

LINE # 1090:HG LINE # 5010:LM

LINE # 1100:NB LINES: 33

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

# 5:HH

# 10:EK

# 15:DI

# 20:FK

# 50:AB

# 52:KA

# 54:AL

# 55:0J

# 60:CJ

# 70:FA

# 80:DA

# 90:DI

# 100:DM

# 110:BJ

# 120:CH

# 130:CM

# 140:JF

# 150:JG

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

PART 2
160:PD

170:IC

CA

El

MB

IC

CF

IH

GL

DD

HD

IF

GI

KG

180

190

200

210

215

220

230

240

250

260

265

270

280:F0

3000:LM

3010:NE

3020:HK

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

3030

3040

3050

3060

3070

3080

3090

3100

3110

3120

3130

3140

3150

3155

GD

PO

PO

IC

HC

JM

JN

HM

LN

MN

PG

BA

PH

AJ

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINES:

3160:AG

3170:IM

5000:AH

5010:IF

5020:GI

5040:NO

5044:HK

5046:EG

5050:DM

5060:NE

5070:GB

6000:KI

62

BLOCK EDITOR
FROM PAGE 57

5 P0KE53280,2:P0KE53281,l:P0KE64

6,0

10 DIMA$(256),B$(256),C$(256):PR

INT"[CLEAR]":G0SUB600:F=5:R=16:J

=212:K=0:L=l:M=15

15 DEF FNA(Y)=Y*R+Z

20 CL0SE15:PRINT"ENTER TRACK, SE

CTOR"

30 INPUTT,S:G0SUB100:IFAO0THENP

RINTA,B$,C,D:CL0SE5:G0T020

35 G0SUB200

40 PRINT"[HOME][12"[RIGHT]"[3"[D

OWN]1']";

50 G0T0400

99 STOP

100 REM *** READ BLOCK ***

OPEN15.8.15

OPEN5,8,5,M#n

PRINT#15,"U1:"5

110

120

130

135 INPUT#15,A,

0;T;S

D:IFAO0THEN

RETURN

140 FORX=KTO255

150 GET#F,A$(X)

155 C$(X)=B$(ASC(A$(X)+CHR$(K)))

:NEXT

170 CLOSE5:CLOSE15:RETURN

200 REM *** DISPLAY T & S ***

210 PRINT"[CLEAR][26M "]"T"/"S

220 PRINT"[5"[D0WN]n]H
230 PRINT"Fl=CHANGEn

231 PRINT"[3n "]BYTE[D0WN]n

232 PRINT"F3=SAVE"

233 PRINT"[3" "]BL0CK[DOWN]"

234 PRINTnF5=L0AD"

235 PRINT"[3" "]BL0CK[D0WN]"
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•236 PRINT"F7=EXIT"

•237 PRINT"[3" "]PROGRAM"

• 238 PRINT"[HOME][3"[DOWN]"]"

■240 FORY=KTOM

•250 PRINT"[15"[RIGHT]"]";
•260 FORZ-KTOM

•270 POKEJ.K

-280 PRINT"[RVSON]";:POKEJ,L

•300 PRINTC$(FNA(Y));

-310 NEXT

-315 PRINT

•320 NEXT:RETURN

•400 A=O:B=O

•405 C=A+B*16

•408 PRINTn[RVSON}[HOME]VALUE [5"

="]> ";ASC(C$(C));"[LEFT][3" "]"

•410 PRINTn[RVSON]POSITION ==> ";

C;"[LEFT][3n "]" :G0SUB500

•411 POKEJ,K:PRINT!!{RVSOFF]n; :POK

EJ,L:PRINT" ";:POKEJ,K:PRINT"[LE

FT ]";

•412 GETA$:IFA$="[DOWN]"THENB=B-(

B<15):P0KE54296,15

•413 IFA$="[UP]"THENB=B+(B>0):P0K'

E54296.15

•414 IFA$="[RIGHT]"THENA=A-(A<15)

:P0KE54296,15

•415 IFA$ = "[LEFT]"THENA=A + (A>0) :P

0KE54296.15

•416 IFA$="[F1]"THEN7OO

•417 P0KE54296,0:POKEJ,K:PRINT"[R

VSON]";:POKEJ,L:PRINTC$(C);:POKE

J,K:PRINT"[LEFT]";

•418 IFA$="[F3]"THENGOSUB800:IFJ$

="Y"THEN850

•419 IFA$="[F7]"THENGOSUB805:IFJ$

«"Y"THEN990

•420 IFA$="[F5]"THENGOSUB8O2:IFJ$
="Y"THENPRINT"[CLEAR]":GOTO20

•421 IFA$="[HOME]"THENA=O:B=O

•422 IFA$="+"0RA$="-"THEN1000
•424 G0T0405

•425 STOP

•450 P0KE54296,15:IFB>15THENB=15

•460 P0KE54296,15:IFB<0THENB=0
•500 PRINTI![H0ME3";

•510 FORX=1TOA+15:PRINT"[RIGHT]";

:NEXT:F0RX=lT0B+4:PRINT"[D0WN]";
:NEXT:RETURN

•600 F0RX=0T0255

•610 B$(X)-CHR$(X)

•620 NEXT

•630 B$(13)="M"
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640 B$(20)="T"

650 RETURN

700 PRINT"[HOME][22"[DOWN]"[7"[R

IGHT]"]ENTER NEW VALUE: ";:V=ASC

(C$(C)):G0SUB900

710 A$(C)=CHR$(I):C$(C)=B$(I):GO

SUB500:G0T0418

800 PRINT11 [HOME] [22" [DOWN]" [3" [R

IGHT]"]SAVE BLOCK — ARE YOU SUR

E (Y/N)? ";:GOT0810

802 PRINT"[HOME][22"[DOWN]"[3"[R

IGHT]"]LOAD BLOCK -- ARE YOU SUR

E (Y/N)? ";:G0T0810

805 PRINT"[HOME][22"[DOWN]"]EXIT

PROGRAM -- ARE YOU SURE (Y/N)?

810 G0SUB1600

811 GETJ$:IFJ$="Y"THENPRINT"YES"

:RETURN

■820 IFJ$O"N"THEN811

■830 PRINT"NO";:FORX=1TO1OOO:NEXT

:FORX=1TO5O:PRINTCHR$(2O);:NEXT:

RETURN

■850 0PEN15,8,15

■860 0PEN5,8,5,"#"

■865 PRINT#15,"B-P:"5,0

■870 F0RX=KT0255

•875 PRINT#5,C$(X);

■880 NEXT

•885 PRINT#15,"U2:"5;0;T;S

•890 CLOSE5:CLOSE15

■895 PRINT"[CLEAR]":G0T020

■900 1$=""

■905 PRINT"[c @][LEFT]";:GETJ$:IF

J$=""THEN905

•910 IFJ$=CHR$(20)ANDI$=""THEN905

•915 IFLEN(I$)=3ANDJ$OCHR$(13)AN

DJ$OCHR$(20)THEN905

■920 PRINTJ$;:IFJ$=CHR$(20)THENI$

=LEFT$(I$,LEN(I$)-1):GOT0905

•925 IFJ$=CHR$(13)THEN950

■930 I$=I$+J$:G0T0905

•950 FORX=1T050:PRINTCHR$(20);:NE
XT

•955 I=VAL(I$):IFI$=""THENI=V

■960 RETURN

■990 END

■1000 IFA$="-"THEN1500

■1010 S=S+l:IFT<18ANDS=21THENS=0:
GOT01200

■1020 IFT<25ANDS=19THENS=0:G0T012
00

-1030 IFT<31ANDS=18THENS=0:GOT012



00

•1040

00

•1050

•1200

•1499

IFT<36ANDS=17THENS:=O:GOTO12

GOTO1499

T=T+1:IFT=36THENT=1

PRINT"[RVS0FF]M;:

0SUB2OO:GOTO4O

•1500

•1510

•1520

•1530

•1540

•1550

•1560

•1600

50SUB100:G

S=S-1:IFS>-1THEN1499

T=T-1:IFT<1THENT=35

IFT<18THENS=20:GOTO1499

IFT<25THENS=18:G0T01499

IFT<31THENS=17:G0T01499
IFT<36THENS=16

GOT01499

FORX=1TO1O:POKE54296,15:POK

E54296,0:NEXT:RETURN

•1610

BUG
FOR

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

POKE54272,

REPELLENT LINE CODES
BLOCK EDITOR

# 5:CA LINE

# 10:LP LINE

# 15:EA LINE

# 20:CI LINE

# 30:DH LINE

# 35:CC LINE

# 40:JP LINE

# 50:CA LINE

# 99:JC LINE

# 100:0N LINE

# 110:AM LINE

# 120:DA LINE

# 130:AM LINE

# 135:PK LINE

# 140:BN LINE

# 150:FE LINE

# 155:JF LINE

# 170:NI LINE

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

2 00:GC

210:EP

220:CM

230:FA

231:IJ

232:MK

233:ME

234:MP

235:ME

236:0P

237:FE

238:CG

240:MI

250:PF

260:ND

270:FN

280:MM

300:DP

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

310:IA

315:JJ

320:EJ

400:JI

405:FE

408:JM

410:IN

411:GE

412:FE

413:ME

414:IF

415:EN

416:LA

417:NE

418:GP

419:CF

420:AB

421:FN

422:AK

424:CH

425:JC

450:BN

460:0K

500:CE

510:JE

600:AM

610:CB

620:IA

630:FE

640:FF

650:IM

700:AM

710:CA

800:NC

802:MF

805:DO

810:FM

811:CH

820:BL

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINES

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#
#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#
:

830:KD

850:AM

860:DA

865:00

870:BN

875:EE

880:IA

885:AJ

890:BF

895:JA

900:HD

905:DA

910:MB

915:PP

920:JG

925:IA

930:CN

950:CJ

955:J0

960:IM

990:IC

1000:ID

1010:GN

1020:DK

1030:IA

1040:MK

1050:GM

1200:FI

1499:KD

1500:GI

1510:EN

1520:10

1530:0F

1540:MD

1550:CA

1560:GM

1600:GB

1610:NM

113

REVIEWS
Continued from page 40

levels. You will also find potions

to restore your hit points, sacks

that let you carry more gold, and

beacons that can magically trans

port you to a temple.

Sword of Fargoal is a nearly ad

dictive game, bul it is so short on

options that 1 often talk myself out

of playing. Although the game

takes several hours, there is no

save game feature. For that mat

ter, (here isn't even li pause fea

ture. Sorry, Epyx. but after a cou

ple hours. I need a break. Only

one person can play. Although

each level is randomly generated

for each game, you must always

start al level 1.

If options are in short supply, it

is no shorter than the information

you have as a player. The level

you're on and the spells you have

are only displayed between levels.

And you'll spend a lot of lime

waiting for your hil points to build

back up while you rest at the tem

ples. But this slowness isn't com

plemented by an adventure game

aspect. You won't need to draw a

map because when you ascend

through the dungeon, the levels

will all be different from your de

scent. There are no clues to find,

no mysteries to unravel. This

game is so close to its goal, and

\et so fa i\
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Epyx, Inc.. 1043 Kiel Court,

Sunnyvale, CA 94089 (phone:

408-745-0700). —Richard Herring

QUICKWRITER III

Educomp

Commodore 64

Disk, cassette; $19.95

To this day, word processing on

mainframes is often called text

editing. Why a different term? Be

cause the process of manipulating

text on mainframes and micros is

essentially different. A micro may

treat your entire text as one long

string of characters; the main

frame will look at only one line

at a time. This allows the micro

to reformat dynamically. A main

frame, on the other hand, requires

strings of control characters to be

imbedded in your text for func

tions like indentation, centering,

and spacing.

Quickwriter gives you more fea

tures per dollar than any other

C-64 word processor I have used.

At only $19.95 for a disk or tape,

it gives you basic screening edit

ing commands, tabs, centering,

page breaks, block manipulation,

simple search capability, complete

control of tape or disk files, head

ers, footers, page numbering,

prompted hyphenation, and the

ability to customize to any com

mon printer.

But, like the mainframe I have

to use at work, Quickwriter is

basically line-oriented and re

quires strings of imbedded charac

ters to control formatting. As you

type, the cursor automatically

jumps to the left margin after it

reaches the right side of the

screen. But it does not pull the

word with it. As you type "ele

phant," if only "ele" will fit at

the end of a line, it will remain

there as you type "phant" on the

next line. When the document is

primed, this does not happen.

Because text onscreen is dealt
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with a line at a time, Quickwriter

has no insert mode. You can

move the cursor up into your text

and overtype a word, but to insert

a word, you will first have to in

sert a bunch of spaces then type

the word into the blank. If you

have a full line of text and insert

spaces in the middle, the second

half of the line will be pushed

down to the next line. Deleting

words will also leave you with un

filled lines. Again, printing works

fine, but you will have to tell the

program to reformat your text to

pack each line on the screen dis

play.

When you format text with

Quickwriter, you must type short

lines of format commands. For in

stance, "bm=##, typed on a line

by itself, will set the bottom mar

gin, "ra=l will turn on right

alignment (or justification), and

"ce=l will center the text that

follows. About three dozen similar

command strings allow you to get

just about any formatting you

wish, but the beginning of your

text may look like an esoteric se

ries of equations until you become

familiar with each command.

Quickwriter has many strengths

which may more than offset its

line-oriented, imbedded control

string nature. On the main menu

are prompts for all of the file and

block manipulations. Several sam

ple data files are included on the

program disk that, along with the

35-page manual, shows you how

to use all the program features.

Although you cannot create text

files larger than memory, files can

be linked during printing quite

easily. And the top line of your

screen display always tells you the

maximum number of (screen)

lines and the number of the line

currently at the top of the display.

When only a few lines are left,

you will be warned. Unlike some

other programs, Quickwriter

worked flawlessly when memory

was full and I continued to move

blocks or attempt to type more.

Blocks are easily marked by

putting a bracket (which disap

pears from the screen display) at

the beginning of the first and last

lines of the block. You cannot

mark a block in the middle of a

line; you will either have to delete

the unwanted characters after you

copy the block or force a break in

the middle of the line. Blocks can

be copied, moved, deleted, saved

to disk, or loaded (at the end of

your text) from disk.

When you are ready to format

your text, you can set all margins,

line spacing, and page size. You

have enough leeway to work with

any size paper in any printer. Tabs

are set and cleared with imbedded

commands but (as you might ex

pect) you can only tab within

lines, not between lines. Page

numbers can be printed at the

bottom of each page beginning

with any number you choose (im

portant when you link files).

Quickwriter can also prompt

you to hyphenate words at the end

of lines, but only during printing.

You specify the maximum number

of blank spaces at the end of any

line. Quickwriter will slop on any

line with too many blanks and

show you the word that would

have to be hyphenated in order to

fill that line. It also displays the

words which occur just before and

after the suggested word.

You can search for any word

you want, but not automatically

replace it. The search only finds

the first occurrence of the word.

To find each successive occur

rence requires four keystrokes.

Quickwriter also has a feature that

lets you imbed non-printing re

marks in your text files.

Need to do form letters? No

problem. Just create a text file of

names and addresses, imbed a few
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AHOY! PROGRAMS ON DISK
All the programs in each issue of Ahoy! can

be purchased on disk. See page 66 for

complete details.

extra commands at the top of your form letter, and

print away. Printing can be continuous or paused

between pages.

Word processing on a 40-column screen is a

problem for everyone. Quickwtiter uses an approach

I have never seen before; it is very effective for

viewing the format of your document (but not for

proofreading). Print your text, but send it to the

screen rather than the printer. You can choose to

see either the right or the left side of the page

exactly as it will appear printed. This lets you

check paragraph length, centering, indented quotes,

etc.

Quichiriter's printer support is very good as long

as you are familiar with the control codes for your

printer. Three sample printer files arc included on

the disk for Epson. Gemini, and Okidata printers.

There are two ways to imbed printer commands in

your text file. The first uses a standard Quickwriler

command line— "ch = 18 will print reverse text on a

Commodore printer. The second way is to define up

to nine printer .control codes (like those in the sam

ple files) at the beginning of your file. Two key

presses will imbed any ot" these codes in your file.

The bottom line with Quickuriter is a lot of bang

for your buck. You get a bunch of features even if

you have to go around your elbow to use a lew of

them. If you are familiar with your hardware, can

live without an automatic insert mode, and want an

inexpensive word processor, Quickwtiter is a good

choice.

Educomp. 2319 Newcastle Avenue. Cardiff. CA

92(XT7 (phone: 619-942-3838).

—Richard Herring
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Continued from page 13

menu implements an instantaneous

swap of any onscreen color, in

cluding the background color.

Drawing can be done from a se

lection of eleven brush sizes and

shapes. These are also in effect

when any of the geometries are

active. There is no provision for

the creation of user-defined brush

es or patterns.

PRIMARY FEATURES

The geometric functions support

lines, circles, and rectangles. The

lines function defaults to the con

tinuous or end to end variety. Dis

creet lines are created by hitting

the fl key. Circles are limited to

the perfectly round type. The

length and width of the rectangu

lar shapes may be independently

set. All shapes are outline only.

Solids require an independent fill.

We experienced some difficulty in

setting start points with the digital

joystick. This problem did not

carry over to the analog input

mode.

Fill mode is fast, flexible, and

limited to solid colors. Refills are

possible, allowing for local color

change. Freezing the fill with the

fl key permits multiple fill colors,

although the results are difficult to

control.

Drawing speed with the digital

joystick is adjustable over a wide

range from controllably fast to

painstakingly slow. The analog

mode responded quickly and di

rectly to pad pressure or paddle

position. Analog operation in

cludes a "micro" mode which

scales the entire range of the input

device to a small section of the

screen. The intent is to allow for

finer drawing detail. More on this

later.
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Unfortunately, neither the wide

speed range nor the micro mode

(see below) were an adequate sub

stitute for a true zoom mode. Al

though both features allow for

very fine cursor control, the dis

play is still the original size. The

ability to resolve individual pixels

is not enhanced.

A fixed, double-size text mode

is supported. All of the upper

case text characters, numbers, and

punctuation marks can be placed

anywhere on the screen. The user

sets the start point and the pro

gram automatically increments the

character position. The delete key

erases unwanted characters. Text

is transparently overlayed on the

existing image. That is, the under

lying colors are not changed.

A handy grid can be temporari

ly displayed as a drawing and lay

out aid. The grid may be incor

porated as a permanent part of the

drawing.

Flying Colors does not provide

an "oops" feature or an alternate

screen. There are no provisions to

memorize or copy any part of the

drawing.

ALTERNATE INPUT

DEVICES

Flying Colors is the only draw

ing package which offers the user

a choice of either digital or analog

input devices. In other words, you

can use a joystick or paddles. We

found that the best results were

obtained when used with a track

ball. The standard joystick ran a

close second. The use of paddles

as an analog input device is best

restricted to individuals with three

or more hands. Or perhaps a joint

effort with a friend. Anything less

restricts the user to vertical or

horizontal cursor movement.

Actually, the analog input mode

is intended for the use of an ana

log joystick or a touch-sensitive

device such as a Koala Pad. The

former are actually nothing more

than a pair of mechanically cross-

linked paddles. The joystick's out

put is proportional to the angular

position of the shaft. This type of

joystick has been used by the Ap

ple and Radio Shack computers.

Unfortunately, we have not been

able to find one suitable for use

with the Commodore 64.

Although the Koala Pad worked

well for most operations, the pro

gram failed to properly consider

the pad's stylus up default condi

tion. When stylus pressure is re

duced, either deliberately or inad

vertently, the cursor jumps to the

upper left corner. If the draw but

ton is depressed, a diagonal line

is drawn on the screen from the

last cursor position.

The micro feature, available

only in analog input mode, pro

vides very fine cursor control over

a small section of the picture area.

This is done by scaling the entire

paddle range into a small window

on the screen. This window can

be moved by "bumping" its edge

in the desired direction. When

used with the Koala Pad, frequent

"bumps" toward the upper left

corner occurred. The conclusion

is obvious: stick with a joystick or

trackball.

SLIDE SHOW FEATURE

The Slide Show utility included

with the Flying Colors program is

unique among the tested pro

grams. It allows the user to auto

matically display images created

with the Flying Colors program.

The user simply saves the images

for display on one or more disk

ettes. When the utility is used for

the first time, it will create a

"slide tray" file. The slide tray is

"filled" in the desired projection

order and saved to the disk as

separate file. Once this is done,

the tray can be used as is or re

filled. If the set of images spans



several disks, a user-defined

prompt can be inserted at the

proper time.

The "slide show" can be run

automatically or manually. In au

tomatic mode, the timing between

slides can be set from 30 to 99

seconds. In manual mode, slides

are displayed until the user pushes

"forward" or "reverse." The pro

gram assumes that any 40-block

program files on the slide disk are

image files. □

Program

Name:

Type:

Input

Device:

Price:

Futurehouse

Computer Crayons

Children's Sketch

Pad

Light Pen, Joystick.

Trackball

S29.95

P.O. Box 3470

Chapel Hill,

919-967-0861

NC 27514

Remember how you felt as a

child when you got your first box

of crayons and a coloring book?

The little disappointments when

you discovered that the crayons do

not last forever and, all too soon,

you ran out of paper? Consider a

box of crayons which will never

wear out, or be dropped on the

floor to be stepped on or broken.

How about a coloring book with

an endless supply of pages? Or

what about a set of pictures which

Graphics programs covered last issue included (clockwise from top left)

Peripheral Vision, DOODLE!, Koala Painter, and Paint Magic.

Flying Colors providesfor selection

of 11 brush sizes and shapes.

can be colored over and over

again'.' Mistakes can be instantly

erased without the paper ever

wearing out. Sounds good, right?

Thanks to the magic of the

Commodore 64 and a little help

from the people at Futurehouse.

your child can have just what was

described above. From the pro

ducers of Peripheral Vision and

the Edumate light pen (see last

month's issue) comes Computer

Crayons, a child's drawing pro

gram.

The package is a long way from

the sophisticated drawing pro

grams we have been looking at. It

is quite suitable for the younger

child in the family (five to eight

years). It does require an adult to

get it going. But. after a brief

training interval, your child should

manage quite well on his/her own.

Operation is very simple. An

onscreen graphic menu lets the

child select the desired function

by simply pointing the light pen at

the proper image. The program

also allows for joystick input, but

we found the response much too

fast to control. However, a track

ball worked rather well. When

used with the latter, the onscreen

crayon is moved about very much

like the real variety.

The program offers two basic

operating modes. One lets the

child select from a set of presaved

drawings. There are 26 of these,

one for each letter of the alpha

bet. Selection is made by simply

pointing the light pen,or moving

the crayon to the ABC box on the

menu. Once the desired letter ap

pears, simply select the house

symbol and the picture is loaded

from the disk. The simple black

outline drawings are very similar

to the ones found in a coloring

book. What is more, they can be

colored in much the same way.

Just like in a coloring book, the

black outlines cannot be erased.

Unlike a coloring book, the image

can be restored by simply pointing

to the house again. The same pic

ture is recalled from disk, clean

and neat. A nice bonus is the

simple sound and animation asso

ciated with each supplied picture.

This is accessed with the running

person image on the menu.

The first time the program is

used, it will provide a multitude

of surprises for the child, 26 to

be exact. There is no way of

knowing what each letter repre

sents. For the beginning reader,
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Another of the many attractive title

screens on the Flying Colors disk.

each picture is aptly named. Un

fortunately, once the mystery has

been solved, there is no way to

create a new set of indestructible

images.

At this point, the child's crea

tivity should take over. The hand

symbol provides access to the

blank sketch pad. The crayon

symbol sets the drawing width

from a single pixel to a broad

swath in four sizes. The left arrow

brings up the color menu which

offers six choices plus erase. For

some reason the last is in a black

box. These last two options are

also available in the coloring book

mode.

If you have not guessed it by

now, the piggy bank lets the child

save the picture to disk. The face

with the eyes is for "seeing" the

saved pictures. There is no way to

call up a directory or to display

the names of the saved pictures.

The child's memory is relied on

for this.

Overall, the program appealed

rather well to the younger set. We

M A PHABE TO DRA

a a ma®

Though lacking in features, the Flying Colors program can produce im

pressive results. Especially noteworthy is the program's Slide Showfeature.

know of more than one child who

was well-occupied for more than

one rainy Sunday afternoon. D

Program

Name:

Type:

Input

Device:

Price:

Sorcerer's

Apprentice

Multicolor

160 by 200 pixels

Keyboard, Joystick

$49.95

Event Horizon Software

P.O. Box 1327

New York, NY 10028

212-535-0697

Sorcerer's Apprentice is one of

the first, if not the first, drawing

packages to be available for the

Commodore 64. This early start

does not indicate a lack of sophis

tication. It is a well-balanced

package with a number of nice

features.

OVERVIEW

Operation of Sorcerer's

Apprentice is primarily from the

keyboard. Cursor control may be

from the keyboard or by joystick.

Precise positioning is possible

with the nine built-in cursor

hevln r iva;i/( ir-4 si u r urn :r

Easy to operate, Computer Crayons is designed for kids five to eight. Features full multicolor flexibility.

READER SERVICE NO. 253 READER SERVICE NO. 254 '
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speeds and a fast/slow toggle. All

other operations are accessed via

the keyboard. The user manual is

the uncontested winner of the

prize for brevity. In addition to

being short and to the point, the

physical size has been reduced to

near illegibility. This is a very mi

nor inconvenience as three de

tailed help screens can be called

up at any time with the stroke of

a key. We strongly recommend

their use during the learning

stages.

GEOMETRICS

Preprogrammed shapes include

lines, circles, triangles, and ovals.

The program defines the propor

tion of the axes for the latter. All

shapes can be drawn empty or

filled. All shapes but the triangle

are drawn from a settable point to

the current cursor position. The

triangle requires two setpoints. By

simply moving the cursor, a ray

effect may be generated.

Ten cursor shapes (includes the

invisible cursor) allow for the

creation of patterns when used in

conjunction with the speed control

keys (1-9). The selected number

actually moves the cursor for the

indicated number of pixels, leav

ing a cursor imprint behind. The

result varies from a full overlap to

a discreet footprint of the cursor.

A surprising number of patterns

can be generated in this way.

COLOR

Full multicolor flexibility with

total user control is maintained by

Sorcerer's Apprentice. As we de

scribed in last month's bit mapped

graphics tutorial, a multicolor

character cell can display three

unique colors in addition to the

screen background color. With

Sorcerer's Apprentice, the user

selects one of the three foreground

or mixing colors as the current

paint color. This color may be set

to any of the 16 possible Commo

dore 64 colors. Switching mixing

colors is the work of a single key

stroke. All three mixing colors

may even be the same paint color,

but there is an important distinc

tion. If the cursor is returned to a

character cell, after paint color of

the selected mixing color has been

changed, then all occurrences of

that mixing color in the character

cell are changed to the current

paint color.

The background color is set in

dependently from any of the

drawing colors. As a result, the

user has total control of color

with Sorcerer's Apprentice. On

top of it all. the entire screen can

be exclusive ORed for a multicol

or negative effect.

MEMORY MOVE

Rectangular blocks may be de

fined and copied any number of

times. Three copy modes are

available: opaque, color priority of

the moved area, and color priority

of the stationary area. The move

itself is fully visible at all times,

making the result of the moves

immediately apparent.

TEXT

Character sets are user definable.

The sample text file, supplied

with the program, can be used as

a pattern for creating your own

character fonts. Text files are

created on the upper part of the

screen as with any other image.

The saved file is simply specified

as a character font. Text may be

placed on the screen with either

transparent or opaque background.

ZOOM MODE

The magnify option enlarges

each pixel to one half the size of

a standard Commodore character.

The magnify window may be

scrolled about the screen. All op

tions, except for text and disk

modes, are available in magnify

mode. □

Program

Name:

Type:

Input

Device:

Flexidraw

High Resolution

272 by 200 pixels

Instrument Grade

Light Pen

Price: $149.00

Inkwell Systems

P.O. Box 85152 MB290

7770 Vickers Street

San Diego, CA 92138

619-268-8792

Flexidraw and its associated in

strument-quality light pen is a

well-designed high performance

graphics package for the Commo

dore 64. The product couples high

precision with several useful

applications into an effective pro

ductivity tool. The Flexidraw sys

tem can be characterized by high

precision and logical organization.

OVERVIEW

The Inkwell Systems light pen

plays a key role in the overall per

formance of the package. About

the size of a cigar, the black, ano-

dized aluminum housing conceals

an electronic circuit which is re

sponsible for the pen's sensitivity

and consistency of operation. The

built-in tip switch is actuated by

light pressure on the monitor

screen (four ounces according to

the manual). This tip switch uses

an optical sensor eliminating any

mechanical contacts which may

wear out or corrode.

Although Flexidraw is a high

resolution package, only 272 hori

zontal pixels are available for im

age display. The remaining 48

pixels (or six character positions)

are reserved for the onscreen mul

tilayer menu. The menu, vertical

ly oriented on the right side of

the display, is responsible for the
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Flexidraw provides several logical enhancements for light pen operation.

READER SERVICE NO. 255

operation of more than 90% of

the Flexidraw features. The user

simply touches the pen to the de

sired menu option for an instan

taneous response. The menu is

dynamic in that it is constantly

modified to accommodate the se

lected feature. A total of five vari

ations of the menu support the

operating modes.

Inkwell Systems has indicated

they are working on a future ver

sion which will utilize the entire

display area for graphics. After

working with the onscreen menu.

we find it difficult to conceive of

this package without it.

Color is not part of the basic

Flexidraw program. All drawing is

done in black and white. A separ

ate utility, which we will look at

later, is used to add color to the

Flexidraw image.

The package includes a number

of additional utilities. Among

these are a modem transfer pro

gram for sending and receiving

Flexidraw files, a sprite editor and

animator, a music synthesizer, and

a light pen piano. The Flexidraw

machine language drawing rou

tines may also be incorporated
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into the user's BASIC programs.

effectively adding several graphic

extensions to •Commodore BASIC.

LIGHT PEN OPERATION

Flexidraw provides several logi

cal enhancements for light pen

operation. The low pressure tip

switch was mentioned earlier. The

CTRL key can be used as an al

ternate trigger device to permit

offscreen operation of the pen.

This allows for a more relaxed

and natural brush type motion for

certain operations. The built-in

pen electronics eliminates key

board conflicts. Thus all charac

ters are available from keyboard

for disk file names and text entry.

The light pen offset can be re

adjusted in single pixel increments

during program operation. If nec

essary, the initial calibration se

quence may be called up at any

time without any loss of data.

The entire screen may be in

verted, that is, light and dark in

terchanged. This allows the light

pen to draw on dark areas.

GEOMETRICS

The standard geometric func

tions include round circles, lines,

rays, and rectangles. An invisible

grid option confines the drawn

image to either discrete points on

or line segments between the grid

intersections. A dynamic, full

screen cross hair permits precise

positioning of pixel points in rela

tion to other parts of the picture.

ALTERNATE SCREENS

AND TEMPLATES

Two completely independent

images are maintained by the pro

gram. A very powerful grab func

tion makes maximum use of the

alternate screens. Included with

the Flexidraw package are several

"symbol templates" as well as de

tailed instructions for creating

your own. The "get" and "put"

functions allow precise positioning

of symbols from the template on

the working drawing. Applications

range from engineering and archi

tectural drawings to music and

custom alphabets. The package in

cludes templates for math, music,

architecture, and electronics.

The Flexidraw image transfer

process allows for three options.

Once an image is stored in the

■"get" buffer it may be "put" on

either of the two screens any

number of times. The image actu

ally remains until the user gets a

replacement. The "put" function

can be either absolute, logically

ORed. or exclusive ORed (XOR).

The first is a totally opaque trans

fer. The second is totally transpar

ent. The third only leaves the pix

els which are not common to ei

ther the underlaying or overlaying

images. The last function allows

for an easy erase of a part of the

image. Simply execute a GET fol

lowed by two XOR puts without

moving the image.

Flexidraw includes a set of 14

built-in fill patterns. In addition,

the fill may be implemented with

any of the keyboard characters.



User patterns cannot be designed

from within the program. The

manual includes instructions on

how to creaie and store user pat

terns before initializing the pro

gram.

TEXT

The ful! Commodore character

set can be entered on the image

via the keyboard. The character

cursor is automatically positioned

to the standard screen character

positions. The basic keyboard

editing functions are supported.

PRINTER AND DISK

OPERATION

Flexidraw provides a bit image

screen dump for several popular

printers, in particular the 1525/

MPS-801. Gemini. Epson, C.

Itoh, and Okidata. Single and

double size print options are avail

able on all but the Commodore

and Okidata printers.

Disk operations support direc

tory display, disk format, and file

deletion, as well as load and save.

COLOR

The Flexidraw color facility is

an independent program on the

user disk. A presaved Flexidraw

image is called up by the Pen Pal

ette utility for subsequent painting.

Colors are selected from up to 23

user-defined paint pots. Each pot

in the onscreen menu holds a

foreground/background color pair.

Thus the color of a single image

is limited to only 23 of the 256

possible combinations.

In exchange for this relatively

minor limitation, the paint pot

system provides some very power

ful features. Each paint pot is

linked to the particular character

cells which were painted from it.

Changing the paint pot colors in

stantaneously changes the corre

sponding image colors. In support

of this feature, one of the color

menu functions is used to detect

which paint pot was used to color

a screen location.

The Pen Palette machine lan

guage subroutine, which controls

the paint pot selection, is available

to the user. Using this routine al

lows for easy color animation of

Flexidraw images from within a

BASIC program.

OTHER FEATURES

Several light pen utilities and

demonstration programs are pro

vided with the user disk. These

include a light pen-driven music

synthesizer, piano, sprite editor,

and sprite animator. The Flexi-

draw machine language drawing

routines arc available to the user.

Complete instructions show how

to link these routines to a BASIC

program. In effect, the Flexidraw

routines comprise a graphic exten

sion to Commodore 64 BASIC.

Overall, Flexidraw offers a great

cleal of power and performance

for the price. Users interested in a

high-perfonuance light pen graph

ic system would do well to con

sider this package. □

Program

Name: Super Sketch

Type: Multicolor

160 by 200 pixels

Input

Device: Custom Mechanical

Tablet

Price: $59.95

Personal Peripherals Inc.

Merrick Park

930 North Beltline Road

Suite 120

Irving, TX 75061

Super Sketch is the only pack

age with the driving software in a

plug-in ROM cartridge. We took a

close look at the Graphics Master

program and were surprised al the

number of features squeezed into

the eight kilobyte ROM.

Super Sketch custom input device.

READER SERVICE NO. 256

THE HARDWARE
Super Sketch comes with its

own custom input device. The

hardware bears a strong resem

blance to a plastic clipboard ap

proximately 10 by 14 inches. At

the top edge are a set of five large

buttons which generate command

inputs to the program. The draw

ing surface has an active area of

approximately seven by six inches.

The actual input device is a mov

able plastic arm whose tip may be

positioned anywhere on the draw

ing surface. A pencil or stylus

may be inserted in the end of the

arm. A predrawn sketch or blank

paper can be clamped over the

drawing surface.

The actual input signal is gener

ated by a pair of mechanically

linked, linearly actuated variable

resistors otherwise known as slide

potentiometers. Interestingly

enough, the hardware does not

use the built-in paddle input cir

cuits of the Commodore 64. The

tablet provides its own three-chan

nel analog-to-digital converter.

This circuit is housed in a small

rectangular box which plugs into

the Commodore 64 joystick port.

Two of the channels transmit the

arm positioning data as a serial

bit stream. The third channel is

used to decode the command

pushbuttons. Now that's what we

consider a high tech product in a

low cost package!

The hardware worked surpris

ingly well, although the arm as

sembly tended to drag a bit more
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than we would have liked. A pair

of clamps are provided to hold

down a piece of paper or pre

drawn sketch. A full set of prac

tice sketches are provided for just

this purpose. We found that the

stylus had a tendency to grab the

paper at inopportune moments.

Some masking tape along the bot

tom edge minimized this effect.

Best results were obtained with

freehand operation on a clean tab

let.

The top panel sports four but

tons and a large center bar. The

latter serves only to operate the

paper clamps. The four buttons

actuate the main control functions

of the drawing software. The lift

function, which is used the most

frequently, is duplicated on the

left and right sides. It does juts

what is sounds like: lift the soft

ware stylus from the screen sur

face. The menu button calls up

the onscreen main menu, as well

as serving as an escape key when

all else fails. The select button in

itiates the user's choice off the

menu.

We would have liked to see the

last two buttons duplicated as well.

The existing arrangement tended

to generate some awkward hand

swaps at times.

THE SOFTWARE

A menu on the left side of the

screen indicates the main operat

ing modes. These are selected by

positioning the cursor next to the

desired function and hitting the

select button. Operation does not

start till the lift button is pressed.

The menu display is removed

once the selected function is ac

tive. A small zoom window is

normally displayed in either the

lower or upper left screen comers.

This continuously shows the pixel

detail in the immediate vicinity of

the cursor. The automatic jump of

the window to the opposite corner
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whenever the cursor is moved into

the vicinity took a little getting

used to. The user can turn off the

zoom window if desired.

The onscreen zoom window

was adequate for its purpose, al

though not as effective as a true

zoom. The resolution of the input

mechanism was just sufficient to

allow for individual pixel position

ing. However, a true zoom, with

the input scaled up, would have

been preferred.

A second "expert" menu can be

called from the main menu. All

of the geometries, copy, mirror,

text, and disk functions are ac

cessed here. The two menus cou

pled with the need to press the

select and lift buttons made for a

considerable amount of button-

pushing at times. It would have

been nice to have an option of di

rect keyboard call of the different

operating modes.

All of the major drawing func

tions are available in one form or

another. The program offers a

choice of eight brush patterns and

eight fill patterns. The user can

design his own multicolor patterns

for each purpose as well. Unfor

tunately, there is no provision to

save any of the custom designs.

Only one design can be active at

a time. It was also easy to lose

the pattern when initiating a mode

change, such as a color change.

GEOMETRICS

All of the basic geometries are

supported. These include lines,

rays, circles, ellipses, and rectan

gular shapes. Only outlines of the

solid shapes can be generated. A

separate fill operation is required

to produce a solid or patterned

shape. In addition, the program

will automatically generate hori

zontal or vertical lines at any

point off the screen. The built-in

mirror options offer maximum

flexibility. The user may choose

from four corner (quad), horizon

tal, and vertical mirroring. The

zoom window should be turned

off when using any of the mirror

functions.

DUAL SCREENS

Super Sketch maintains two in

dependent screen images in the

computer's memory. An effective

copy feature allows any part of an

image to be memorized and trans

ferred to any other part of either

image. Multiple copies of a mem

orized image are supported. Cop

ies are transparent, that is, back

ground color areas of the trans

ferred image do not erase the un

derlying image.

OTHER FEATURES

Super Sketch allows the user to

define a window to limit drawing

activity to a specific portion of

the screen. For example, any of

the mirror modes can be con

tained within a preset boundary.

The text mode displays the upper

case alphabet, numbers, and punc

tuation. Characters are approxi

mately 50% larger than the stan

dard display. The text start point

may be positioned anywhere on

the drawing surface. Once started,

the cursor is automatically spaced

for the next character. Text place

ment is transparent, that is, the

background colors are not affected.

Both tape and disk operations

are supported for saving and stor

ing picture files. The disk mode

allows scratching of files as well

as disk formatting. Disk files are

in Koala format. The disk direc

tory is automatically scanned for

compatible files. These are dis

played on the screen for user

selection. □

For a look at some of the excite

ment scheduled for the Decem

ber issue of Ahoy!, see page 91.



Put the World
on Hold!

Cast offyour
cares and come
sailing in the
exotic Caribbean
Not a dress-for-dinner floating

hotel...but "barefoot" sailing &

beachcombing for those with

adventure in their souls. Lend a

hand.. .or feet on the rail. Six exciting

days from $425. Write for your free

Great Adventure Book.

Windjnmmc/ Barefoot Gui/c/
Box 120, Dept AD

Miami Beach, FL 33119-0120
or call TOLL FREE (800) 327-2600

in FL (800) 432-3364

Name

Address

City

State/Zip £ UJindjcimmc/ Barefoot Gui/c/
Post tifficr H"X I2H, Miunn Unit h, Florida W.t'J



Release The Graphics Power

OfYour Commodore 64...

Z,"*r
With A Pen.

Now there's a sophisticated graph

ics system for your C-64—the

Koala Light Pen System™ from

Koala Technologies. It's easy. You

work directly on your computer

screen to draw, design, chart

graphs. The Koala Light Pen

System is all you need.

A State-Of-The-Art Light Pen
We've packed all the electronics in

the streamlined Koala Pen, using

the most advanced miniaturization

techniques.

This means

clearer,

smoother,

more precise

graphics—

and, unlike

other C-64

graphics products, you can use the

Koala Technologies Corporation

M 800-KOA-BEAR

full range of the C-64's colors. It

also has an easy-to-use tip-switch.

A Complete Graphics

Package
Koala, well known for our graphics

systems, has created the premier

Zoom in for 320 x 200 resolution.

"Rubber band" lines and shapes.

Explore the full graphics power of

your C-64 with the Koala Light Pen

System. There is no other system

like it.

The Koala Light Pen System™

and Graphics 64 Software™

C-64 graphics package. It contains

a complete array of graphics capa

bilities. In addition, you can dip into

a palette of 16 colors—and over

3,000 textured patterns. Point to

"mirror" and a kaleidoscope of col

orful images bursts onto the screen.

Reader Service Ho. 267 Commodore 64" isairadamarkof Commodore Eleclronics, Lid.

o 1984 Koala Technologies.


